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FROM: T F MATHEI{S'

20 January LgBz

:'..Li

t''lô.^r'.¡
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PRINCIPAL PRTVATE SECRETARY
úcu¡,./ Se¿r¿i "'*,, 

'\
c i;-Íinarlc i al S e c?et ary
F/Economic Secretary
fS,Minist er of Stat e ( c
Fflvti"ister of State (r-
/ Sir Douglas l{ass

Sir A Rawlinson
Sir K Couzens
Mr Baruatt
Mr Ryrie
Mr Burns
Mr l{ilding
Mr Byatt
Miss Brown
Mr Kemp
Miss Kel1ey
Mr Monger
Mr Hansford
Mr Mountfield
Miss Peirson

14

c

1vìr, 
t i Ç'

l, {-¿

LONG TERM PUBLIC EXPENDITURE PROSPECTS

The Chief Secretary has seen Mr Barratt I s submission of
L9 January covering a draft cabinet Paper. The chief secretary
thinks ttre draft paper strikes just the right note, and he j_s

attracted by Mr Barratt's suggestion that it should take the
form of a minute from the Chancellor to the Prime Minister.

L-

M ü-.., T F MATHE TS
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C ONF IDENT IA L FROTVI J.O. KERR

22 January 1982

PS/Chief SecretarY
PS./Financ ia1 SecretarY
PS/Economic SecretarY
PS,/Minister of State [C)
PS,/Minister of State (LJ

Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Sir Kenneth Couzens
Mr. Ryrie
lTr. Burns
Mr. tr/ilding
Mr. Byatt
Miss Brawn
Mr. Kemp
Miss Kelley
flr. Monger
Mr. Hansford
Mr. Mountfield
Miss Peirson

IVIR TT

LONG -TERIT FUBLIC EXPENDITURE PROSFECTS

The Chancellor was grateful for the draft paper attached to your
minute of 1g January. He agrees that ìt propenly discharges the

remit from Chevening, but he has decided - after discussion with
the Chief Secnetary - not to put it to Cabinet colleagues, or
indeed to the Prime Pìinister, at this juncture.

2. The principal reason for this change of course is that the
ChanceLlor has decided, on reflection, that it might be a mistake
for him to put a further papen round Cabinet before 28 January.
A secondary reason is that some of the ground u/as, I undenstand,
covered at a meeting of I4ISC 14 on 2A January (the minutes of that
meeting are not yet available).

t;
'Ã

I

whe n

out

This is not intended to be a postponement sine die. Perhaps

the ITISC L4 minutes
of the way, you could

are available, and next wee 's Cabinet is
submit further advice 0n timing.

J . Û. KERR
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LONG-TERI"] PUBLI C EXPENDITURE PROSPECTS
SS

Mr. Herris '
At Budget time we shall as you know be publishi,ng a hlhite Paper

giving details of our public expenditure uP to 1984-85.

Z. I have been considering the prospects for public expenditure

in the period beyond 1985. They are very worrying. l'Je need to
take stock of where bre are going in the light of our experience

in the last two and a half lPêFs.

3. Though the problem stretches well beyond the horizons of a

normal Public Expenditure Survey, tl'.t" decisions b/e teke in the next

year or So will tend to reduce our room for manoeuvre'in the

longer term. þJe are, fob exampl.e, running into major problems

over defence. If we h,ere to continue to aim for the next ten

years or so at the NATO target of annual real increases of 3 per

cent,.wp could find at the end of the period that we were spending

something like 7 per cent of our GDP on defence, compared with
the present 5 Per cent.

4, But defence is by no means the only problem. We have also

given high priority to some very lerge civil programmes, such êS

social security and health. Ì^Je are committed to maintaining the

purehasing power of more than half of social security benefits.
l,Je have so f ar allowed the heelth frogramme to grow.. in real terms.

Though as a.propor+,ion of GDP education expenditure is falling at

present, largely for demographic reasons, the downward trend in

the numbers of pupils is 1ike1y to revense in due course. Defenee,

social seeurity, health, and education together acccunt for over

60 per cent of total public expendiïure.

4i
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am copying this at this stage only to Sir Robert Armstrong.
to have an early opportunity of discussing with you the best
carrying forward the approach that I have suggested.

5 February 1982
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FROM: T F MATHEWS

J February LgBz

PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY cc Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (L)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Sir Kenneth Couzens
Mr Ryrie
Mr Burns
Mr lúilding
Mr Barratt
Mr Byatt
Miss Brown
Mr Kemp
Miss Kelley
Mr Monger o.r.
Mr Hansford
Mr Mountfield
Miss Peirson
Mr Ridley
Mr Harris

LONG-TERM PUBLIC EXPENDITURE PROSPECTS

The Chief Secretary tras seen Mr Barrattrs minute of 5 February
covering a draft minute to the Príme Minister. The Chief Secretar.
favours the inclusj-on of paragraph 7(d) of the draft.

-'-
T F MATHEtrIIS
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cc: Mr. Barratt

i
¡J

nss with him
sü¡¡¿¡t
n either occasion.

gÆ

M,-Øw lv)f'

tvtR. tYO F]ELD

LONG_TERIY PUBLTC EXPENDITURE PROSPECTS

As you know, the Prime tTinister decided that she wished to have a

word with the Chancellor.about his minute of 5

accordingly featured on the agenda for her meet

February. It

c^a

J .0. KERR

1 B February 1982

on 10 and 17 February. But it was not in fact¡r

2. Mr. Scholar tells me that the advice which the Prime IYinister
is getting from within No.10 is generally favourable to the idea
of a study. He has agreed to try again to extract a clear decision
from the Prime fYinister. If he fails, he will set up an early
meeting specifically on thÍs subject. *

3, I am so sorry this 15 ta ki ng SO 1ong.

* 4. lle ÅctsJå,Ì,:t :t't^¡¡lêJ a+/;;
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From lhe Principal Private Secretary

\.^' y*

10 DOWNING STRE,ET
,,')

w
5 February 7982

{h I

t

LOCAL C'OT/.ERNMBNT LONG TERTÍ STRATEGY

The Prime ttrinister has seen the Home Secretary's
minute of 4 February L982 and she is content that
matters should now be carried forward in the way
agreed at the meeting which }lr Whitelaw held on 3 February.

I am sending eopies of this letter to Imogan l{ilde
(Departnent of Education and Science), David Edmonds
(Department of the Enviroment), l'luir Russell (Scottish
Offiee), John Craig (\{elsh Office), Anthony lfayer
(Department of Transport ) , David Clarh (Departniert of
Health and Social Security), Terry Mathews (Treasury),
Lestor Hicks (Departnent of the Environment), and
David Wright (Cabinet Office).
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Home Office.
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CONFIDn{TIAT LT

F R BARRATT
5 tr'ebruary 1982

Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
l{iqister of State
l{inister of State
Sir Douglas irlass
Sir Anthony Rawlins
Sir Kenneth Couzens
Mr Ryrie
Hr &¡rns
Mr trlilding
Mr Byatt
Miss Brown
Mr Kenp
Miss Kelley
I{r Monger (or)
Mr Hansford
Mr Mountfield
Miss Peirson
t{r Ridley
Mr Harris

FROM:
DATE:

gä.h Er,roR oF TirE EXoHEQüm.

:r"l-"'l -u¡å
¿Y

¡"|t*'J'"tl-'

cc

(
(

¿'^^^-;ltz '

l,la û'!'':.4 -)'r'

TONG-TERM PUBLTC EXPH{DITTIRS PROSPECIS

I sent you a draft paper about this on 19 Januaryr ând I{r Kerrrs
minute of 2? Januar¡r asked me to re-subnit it when the ninutes of
the HISC 14 neetins óñ-eO January vrere available and. the Cabinet
discussio!. oD, economi c strategy of 28 January vras out of the way.

2. I have had another look at the original draft which f put to
you. rt seems to me still pretty well appropri-ate as it stand.s,
and I am accordingly re-submitting it, with so&e nininaL changeg in
the form of a draft minute for you to send to the Prine Minister,
with a copy to each of your Cabinet colleagues.

1. r invite your attention particularly to paragraph Z(d) of the
draft. The point of your initiative nol'r is to get the exårcise on
long-tern public expenditure lar¡nched, in as uncontroversial a way
as possible. There wourd be much advantage in our getting the
point in paragraph 7(d) established. But if you think it is likely
to excite controversy in a way which wilt prevent the exercise getting
launchedr foü may prefer to delete it.

1

CONFIDHITTAI





CONFIDEI¡TIAL

4. As regards the tining of this operation, there is no particular
nee 'for you to ninute the Prine Minister this week as opposed to
next. But if we are to do a proper job, and get a report to i{inister:
in Jr¡ne, bef ore the PES exercise is brought to Cabinet r we ougbt to
get Ministersr authoriby to start well before the Budget.

,. Tou will wish to consider whether to have a word with the
Prine Minisùer about this before sending her the minute.

F R BARRATT

Z+

CON¡.TDN\TTIAI
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DBnrf- MINUTE TO PRI!',lE MINISTER

S^^- cLet

[3]vz\'
-P/,-r,::'

,7
IPNG-TMM PÜBI,IC ÐGANDITIIRE PROSPECTS

At Budget time we shall as you Ìnrow be publ,ishing a

lfhite Paper giving d"etails of our publi-c elçend.iture up to

19u+-8r.

2. I have been considering the prospects for public

expenditure in the period. beyoad 198r. they are ver¡r

worrying. I¡Je need to take stock of where we are going in

the light of our experience in the last two and a half

years.

7. Though^the problem stretches well beyond the horizons
Pubtrt Saatl^cül'.rt Ss¡r¡¡.¡ ,of a normaL næ6¿the decisions vle úake in the next year or

so r,¡iII tend to reduce our room for manoeu\rre in the longer

teru. t¡{e are, f or example, running into najor problems

over defence. If. we lrrere to continue to ai¡o for the next

ten years or so at the NATO target of annual real increases

of 7 per centr wê could find at the ead of the petiod that- (?,
we were spending something like 7 peî cent of our flDP on

defence, compared with the present 5 per cent.

4. But defence is by no means the only problen. l{e have

also given high priority to some very large civil programme-c

such as social security and health. l{e are cornmitted to

maintaining the purchasing power of more than half of social

/security
1

.s**d-
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security benefits. l'Ie have so far allowed. the hearth
progrâmyne to grow in real terms. lhough as a proportion o:
GDP education e:çeaditure is falling at present, largely
for demographic reaÞe'ns, the d.ownward. trend. in the nunbers
of pupils is likely to reverse in d.ue course. Defeace,

social security, health,and. ed.ucation together account f or
over 60 per cent of total publi.c e:çendituure.

,. E]sewherer we have for¡nd. that the scope for red.uction:
is necessarily linited. rad.eed. sone of the snalrer
progrâmynes (raw ¡nd order; enproynent) have required.
special preference.

6- ret--¡¿e need to achieve a red.uction in the burd.en of
the public sector on the econory. lDhi..s is an essentrar pa-

of our stratery;

7 - rn bringing public e:çend.iture u:¡d.er control we have

concentrated so far on cash nnd oa the relatively short ter
But the longer term prospects ercend.ing welr beyond. the
lifetine of this parliament calr for thorough stud.y. r

At
7 âccordingl¿ propose -¡ .

(a) þW the Treasury, in consultation with
uajor spending Departnents and. tire CPRS,

should inmed.iately set in hand en s¡çami nation
of the likely pattern of public eryend.iture
over the nerb decader oD the basis of a

&-"1-

/raage of .
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range of possible assumptions about growth

and. other factors;

(b) tn"{t should. report to Cabinet in the ligþt
of this study by next June;

(c) -t;ht*{ colleagues in charge of major spend.ing

Departmenüs should ensÌLre that the work is
given the necessary priority in their
Departmeats; ê^.1

(d) fit4 in the neantine Ìre should. meke no

changes in our present e:çenditÌLre progrenmes

which would pre-enpt decisions about the

longer term.

':"t' 
' j'-

B. I am copying this to-*l#€abinet -eolleaguee*and.
s

Sir Robert Armstron.g r-1zL
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From the Private Secretary 25 February LgBz
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LonE-Term Pub Iic Expenditure Prospects

The Prime Minister'discussed with the Chancellor this morninghis minute of 5 February about the longer term prospects fcr publið
exge+diture in the period beyond 1985.

tX.j'<--'The Prime Minister said that she thought that it would bea good idea to mount the study which the Chancellor had in mind.she agreed that the Treasury should undertake this work. inconsultation with major spending departments and the CPRS.,;hrrematter wourd need to be handled sensitively, to avoid creaiingdifficulties with this year's regular public expenditure exercise.
I am sending a copy of this letter to David Wright (Cabinet

Office).

Y,rt^ n'.t"+\

flir\**t ,[ øL*Lo'w

John Kerr, Esq.,
HM Treasury
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DATE:

J O KERR
26 February lgBz

It" !:o,rrult.cc

MR IYOUNTF T ELD

LÛNG_TERM PUBLTC EXPENDITURE PROSPECTS

You wi 11 now have seen lÏr Scholar's letter of 25 February to me.

2. He and I have talked about how best to proceed now. Subject
to your views, our suggestion is that we should simply revert to
the original plan, and re-run the Chancell-or's minute of
5 February, adjusting th; third sentence of paragraph 7, and

paragraph B, and copying to Cabinet colleagues, Armstrong and

Ibbs . 0n receipt of the Prime Minister's copy, lulr Scho Iar wou 1d

immediately write back to m€, with a re-run of paragraph 2 of his
letter.

3. Please let me know if this, oF something else, is what you

would like done.

J9(

J O KERR

Þ¡r-
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LCI\G. îËRIT PUBLI C EXPENÛlTURE PROSPECTS

The Whi te Paper givi ng detai ls of our publi c

1 984-85 wi il be publishçd on Budget Day.

expenditu¡e uo to

2. The prospects for the period beyond 1985 are very worrying.

i^Je need to teke stock of where h/e are going in the !.ig z of our'
experience j-n the last two and a half years.

3. Though the pnoblem stretches well beyond the hori.zons of e

normaL Public Expenditure Survey, the decisions b/e take in the

next year or so will tend to reduce our room for manoeuvre in
the ionger term. we are, for example, running into major problems

over def eñCE q If we were to continue to aim 'f or the nex'u ten

years or so et the NAT0 target of annual rea]. increases of 3 per

cent, wB could find at the end of the period that hre were spending

something like 7 per cent of our GlP on defence companed with

the oresent 5 per cent

4. Eut cjaf ence is Þy no means ihe onLy probLem. We have aisc
given high'.priority to some very large civil programmes, sueh aS

so'cial security and health.'. i,rle are committed to meintgining the '

purchasing power of more than half of social securiiy 'benefiis.

We have sû far all-owed the health programme to grol,r in reaf 
"erms.

Though ðs a proporiion of GDP education expenditure is fa3.L'ing at

presen?, Largely for Cemographic reaSonS, the downwerd treñC i;'
the numbers of pupils is iikely to reverse in due course. 0efence,

socj.e L security, heaLth, and education together account for over

ô0 per cent of t.ctal public expenditure.
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) FROM: MISS Y I{IESI

12 March tgBZ

PS,/CHANCELLOR cc PS,/CST
PSIES1
PSIMST (C)
PSIMST ( l,)
Sir D hlass
Sir A Rawlínson
Sir K Couzens
Ifr Ryrie
Mr Burns
Mr Wildíng
Ifr Byatt
t"fr Barratt
Miss Brown
l4r Kemp
Miss Kelley
Mr lvlonger
Mr Hansford
Mr Mountfíe].d
Míss Peirson
Mr Ridley
Mr Harris

LONG-TtrRM PUBLIC EXPENDITURE PROSPECTS

Tl-e Financial Secretary has seen tkre Cl.ancelJ-orrs minute to the
Prime Minister of B March and tras commented thatttper}..ps we can
a1I refrain from making any pledges about anything for the next

ilParliament.

\v,lq(+
MISS Y hIEST

12 March LgBz
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10 DOWNING STREET

From the Private Secretary

|i¿t*, jcl'"",

LONG TERM PUBLIC EXPENDITURE PROSPECTS

The Prime Minister was grateful for the Cha

of 8 March, itt which he proposed a study of the

of public expenditure over the next decade '

John Kerr, Esq.
H. M. Treásury.

1t

klr 4*¿â)ø/ ¡7. i(¡r, Fîí É¡r
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likely pattern

The Prime Minister is content with the proposals set out in
paragraph 7 of the Chancellor's minute '

I am sending copies of this letter to the Private Secretaries

to the other members of cabinet, to l,{urdo Maclean (chief whip's

Office) and David Wright (Cabinet Office) '

lr r^ tt*éñ\
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DATE: 25 May l98Z

cc: CO

Copies attached for:

Chancellor
.Sir, Douglas Wass
Mr. Ryrie
Mr. Ridley
Mr. Kemp

P*

1

¿.

SIR ANTHONY RAWLINSON

CHIEF SECRETARY

SELECT COMMITTEE ON PROCEDURE - LONGER.TERM PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
.l

The Select Committee have asked for na short paper from the Treasury setting out the
stages by which a major new project involving expenditu¡e over a number of years is
approved by MinisteÌs, and thereafter mooitored..n

- 
Z' This request may be seen as part of a wider plocess. we a¡e watching an attempt by
Parliament to extend its control of public expenditure in the wid.est sense. This Inquiry by
the Select Committee needs to be seen alongside their enquiries into parliamentary supply
procedure, -and into Parliamentary control of borrowing. It may lead to proposals for
Parliamentary control over commitments as well as over ¿urnual appropriations. Any paper
for this nerv Inguiry must therefore be carefully drafted. But we think tbe best tactics are

= to provide a fairly short strictly factual reply, avoidirqg any controversy at this stage.

3' The problem is that the Select Committee's'very mechanistic approach assumes tþat
there is something like a single.model, appropriate to all capital projects. The best format
for ou¡ paPerr therefore, seemed. to be a short general passage pulling out'=söme of the
common themes, followed by some detailed examples to illustrate the wide rãnge of
circumstances and procedure

4' The Committee's reqhest was unclear about the coverage of their laquiry. It may be
about central governrDent alone; or about supply Expenditure; (whicb would bring in the
NHS) or about all public expenditure. I bave deliberately drafted it in the widest possible
senser in order to fend off possible fu¡ther reguests from the committee.

5' The annexes have been provided by Divisions (in some cases aftér discussion with
Departments). we shall show the complete version to Departments for information, but I do
not think we need clea¡¡"ce from them





. ì May we have the Chief Secretary's agreement to send the paper to the Select
Committee, please?

ã
p4

P. MOUNTFIELD

.¡





ANNEX

PROCEDUR.E FOR APPROVING A MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECT

The Committee asked for a short paper fror! the Treasury, setting out the stages by which a
major new capital project involving expenditûlè oveioa number of yiars is approved by
Ministers, and thereafter monitored.

erent operations by
many different public authorities. Not all of these are seen by the Treasury, or indeed by
Ministers. The stages through which each project is handled witl vary widely. A number of
different examples a¡e therefore given, as appendices to this paper. .r

3' It may be helpful to distinguish between projects which form part of a continuiug
series of similar schemes (like the motorway programme) and those which are unique (tike
the Thames Barrier). For the former there are well-defined proced,ures, although these will
vary from one class to another. For the latter there are no general rules.

4' In considering capital projects, the responsible authorityr be it a public corporation, a
local' authority, or a Government Department, will have the following considerations in
mind.

{a)

(b)

(c)

Economic appraisal. The authority wetrld consid.er the economic return on the
project and in particular whether eensirte¡.+våe+åer the project represented the
most cost-effective solution, compared with other feasible alternatives.
Techniques of investment appraisar are highly developed in many areas. The
Treasury nGuide to Investment Appraisaln sets out the general pñóðiples to be
adopted in the public sector.

The statutory authority for the expenditure concerned,. In many cases, no
specific statlrtory authority is necessary since the project will be covered by
the inherent powers of the authority concerned.

Its place in the strategy for the programme concerned,. For example, a major
computerised project in central government might be seen in the context of
changes in the system of setting and colrecting taxes, or of payrng benefits. A
new road project would be considered in the context of the development of the





road network as a whole. Appraisal of a new hospital project would, involve
the demand for hospital facilities in the regions concerned., and of current
policy on the types of service to be provid.ed in general hospitars.

Availability of finance. The spenã.irìg autñrity should co¡isidlr whether there
was adequate provision for this project, amongst others, -in its public
Expenditure survey programme. In doing so, it would take account of the
other potentiãl elaims on-financial-resources -over--t

e
project long-term nature, stretching beyond the public
expenditure survey period, it would also need. to consider whether any major
changes in the level of expenditure were likely in the peried outside the
Survey' For expenditure fund.ed by central government out of parliamentary
votes, the authority would need. also to consider whether the necessary fund.s
were available and voted by parliament in the first year.

5' once approval has been given, expenditure 9g any project will be monitored. in the
course of construction. In doing so, spend.irrg authorities will pay particular attention to the
availability of finance, in each year's Estimates and in the public Expenditure Survey as
ap¡iroved by Ministers each year. The spending authori.ty, and rn mary cases the

On completion of the
Government Department, willalso watch the totar cost of the project.
project, most authorities have arrangements for

_ original objectives.
evaluating its success in meeting the

ó' The procedure for seeking approval varies widely. Expenditure by central government
depar+:aents, borne on supply Estimates, needs Treasury approval unless it is within the
delegated authority of the Department concerned.. In many cases, pãiticularly if
controversial, or there is a doubt about the availability of resources in the longer-term, it
will be the subject of Ministerial corres¡iond,ence or be the subject of collective Ministerial
discussions' There a¡e however no general rules which require consid.eration by Treasury
Ministers' within Departments, practice differs: but aly significant project would normârly
be considered by the Departmental Minister concerned., whether or not it was the occasion
of subsequent correspondence with the Treasury. If the project forms part of a continuing
progÊmme, there will be a standa¡d proced.ure laid down for all these stages.

7 ' where other spending authorities are concerned., practice va¡ies. rn the National
Heatth service, all projects above.a certain size a¡e seen by the DHSS (or the scottish,
welsh or Northern rrish equivalent). Nationalsed industries have varying levels of delegated
'authority from central government, within the ceilings approved by Ministers. Major
nationalised industry projects, with a major policy interestrwould, generally be discussed with
the'Treasury. But once again, no formal rures apply across the board. Local authority

(d)

¡l
were of 

¿ 
very





.rapita-l exPenditure is subject to aggregate, statutory controls, within which the authorities
have considerable freedom to determine the distribution between services. Government
Departments do not generally see or approve individual projects unless they are subject to
specific grants (eg projects eligible for transport supplementary grant, llb* programme
grant etc.). However, in the case of education local authorities are required to submit
certai' details of individual projects to the DES under the provisions of t¡e iggO Education
Act. Water Authority schemes are also subject to aggregate expend.iture con trols, rather
than individual project approval. Major schemes are identified in the plans which the
authorities are required to submit to DOE and the Welsh Office for approval each year.
These a¡e discussed with the authorities, but the approval relates to the programme as a
whole and the expenditure levels, not to the individual schemes. Major"works such as
reservoirs are, of courser inevitably the subject of planning appeal proced,ures, and are seen
by the Secretaries of State in that context.

8' The attached appendices illustrate some of the many types of capital project which
a¡e dealt with in these ways.
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APPENDD( 1

DEFENCE EQUIPMENT

1. Procurement of major defence equipm-ent wo','B normally go. through a number
of main stages. A typical project will start with a Staff Target (ST) reflecting a particular
military need. Endorsement of the ST will normally be obtained at official level using
the MOD's standa¡d machinery for and - It elS_g¡¡lp sg!__PI op_qgêl s ---___
and will lead to feasibility studies. Following these stud.ies, a Staff Requirement (SR)

may be raised and approval sought for project definition (PD). PD normally involves
the first large commitment of funds and, for projects estimated to cost [Z5m or more
to develop, will require approval of the MOD's Defence Equipment poliiy Committee
(attended by representatives of the Treasury and DOI). But Ministerial approval of
PD will norm¡lìy only be sougbt if the commitment of fr¡nds during this stage is estimated
to ¡each a level which is currently set at [ZSm or more. On completion of pD, approval
to enter :üll d.evelopment (FD) will be sought, æd DEPC and Ministerial authority will
be reouir-:'d, for all projects with a total estimated development cost of (currently) ÊZsm
or =ore. Ministerial approval will be sought again before projects enter production
in - cases where total production costs are estimated to be E50m or more. While the
n¡d¡¡datory requirement to obtain Ministerial approval at any point is thus triggered
autc¡maticafly by financial thresholds, Ministers rnay well be involved in the largest
and/or most contentious projects from the earliest stages.

Z. The methods for monitoring costs are tailored to the individual need.s of the projects.
For scme projects, a detailed cost pla:r will be set out to compare the forecast and actual
incidence of expenditure against technical milestones. The contractors 

.,_gl_d_ the MOD
project team will be involved in day-to-day monitoring. Particular probleqs may be
referred to senior ma.nagement in MOD, to MOD Ministers, to the Treasury, or to Ministers
collectively. Any major technicat difficulties or major cost escalation would lead to
resubmission to MOD Ministers.

3. The ex¡lenditure, if it falls outside the authorities delegated by the Treasury to
MODI will need Treasury approval for each maiu stage; in addition, projects Irfay need
fresh Treasury approval if they breach the tolerances gra¡rted (especially on cost). Treasury
Ministers would b.e involved as necessary.

4. The largest and most contentious projects will be referred by MOD Miriisters to
their Ministerial colleagues at va¡ious stages as appropriate.
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PROPERTY SERVICES AGENCY (PSA) PROJECTS

l. There is no t¡rical PSA project and it -i-g:t be 
"mis-leading 

to relate a specific case
history to tbe procedures of approval and monitoring of any one of them. What follows is a
general note of how major construction projects are handled. PSArs delegated authority is
87r000r000.

Z. Major projects (those costing several million pounds) are identified to the Treasury for
the first time in the Public Expenditure Survey (PES) which is also the time scale for pSA's

forwa¡d planning. Exceptionally PSA witl be able to identify the largest prä]ects up to 10

years ahead of the planned. start. Such a case might be the need for a major neiv building
initiCly identified by the Department concerned..

3' : For projects which exceed delegated authority the PSA first seek Treasury approval in
principle. How far ahead of the start date this would be depends on the size and complexity
ot the project. Three ye¿ìrs would not be unusual. The request would be backed up by rough
costings and demonstrations of need and feasibility.

4' Following on from this PSA c¿rny out a detailed feasibility study and. investment
'- appraisal. This is worked up to a final sketch plan stage, at which time specific Treasury
-: -approval would be sought. =

5' Major projects within PSA's delegated authority a¡e handled similarly, except no
Treasury approval is sought unless there are unusual features. In these cases psA follow
established ground rules whicb have been approved. by the Treasury. In either iãse (within or
outside delegated authority) no money is committed on construction until final approvrì is
obtai:red.

6. 1'he monitoring of piogress against pla¡r, both in terms of the building programme and
approved budgetr is canied out internally by PSA. The Treasury is brougbt in as necessary.
This might be if the budget of T¡easury approved projects is at risk or if unusual dif.ficutties
arise, eg delays result in a dispute between the PSA and the primary contractor. At all
times the Treasury reserves the right to call for information about any project.

7 ' If there is no need for specific Träasu¡y invcÍlvement the PES and Estimate scrutinies
provide convenient opportunities to assess general progress.

8. Major projects which psA curiently have in hand incrude:-





Project

International Conference Centre

Swansea DVLC

Regional processing Centre for
Inland Revenue at peterborough

Reglenq¡-ercçegslng -Çentre Jor---
Inla¡rd Revenue at \¡[¡est Byfleet

Cost E million

3ó

5.8

2.6

Planned year of
Completion

r986-87

, 1987-88

1985-8ó

1985-86

.t

----- 'r- -" -
2.6
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APPENDIX 3

GO\JIERNMENT COMPUTER PROJECTS

1. Government computer projects are- undertaken for the purpose of improving
effectiveness and, efficiency in the performarñË of gíneral administiative tasks. They
embrace a wide range of such tasks, including, for example, PAYE reqúirements; NI
contribution records and the payment of benefits; financial information systems; payroll

wor e Paymen gran and es. The size of computer
projects can therefore vaÌy greatly, according to the nature of the administrative function
involved.

Z. When developing a computer project, Departments are required ," ,"U"r specific
detailed procedures laid down by the CCTA. These procedures apply whether the project is
one which falls within a Department's delegated authority to approve expenditure, or one

whicb r*.-iluires approval by the CCTA.

3. TLe progressive stages for approval are:-

(i) The medium term planning figures aÌe included in the a¡nual public

Expenditure Survey, and provision made ir.' Suppty Estimates.

A Preliminary Study is carried out to enable a properly informed decision to be
taken on whether to commit resource" to " full study.

If cbanges in functional staff numbers are likely, -rtpo*T requirements need.

to be authorised subject to subsequent approval of tbe project.

The Preliminary Study Report is submitted to tbe approving autli-diily which if
satisfied that a convincing case has been made will authorise a more
comprehensive F rll Stud.y to be undertaken.

.The Full Study Report will describe the new system, its implementation plan,
and costs. It witl show the cost-effectiveness of alternatives together with
the cost and benefits of the proposed solution. Costs a¡d benefits arJnormaüy
appraised over a 10 year life cycle for the project. I ,

The approving authority in Departments or the CCTA will, if satisfied with the
,"Ú Study Report, authorise the development of the system and procqrement
of the necessary equipment. If appropriaie the case for project approval will
be submitted to Ministers.

riii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(ii)





During the development stage of a computer project costs are monitored.. Divergence5
from planned costs are identified and revised. approvals obtained if necessary. Arry
consequences for the project as a whole are taken into account in the investment appraisal
included in the futy'Stuay Report.

I -..¡ . -A

5' From the procurement stage onward,s through to full implementation of the.project,
costs a¡d benefits are monitored. The implications of any significant d.ivergence from the

y appro are The consequences for the original
investment appraisal in the light of public expenditure plans are identified. Revised plans
are submitted if necess:l'ty to the approving authority. These may also require the approval
of Ministers. .r
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APPENDD( 4

HOSPITAL PROJECTS

(This describes the arrangements in England; though the systems in Scotland and Wales a¡e
similar, there are small dif ferences of aetJii.l ft: starting poiit io, a¡y hospitat
development is the identification of a need for new or improved. hospital services. This is
done in the context of each Regional Heatth Authority's Strategic Plan which is prepared in
constil w ec approval by Health Departments and their Ministers.
Health Authorities must bave regard also to other relevant Ministeriat poUþe" and
priorities - eg on hospital size, development of services for priority groups of patients etc.
Their programmes are planned in accordance with capital allocations determiåèd annually by
the Health Departments and in line with longer term resource assumptions issued from time
to time by the Departments.

Z' Health Authorities are statutorily bor¡¡rd to follow the NHS Capital projects Code

- 
(Capricode) which lays down the proced.ures to be followed at each stage in the life of a

' hospital project, from initial ptanning and design, through tender and. construction, to
commissioning and evaluation after completion. At an early stage a Budget Cost is
establisbed which serves as a control total for the detailed'design a¡d. subsequent stages.
The Budget Cost is built up from centrally d.etermined standards and cost allowances for
individual hospital d'epartments, together with agreed on-costs (specific to each project) for

: ccmmunications, external works, and other exceptioñal features.

3' The aim of Capricode is to standa¡dise the approach to the planning, programming and
rjùntrol of all health capital projects. For all projects above.åspecified. cost limit, Health
åuthorities require approval from Health Departments at both the initial onîiii. planning
stage (where a decision in principle is made to proceed. with the project) and at the budget
cost stage. Treasury approval in principle is reguired for major schemes of more than
Ê10 million. Health Authorities are also required, again above agreed delegated limits, to
seek approval from Heafth departments for certain cost increases which occur after
contracts have been signed and. construction commences - eg as a result of design and other
changes in the original contract specification.

4' The Capricode procedures are currently under review. A. major change, already being
implemented, is the introduction at the approval in principle stage of nþe rigorous and

,systematic procedures for financi'l apþraisal of capital projects. These k.rr pro"ed.irres
have been approved by the Treasury.
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NATIONAT.ISED INDUSTRIES

l. The Government's approach to the- determination and control of investment in
the nationalised industries was set out in tt¡e-Wtrite Ét"p"t nThe Natiorriis.¿ Industriesn
(Cmnd 7131) and in Treasury evidence last year to the Treasury and Civil Service Committee
(Financing of the Nationalised Industries HC 348 Vols tr-m).

Z. Although control over investment expenditure by the industries is carried. out
within a common framework¡ the diversity of the industries and of tbeir programmes
and projects is reflected in significant differences in the detail of the.ar¡angements.
As well as satisfying the requirements of public accountability, these ¿¡¡angements
must take account of the industries' statutory position and their need,s as trading bodies
operating,within a commercial environment.

3' This appendix sets out how the controls operate, together with a description of
the currcnt delegated financial authorities for nationalised ind.ustries'investment expenditure.

InYesttrr - :rt plans/prop:rernr¡es

4. The statutes of each industry normally provide for the investment plans of each
nationalised industry to be subject to Ministerial approval. As set out in Cmnd 7lgl,
the overell investment plans of each industry ar-e expected to achieve a reguired, rate
of retutn (RRR) - currently 5% in real terms and before tax - reflecting the opportrmity
cost cI capital and estimates of the pre-tax returns earned, by the private sector in
tl¡e ¡scent past and their likeiy trend in the future. The assumption ,h"a o-_"_g..investment
is e:lccted to yield at least 5To is built into ind.ustries' fina¡cial targets wltU are set
in accounting terms and against which the perform:Lnce of their investment programmes
ca'r be measured. This regime replaced the earlier arrangements, which had not worked.
well, whereby the Government expected alt industries to appraise all important.investment
projects by using discounted cash flow techniques and at a specific test Discolnt Rate.

5: - In practice, each industry develops and puts forwa¡d a programme of investment
^// P{yiects which it considers will meet the RRR and its financial target. These programmes' will be the subject of discussion between the industry and. its sponsor Department in

the contexi of the industries' corporate plans and the annual Investment and Financing- Review (IFR).i The latter consid.ers tle industry's financing and investment plans over
a 3 year forward period, whereas a corporate plan looks forward over whatever longer
period is more relevant to the industry concerned..

.1





¿. Each year in the IFR Ministers collectively examine the medium term investment
plans and financing needs of each industry in the context of budgetary and. fiscal decisions.
This leads to the medium term investment approvals which sponsor Ministers give to
individual industries. Subject to the availability of finance, these approvals are for
tOT% of their agreed, investment program-.-io, the*year immediaùly ahead, BSVo f.or
the second year and 70To f,or the third year. The approvals a¡e designed to give industries
a sufficiently firm basis on which to plan their forward. investment commitments and
to firm up their assessment pr ec

Appraisal of Droiects

7. In addition to these procedures for appraising and approving investment programmes,
the industries appraise individual projects within them. As Cmnd ?l3l explained., the
primary responsibility for operating methods of appraisal, designed to 

""*erre S% on
Lnew investment as a whole, rests with the industries themselves. However they are expected,

to consult their sponsor Department on those methods including the appropriate discount
rate, allowar¡ce for risk etc. For management reasons the industries may chose ex ante
discount rates higher tloan SYo in order to achieve an ex post 5% real rate of return.

8' In some cases industries also consult their sponsor Departments on certain major
investment proposals before going ahead within agreed financing and. investment plans.
The curreol ¿¡'¡ang€ments are set out in the Annex. The diversity in the level an¿ form
of tle-"e :ìn:rngeEents reflects the wider differences in the make-up of the ind.ustries'
investrneut programmes. Where major ind.ividual projects are submitted to sponsor
Depai'iiirents, this provid.es the latter not only with a¡ und.ersta¡d.ing of the industries,
appraisal methodology in practice but a better und.erstanding of the make-up and_:$_eterminants
of the investment programme. This in turn informs decisions on the aggregate totals.

Monitoring of projects in proFess

9' Ouce arr investment" programme or project has been approved., prime responsibitity
for monitoring progress rests with the industry concerned, although additional ¿¡¡engements

a may be agreed for particular projects, including the carrying out of backchecks, and

-- 
the setting of trigger points alertSDepa-rtments if costs a¡e increasing for major projects.
The. progress of total expenditure. against the agreed ceilings is monitored by sponsor
Departments a¡d tþe Treasury through regular monthly financial monitoring procedures,
and each programme is reassessed as par.t of the annual Investment a¡d Financing Review.

./
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As you know, all. interdepartnental group of officials has been looking
at the prospects for public e>çend-iture in the rest of this d.ecad.eil,'

f now attach a copy of the grouprs report. In,his minute of I Harch
to the Prime Minister, the Chancellor proposed. that he should. report
to Cabinet in the light of the report in June. The Prirne Minister
agreed. I al-so attach the draft of a paper under cover of which the
report ni-ght be circul-ated to the Cabinet.

2. All the major spending Departments, and the CPRS, were representec
on the interdepartmental group, and the report has been agreed by the
group.

t. It considers what, on the basis of certain assumptions about
what night happen to the economy on the one hand and expenditure
programmes on the other, public expenditure might amount to by 1990.
As e;çected, the picture is bad. Only on some rather favourable'
assunptions about the econony and some relatively modest assuroptions
about e>çenditure prograrmes, does public expenditure as a .proportion
of GDP co¡re out lower in'i99A-91 than it was in 1929-gO. In cost
terms the prospect., whatever the assumptions, is for big increases
over this period. .

4. At one or two points the report reflects a compromise between
the Treasuryts desire to ensure that the figures were not understated.,

1
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and the fears of some Depart:li:nts - particularly the ltinistr;' of
Defence - of being singled out for attack if the fì-gures for tireir
programmes in the report were too high. It wouLd. not wirolly surprise
me if, assr:ming that this exercj-se becomes the subject of ltinisterial
discussion, the Hinistry of Defence d-id. not seek to argue that the
figures for the defence programmes are too high (they may argue, for
example, that no decision has yet been taken that the IIK should. fulfil
the J% WmO target right through to 'l9BB-89) while the estinateà of
economic growth are too low. The latter point d-oes nôt of course
affect the outcome on defence e)q)ressed in cost terms; but it would.
have a big inpact on the figure of defence e>çend.iture e>çressed
as a percentage of GDP.

Handlins

,. .A'.slot has been provisionally reserved, for d,iscussion of this
subject in Cabinet on 1l Jrrne. Plainly there are strong arguroents
for pushing forward now to the nerb stage of Cabinet d-iscussion.

6. fn Cabinet you would have several aims. Firstr âs the Chief
Secretary has saidr Ioü would. be seeking conscious d.ecisions in this
yearrs public expenditure survey about the shape of public e>ryend.iture
in the nedium term, so that the l-ast year of the survey (1995-86)
does not simply extrapolate the line of the previous years. You woul¿
airo to persuade colleagues not only that the 1990 prospect is bad.,
but aLso that decisions to be taken later this year about expend-iture
i-n 198r-86 should be a distinct step along the road. to a substantiaf
reduction of public expenditr:.re by 199O.

7. Secondr âs part of thisr Xoü would, be seehb-ng a commitment from
your colleagues to avoid significant expenditure comnitments -
whether new ones or the exbension of existing ones - having longer
term expenditure inplications

B. The conclusions of the draft Cabinet paper explicitly reflect
these two aims.

9. [hird, and more broadly: Xoü would wa¡rt to stimu]-ate thought
and discussion amoIrg colleagues about the need for hard" choices in

2
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pubtic e>çenditure. vte carrnot f or as f ar ahead as we Qan see ha.ve

more defence, and more law ancl order, hOusing, heaLth and social
security, all together, and. at the sane tine ]ess taxation and. more

growth. ft will be particutarly important to ensure that this i-s

weLl understood in the pre-electoral period.

'10. But there are problems.

11. The report has been constructed on the basis of two hypothetical
economic scenarios - one (A) relativeJ-y favourable, the other (B)

more pessirnistic. Though Scenario B is not perhaps as gÌoony as it
night be, it does include high figures both for unemploynent and for
inflation. It could well be embarrassing to the Government if it
were to become known that a scenario of this kind for '1990 was being
used" for the purpose of consid-ering long tern erçenditure trend-s.
The report attempts as far as possible to defuse potential embarrass-
ment by ernphasising that the econotic scenarios in it are h¡4>otheses,

not forecasts. Nevertheless, a d-ocument with a scenario of this kind
in it must be regarded as sensitj-ve. Tou will want to consider
whether it shoul-d be given further currency. At one stage f considere
the possibility of removing Scenario B altogether, or at least down-

grading it in the terb. But this qruld give a wholly nisleading
picture, and probably produce rrndue complacency about the prospects.
To remove or downgrade Scenario B would indeed emasculate the analysis

12. Even with Scenari-o B included, as in the report, it wil-I be seen

that the amount of growth in the economy in the rest of the decade
does not have a very significant impact on the outcome as regards
public e>cpenditure in '1990 when public e>penditure is expressed,

in cost terms. The 1990 cost terms increase in the programme totals
in Scenario A over 1g79-BO is S18 billion: in Scenario B it is SJ16+

billion. llhis of course partly reflects the relatively moderate
assr.rmptions mad.e in Scenari-o A about the extent to which the
Government will accede to public demand for growth in certain
e>çenditure progranme s.

17. On the other hand, when public e>qpenditure is elcpressed as a
percentage of GDP? the difference in outcome between Scenario A a¡rd.

t
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Scenario B becomes very striking indeed. This rnay dispose some

colleagues to argue that the real problem is not that public
e>çenditure is too high, but that GDP is too 1ow. The answer is,
as the draft Cabinet paper brings out, that better growth is most

unlikely to be attainable without reductions in taxation, and hence

in public erpend.iture. But there must be some risk that the
Cabinet d.iscussion will focus on the prospects for economic growth

rather than the prospects for public ex¡ienditure. This is not what
we want.

1+. Finally, one of the najor issues clearly emerging from the
report is whether or not the UK can ex¡lect to be able to support
arrything like the level- of . def ence expenditure envisaged in it.
But events in the South Atlantic no doubt make this Fn unpronising
moment for critical discussion of defence expenditure.

CONCT,USTON

15. O:re possible way of proceed-ing, if you wanted to ensure that
colleagues were aware of the very unsatisfactory public erçenditure
prospects, but also pref ened not tg stimulate Cabj-net discussion
of the report not^¡, would be for you to circulate a minute to
the Cabinet along the lines of the attached draft paper. It would
be for information rather than decision at this stage, but this
procedure would ensure that you could at least refer to it in
Iater discussion about 198r-86.

16. ff you decide to proceed in this wâXr the conclusions of your
minute would need to be less specific than in the draft Cabinet.
paper - for example paragraph ! of the present draft paper would be

inappropriate. Other editorial changes would also be required,

17. You will no doubt in any case want to consult the Prine Minister

4
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about the handling of all this. If the subject is to be taken
at Cabinet on 1l Jr¡ne r Xoü will need to do this by thb end of
nerb week. In this caser wê would during next week revise the
draft Cabinet paper as necessary in the light of any eomments you
may have on itr so that you could show it to the Prine Minister
before circulation.

1-Å
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DRAET PAPM FOR CABINEI

PUBLIC ÐCPB{DITi]RE NV THE IPNGEA TffiM

Officials have now completed the examinatiion, which f proposed

in ny minute of I March that they should trndertake o of the likety
pattern of public e>çenditure over the nerb decade. I attach
a report by an interdepartrnental group which sets out how the
costs of otrr present policies could develop against two possibl-e

economic backgrounds.

2. [he officials' report is in no sense a forecast. It is
inpracticable to predict in detail- how either the economy or
public e>çenditure will develop over the next B or'10 years.
lühat officials provide is "a snapshot of 1990", obtained by
projecting the expected costs of oìrr present expenditure policies
on to two assumed, economic backgrounds. One (Scenario A) is
favourable. The other (Scenario B) is less so.

1. This technique of presentation has the advantage of clarity.
But as the report points out, iË sets aside many of the problems

regarding the path of the economy and public erçenditure on the
way to 1990. Nor does it comment on the situation as it night
develop thereafter. Some problems lie aheaC at even longer
range for example whetherve can afford the costs of our present
social security structure as they are likely to develop into
the next century. But these are matters that need to be looked
at separately, a¡rd for the present f believe that we need to
focus our thoughts on the way in which public expenditure may

develop over the lifetj-me of this and the next Parliament.

4. The report ill-ustrates the proportion of GDP whích night,
on the assumptions stated., be devoted to public expenditure at
the end of this decad.e if we maintain our preseÐ.t. course. It
shows that r oo Iess favourable assr:mptions about developnents
in the economy (Scenario B), we are on course for an increase
in the level of public expenditure as a percentage of GDP of

I
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nearly 6 points above that of our first year of office (1979-BO),
a¡d ] points above the level to which we have agreed for1982-81.
Àn outcome of this-kind would surely be altogether unacceptable.

,. Ol a more favourable viebr of economi c developments
(Scenario A), public erçend-iture as a percentage of GDP falls

, somewhat below the level of 1979-AO and si-gnificantly below that
i of 1982-87. But I do not think that we should be.reassured by
this. In real terms public erqpenditure would be higher in
1990-91 than in either 1979-BO or 1982-81. A-nd the judgments
which have been made about the developnents of individual public
expenditure progranmes in Scenario A are in some respects rather
mode¡rate: social security benefits f or exarnple are assumed to
increase by less than earnings; and- not enough al-lowance may

have been made for the increases in expenditure which public
opinion m.ight expect in a period of higher growth. On balance
f believe that on the basis of unchanged policies regarding
public e>çenditure, the totals in Scenario A are more likely to
be an under- than an over-estimate.

6. In any event while we are aining at so¡nething like the'
economic prosperity arrd. lower ilftation d-epiated. in Scenario A,
we ca¡not be confident that we are ou. course for it. rt can
onry come from an expansion of profitable activities in the
private sector. For this we need a reduction in interest rates,
moderation in pay to reduce rrnemployroent and re-buil-d. profit
margins, and reductions in the burden of taxation to improve
incentives. I therefore see a reduction in public expend.iture
as a percentage of GDP as a pre-condition of Scenario A. More-
over a continuing high l-evel of pubtic e>çenditure is
incompatible with our objective of widening the range of personal
choice

7. The report shows clearly how the balance of our public
e:çenditure programmes has changed and wil1r oo present policies,
continue to do so. rt also shows the exbent to which the
four largest progrâmmes Defence, klucation, Hea]th and social
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Security - dorninate public elpeno.iture. In 1979-BO these four
programmes between them amounted to about 60% of the total of
the expenditure programmes. By 1990-91 on the officialsl
projections., they would amount to about 67*% in Scenario A.

But this overall increase ip the four programmes masks a

significant decLine in one of them (education). Defence on the
other hand. would. increase its share of the total progratnmes

from about 12% to about 1r%, whi],e the shares of Health and

Social Security would. each rise by about 1% - fro¡n 11$% to
nearly 17% in the case of Health and. fron,about 25% to about
26% ín tlne case of Social Security.

CONCLUSTON

B. The longer term public e>qpenditure prospects are very
unsatisfactory on any plausible hypothesis about developments in
the economy. In ny judgment we shall need. to take some major
and difficult decisions to reduce expenditure if we are to
achieve our political and economic objectives in the rest of
this decade. I d-o not at this stage wish to make specific
proposals, though I have no doubt that the nain weight of
the red.uctions wilL need to fal1 on the biggest programmes.

The scope f or reducti-ons will vary f rom programme to prograilme,
and the measures adopted will need to reflect onr ohrn priorities
as a Government. But we need to recognise nohr tnat a problen
exists, since it is clear that if v¡e intend to arrive at a

more satisfactory public e>çenditure situation in 1990, the
necessary decisions must be taken well in advance. Our decisions
on the extra year (1985-86) in this year's Pub1i-c Expenditure
S*:vey ought, f believe, to take i"toZå8iotBågu" term conce{ns
about public expenditure. I also attach much importance to
the nbed f or us: âs a Government, to avoid extend-ing oI entering
into e>pend-iture commitments which have a significant longer
run effect.

9. f accordingly invite the Cabinet

(a) to note the very serious prospects for public
e>penditure over the. rest of this decade;

7
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(b) to agree that these prospects need. to be taken
in the first instance into account in considering
erçenditure progranmes for 198>-86;

(c) to agree that expenditure com-'nitments having
a significant longer run effect should be avoided.

CONX'TDHÙTIAI
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J D KERR
2 June 1982
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PS,/Chief Secretary
Sir A Rawlinson
lvlr Rid 1ey o . r.
lTn Harris

of 26 fvlay, the Chief
out in fÏn llathews' minute

l-lb

CC:

ITR ARRA TT

PUBLÏC EXPENDITURE ]N THE LONGER TERIVl

ïh e Chance I lor has s een your submi ssi on

Secretary's reactions to which were set
of I June.

2. Like the Chief Secreùary, the Chancellor is inclined to
favour a Cabinet discussion. But he is conscious of the risks,
and in particular those highlighted in your paragnaph 11 (the
high unemployment assumption on the pessimistic scenario), paragraph
13 (the temptation to discuss pnospects for growth rather than
prospects for expenditure), and paragraph 14 [the awkward timing
for a critical discussion of future leve1s of defence expenditure).
He is inclined to think that the best way of dealing with the
second and third problems would be to nevise the draft Cabinet
paper so that it demonstra'ted rather more convincingly to fior-ì -
experts the near-inevitabi 1íty of intolerable growth in public
expendiLure unless Ministers collectively display greater
resolution. 0ne way of doing this might be to look back, ôs

well as forward, and descnibe how public expenditure has taken
of f since the 50s. He wou 1d be gratef u I if lIr Harris could look
out the Epeeches on this theme which he delivered at Swinton and

to a CPC Festival Ha11 conference, âod the CRD booklet which Messrs
Ridley and Cardona wrote, in the Ig75/78 period: he recalls that
this material included some fairly frightening descriptions of
the effect of the public sector continuing to grow over the next
20 yeans at the rate of the last 20 years.

there
for
any

the
way

first risk; the Chancellor wonders whether
in which the unemployment assumption on the

As
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pessimistic scenario could be suppressed. Ideal1y, he would like
the official report to be in a form which would permit its eventual
publication, for wider educational purposes. But the existence
of the high unemployment assumption would divert attention from
the real messôBB, andwreck the exencise. CouId a way round this
problem be devised?

4. You may think
would be for us to
Secretary is again

r\like. t,ì^ ( ,f c(c*/t¿

that the
arrange a

avai lable.
î,,)t*, t("f¿-

best way to deal with these problems
short meeting, when the Chief

Please let me know what you would

J O KERR
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LONG TERM PUBLIC SPENDING: TIIE PROBLEM OF rrCRrEPt'

At Monday's meeting on the report on the longer termr f
expressed the view that the projections it included rn¡ere far
more modest than might appear (and indeed significantly biased
downwards) because of the process which f terned "creep".
I meant by that suitably unpleasant term tbe inexorable tendency
for the planning total for any futu¡e year to be added to
' as it cones cl-oser to the present, because of the
steady drip-drip of new and compelling policy commitments wel-l
in excess of the contingency reserve, a tendency for outturn
to exceed forecast, and, perhaps, other processes too, such

as control- problens to which no acceptable solutions can be

found. Tbis process is of the greatest importance, whether
to the proper appreciation of the long term report proper, to
the irnninent PESC or to judging the adequacy of our methods

of expenditure planning and control. l¡Ihat follows is an attempt
to make that importance clearer.

2. The extent to whichrrcreep" can take place even over as

short a period as a yealr is well j-liustrated by recent
experience, not least by a comparison between the PE\^/P

planning totals of this year and last:
Planning totals and Creep, €bn cash

1981/2 1982/t 19Bt/4 1984/'
Plannin totals

1. 198l PEWP

2. Outturn,/19A2 PEWP

'104. B

106.1

110.2
115.2

¡i.

117.9
121.1 ' 128.4

Excess of 2 over 1
(= creep):

1. âbn.
4. %

1

1

7

J-4

5.0
4rt

n^/.¿
,+

t10l
t7+)

Source Cmnd 8494 I p.2. Brackets i- I are guesses
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t. Lines 7 and 4 show that we suffered very badly indeed fron cree

between the last twosurveysr at a rate which adds on an

unprovided-for 2% a yeay cumulatively over the planning period.
As the table somewhat naughtily suggests, it could on these

trends add soae g1O billions to the planning total for 1984/,

by next year's White Paper.

4. It is instructive to consider what thÍs might mean in rough

terns to tbe undertying informal constant plice equivalent of
the 19BZ FEIa/P planning total, which is as follows (I round the
figures a little, and in favour of my argument):

1L81/2 1982/7 1987/4 19Bt+/5 ßqr/6
1982 PEWP Planning
totals
($bn cost tetns,
19BO/81 prices) 94.'

94.'
9r.6

-'1/Ë

91.6

4+ ./4

l91l

t7+)Creep, /o

1982 IEWP totals anC
creep r apÐrox. 97 9e gg [.100]

,. Tbese sirnple cal-culatj-ons suggest that the planning total
projected for 1984/, would, by the tine of the 1981 PEI^/P, be ovel

5% highæ than the 1981/2 outturn, rather tiran about 1*% Lower

as at present plojected; and that by the next PEWP the planning

total would be on a steadily rising rather than falling patht
going up at about 1% a year in real terms from 1987/4 onwards

after a larger jump of 2S% between this financial year and next.

6- However, in strict logic the trìrocess is far worse when one

all-ows for tbe fact ti:at it will be taking ptace cumuiatively
year after year. If one assumed creep tares piace between every

survey, it would build uP as follows:





CONS'I¡ENTIAL

Cumulative Creep

1981/2 1982/t 1987/t+ 1984/,

ßAZ PEWP Baseline
€bn cost terms,
19BO/81 prices 94., 95.6 91 .6

198r/6

9r.2 197)

Creef,
between

1982/r, %

19BVi4.
1984/5
19Br/6

47-,4

A1rE

1+

trå./4

tr¿
./4

4+
4+,4

t7+)
-1
./4

+S

1+

4t
Surveys:

lotal addition 11+ 18%

Expected outturn
for total PE, Sbn.

97 99 104 110

This simple piece of arithmetic-shows how the total addition
to the planning total for a distant year will be massive, on

the assumption that I'creep" is a constant process at the
percentages sbown, since it will- buiJ-d up steadily as a given
year appears on the planning horizon and then comes closer
and closer to realisation

7. 0n this basis the outturn planning total for 198r/6 would
be eroected to be some 16% above what is now projected.

8, I'iow it would, of course, be very tempting to argue that
the kind of deterioration in the prospect for the planning totals
which took olace between 1981t and this year is unlikely to repeat
itsel-fr or at least that it is unh-kely to recur "normally" on

anything like the scal-e we have just e>çerienced. However, such
a reassurj-ng line of reasoning needs to be treated with the
greatest scepticism. For:

(1) a]l the evidence appears to suggest that tberl will
be nassi-ve bids for higher programrne totals when

the current PE su rvey bas got well under wâJ r on a

scale more than coamensurate with the "creep"
experj-enced between last year and this:

(2) there is the obvious bias in the notivation of all
spending ministers towards spending more rather

-t-
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than econo¡oising, r,vhi-ch wiIl make itself felt
al-I the more strongly in tbe future as the
economy moves out of the period of crisis and

can be erpected by then to generate aore "room"
as it recovers:

3) for the next survey or two, ât least, the imrninence

of an election may weaken the Treasury's hand in
resisting a hj-gh proportj.on bids from colleagues.

9. If one is realistic, it is therefore prudent to consider what

"creep" rnight do to the planning totals for 19BO/81 suggested by

tbe inter-departaental report. This is done below on three
assumptions, viz. pessimistically that it continues at 7/o per
annum cumulativelyr âs between the 19Bl and 1982 surveys; at
1l/o per annun. cumulatj.ve, which nay be deerned a more "central"
case; or at l% per annum, which night be deemed optimistic.
The effects of these hypotheses is most usefully expressed by
Iooking at the extent to whicb they would raise the GDP share
of total public spending (including debt interest) above the
levels suggested in Figure '1 of the Report.

'lO. First, the total "creep" over the nine financial years
between now and 1990/91 rvoul-d bã:

Rate Total

*% p.a. 4+% optinistic
l% p.a. 9?/" ccntral-
7/op.a. 18% pessimistic

ff one applies these factors to the GDP shares for 1>q9A/91 on

the two scenarios A & B, the picture is as follows:
After "cre

1979/BO 1982it 1990/91
Report
itrojection

timi -tic
p.a

Central-

1% p. a

I' at
Pessi--
mi sti c

2o/o p.t
GDP share of PE
total (including
debt interest)

Scenario A 42.8 46.441.O 44. O

lþ,. 
..zo 7.

Scenario B 41.O 44.O 46.8 o ,1.o EÊ 
')).c
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Tbe six possible outcomes for the GtF share of PE in 1990/91
suggested by these cal-culations are, not surprisingly, most

unreassuring. The very best - *% pe" annum t'creep" in
scenario A - leaves the PE share in 19.qO/91 no better than in
1979/BO. Perhaps more important, afl the outcones on the far
more plausible scenario B suggest 1))O¡')1 PE shares at 19%

of GDP or more.

11. In the ligbt of these far-from-frivolous caLculations,
it rnust be accepted that I'creepil is iikeiy to be an extremely
iraportant phenomenon; that the problercs of spending planning
and cont¡ol are likely to be even more intractabl-e over the next
few years than the figuring in the report; and that the new and

ì more restrained attitud.es to FE bids v:hich ycu are seeking in
tbe light of the report are of even greater importance. I would

suggest, tentatively of course, that at ieast sone of the
reasoning deployed above could 6e useri u'ith your colleagues

. before long.

À Ii RIDI,EY
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PRT14E T4INISTER

LONG TERÍT TRENDS TN PUBLI C EXPENDITURE

1n my minute of 8l'{arch, I suggested that officials should

undertake an examination'.-f the like1y pattern of public

expenditure over the next decade '

2. 'This study has now been compJeted and I attach a copy of

a report by a group of officials qn which the'main spending

0epartments, ênd the cPRS, were represented. The rePort

considens what, oñ the basis of certain hypotheses about

developments in the economy on the one hand and expenditure

programmes on the other, public expenditure might amount to'

by 1990. Some of the hypotheães - for example about

unemployment: see Annex I - are inevitably sensitive.

3. As expected,'the picture is bad' 0nly on hyp:theses that

are rather favourable as regards the economy, and relatively

modest as regards expenditure programmes, does public expenditure

as a percentage of GDP come out lower in 1990-91 than it was in

197g-g0. In cost terms the prospect on any of the hypotheses

is for big increases over this period '

4, The report shows clearly how the balance of our public

expenditure programmes has changed and will' oñ present

policÍes, continue to do so. It also shows the extent to which

the four largest programmes - social security, heal'th, ecjucation

and defence - dominate public expenditure. In 1979-80 the

four programmes between them amounted to about 60 per cent of

thetota].8y1g90-g],ontheseprojections,theywould
amount to about 63å per cent, even on the I'best iase'1' ¡¡ithin

iiJ
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that, defence would take a higher proportion and education a

smaller proportion of the tota1.

5. The officials' report looks forward, and shows a. generally
rising trend of future expenditure. Forecasting in an uncertain
worLd is difficult. But if we look backwards oven the last
twenty years (Table A annexed) a consistent upward pattern
emerges, broken only by the two extennal crises of 1967 and

1976. Even then, the upward trend was soon resumed.

6, This pattern we nee.d to break, decisively.

7. For this purpose, radical'changes affecting most, if not

all, of the major programmes will be required, They will
need to be reinforced by action on the smaller programmes.

But that in itself will not be sufficient. Unless we tackle
major programmes in a fundamental Wê!r I see no prospect of

çchieving oúr taxation objectiyés even in the next Parliament

8! 0riginally I had in mind to circulate the officials'
report f:" Cabinet discussion this month, so as to influence
colleagues'' appnoach to this year's Public Expenditure SulveY

Cabinet discussions. The latter are due to start on l5 July:
we face a difficult prospect, ês colleagues have put in numerous

bids, some very large.

9. 0n reflection, however, I think it would be better if the

report on long term public expenditure were to some extent
distanced from operational decisions about the Surve¡/, so that
colleagues could be encouraged to see the report as proviciing
the opportunity for a broad-ranging discussion about our long

term objectives regarding public expenditure, and the size and

shape of the pubì.ic sector. This would pave the way for some

major strategic decisions affecting our programmes aS a

Government for the next Parliament.

PËRSONAL AND CONFTDENITIAL
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10. At the recent Vensailles summit I was struck - just as

I know you were - by the extent to which heads of government

and finance ministers everywhere êre confronted, like ourselves,
by major problems of public expenditure, such as untenable
commitments to indexation, and the large public sector deficits
which represent a threat to economic recovery. This report can

help us to convey some of these insights, even though it does

not itself deal with international experience.

11. I think that it wouid be difficult to conduct a discussion
of thi's kind within the framework of our regular Cabinet
meetings. It seems to me that u/e need to put aside at least
a good half-day for the kind of wide-ranging consideration of
objectives that I have had in mind. If this were arranged in
September, it could also form part of the preparation for this
year's Party Conference, at which we shall no doubt be under
pressure about various aspects of public expenditure. Ïf 

You
were attract'ed by the idea of lroceeding.in this wê¡lr I should
of course circulate a paper of my own for discussion with the
officials' report.

12. In it I would be looking for colleagues' endonsement of
a number of important practical decisions as an essential
preliminary to putting pubLic expenditure onto a better track,
and thus sustaining our economic strategy.

13. First, I woul-d seek agreement to set work in hand on the
scope for major structural changes in as many as possible of
the four major programme areas. Smaller areas ought to be

similarly examined if there is prima facie reason to believe
that really significant reductions in expenditure could be

made in them. A series of strategic reviews of this kind would

be very different from the normal examination of options which

is carried out during the pubtic expenditure survey. They

should not be inhibited by need for legislation, jh" existence
of past commitments or the alleged political impossibility of
change. There must be radical thinking. The aim should be

DtrÞenNl 
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to produce a series of papers for Ministerial consideration,
similarly no doubt in some special forum, Do later than the
spring of 1983. tThe exercise would of course need to be

handled on a restricted, and confidential, basis. )

14. I would also hope lhat colleagues would agree not to press

for any new signif icar,t long term expenditure commitmenls, or the

re.newal of existing .commitments. This will be important in the

context of this year's Party Conference, where, as I said, uJe

may come under pressure. I see this as essentially a holding
oO;"-tion, until we have been able to evaLuate the "ttutegic
reViews, and assess the extent to which we shall in the light
of them be able to make a real-ly important impact on public
expenditure.

15. There is also the matter of 1985-86. As I said, I hope

that discussion of the longer term prospects can be to some

extent distanced from this yearls public expenditure operation.
But we shal t have to take decftions about the neu, year in the

.Survey, 1985-86. I hope that these decisions will reflect
our determination to reduce public expenditure over the rest of
the decade, and that colleagues will endorse a very cautious: --

approach to expenditure in that year

16. Lastly, there is the question how we can best educate

public opinion in these matters. I believe it would help if
we were able to find Some way of arranging for an assessment

of long term public expenditure prospects to be pubJ.ished by

a non-governmental body, to provoke public debate and help to
demonstrate the need for radical change.

17 . If these ideas appeal to You, I hope that we might

to the CPRS for support in the form of a paper pointing
some of the long term options open to us, especially in
relation. to the kind of structural changes described in
graph 13 above.

look
up
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and

I am sending copies of this minute to Sir Ro.bert Armstrong
Mr. Sparrow only.

G H.
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Long-Term Pr-rbl 1c Exoenrì i. tu re

ïn his minute t. y.u of 15 June (paragraprr 1T), rhe chàncerror
suggests bhat the CPIìS misttt nrovicle a paper on 1on6ç-term s;trpc-bural
opti,:ns, f'lLLhe discussion he prr;r)os.es of .the <,¡ff icials' repor,.L
on public expendi.bure prospects.

2. f a¿1ree that thirr is a,jrb-Lhe CpRS ogght tr..tacìcle. There is
n'rt lnuclt time before Sep'bernller', and" as you lrnow we h¿¡.ve several o ther
ma,ior reports to com¡ll ete in the same time-scale. But f'.lr this f irst
r,vide-ran,c;inq discussion, r taì:e it lvlinisters will no1; v¡ant an
el.ab'¡rate peper v¡ith lu.Ll.¡ 'e,rlr.r:ecl-out optio¡s . Tire object is not to
reach firm decisions, but to have a nrelimi-nary deba.te oil çre broad

'i ptions and then decide what Í'rirther 'worìi sh,luld be set in Ìiand. f
thiu'i we can f incl ertoug;h r'esorrrces to produce a paner for. this nlìrposs,
and. I Ìro pe v'tu wi l_ I agree t h¿rt lve s hr:u.l cl do s o .

l. There is one prr,rviso. lrle sh¿rll need to conoult the ,[rr.ea,.:ur.y an¿
dr¿rw orr their thirrl:ing. tsut T tilinl: we must al sr¡ be ¿rble Lo c.rnsrLlt
:r blrer Departments concerned. They ar-e not ì iì:ely to be en1;hrrsiastic
conbributors, but we must at le¿rst Lry out c.;ur ideas on .Lhenr , .Lo

cc¡'rect avoldahl.e nt is'baìccs arrcl prevent ¿¡.¡r,¡ ¡rccr-rsal.ion tha L l.re ¡a.ve
circr.tlated atl irrl o'lrtant oa.Der' r.¡i.thor¡'b givln,g tÌ-rr.¡ln a cha¡ce to conuncn.t.
t hroe we can ¿chi.evc- this, ì. I y,,u a.(rrree, ìiv contacbinq Deu¿¡.trne¡-[s at
'' f'f i-'rial (t'l'O) ì-evel, aittl 1,c:.1.ì irrq 'l,hern ttrat ¿rs ¡rar,t o[' the i'cl].,,r.J-*p
t'r '1,ht: ¡'en¡rrt by 'rlic TrerlsrrÌ',).-ch¡,r iï'€11 ¡r¡.¡¡p (in r..,rrich l,rre.¡ ,i¡;irLecl), .,roLì

ìra.ve as'-ed-bhe CirllS to nrocìr¡or) ¡r r)ÉiDcr otriltin,q trp s-ìc)tne ¿f .lhe Ìiltìq_ternl
'.r'otir:rrr: f rr maJ(.ir s'bnrcttr¡,aì chi'.n¿1es, ¿is a 'basis f.or pre;ì iminar,y
ì;iirr is;teria.L discussir)ì.1 ân(1. cÌecLl,i¡rns rrrr c.,;mmi-ss;ionin¡t l.ur.1;herr \,t()Tl:.

,1. I siurip,;se ,tlf ici¿,1'ì s iti s: ,rne Ðcnartme¡ts ma.y r.eport tiris to t,Lrciil
l'iinis bers, t'tìr'> rû¿ìy rreed Fj,i)nro íLSrìu r'¿ìr1ce that they lvi.l 1 have ¿i fr.rl-1.

'ol'l¡'r'l.t-ltti.ty t' gir,re 'bllt-:ir vicr.¡¡. lJu L I ot.csllntrt i L l.¡il ì be p:rssible to
l'eassltre'1,hem, il ,y.,¡ å.Ê:rce t:, the proceclilre proDosecl in Si¡.Rilbt_.r.t
;"r'nlgtr,trn.qr s

C 0l[¡IT-rllN'l I AL

lraft lt{inute from: Ilr Sparrovr

to: prime Minister

cc: Chance'l lor of -bhe

Exchequer
Sir Robert Armstrong

r this purDose.

areas (cìrargirr:r;

minr-Lte ¡tf' 1'/ Jurre, r.¡i bh a rrree:titr.g .rrrangecl ftt
'lhere is a.ì.s.., i ttevì- ta.ìr.l .y s()tne t'Lgl: itf leaìls i¡r s;ensitive
lor' "r'¡e.l f'aret' ser:vices, DOnrìr,¡irs; .i_ndexä.lirn, cìefence), ì.,ut j.n mJr view

ì.l)-)/
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this ris;lr (rvhich v¡e wi Ll. c',f ct>u-r'se d.o out best to mj-nimise) cannot
be aÌlowed to stop any expl-or¿rtion or ontions for Mi_nisters.

5. r ¡¡.m sending copies of 'this; mi-nute to the chancellor of the
Exchequer and Sir Roìrert Armstrong.
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Lons-Term Publ ic Exoe nd i- tu re

rn his minute t. you of 15 June (¡raragraph 1l), the chancellor
sugg;ests that the cptìs might nrovicle a paper on 1on6ç-term s;tructurar
options, f,oLbhe discussion he proDos.es of the officialsr report
on public expencli-bure prnspects

i2. f agree bhat this is a. jrlr the CpRS ou,,rht tr..bac!:le. The¡e is
n'rt much ti¡ne before sep'bernber., and. as ycu l;now we have severaf other
nia,ii¡r reports to comprì ete in the same time-s cal e . But f'lr this f irst
wide-rang;ing discussion, I taì:e it l,{inisters will noi; vrant an
elab'lrate Þeper v¡itli luLl.y''t"¡¡:r,.ed-out optio¡s. The 'bject is not to
reach firm decir'.ions, but to have a nreriminary deba.te orr ¡re iroad
'¡pti-ons ard then crecid.e wrrat f'r,ther-worrr sh¡rurd. be set in hand, r
thi't'we can fi'cr enougrr r'esc,r'ces to nroduce a paner fo¡: this purpose,
ancl I Ìrope v,tu wilt a¡4ree that we sht:ul cl dc so

l ' There is one proviso. lrle sh¿,LlI neeil to consult the Tr.easu.y and
draw on their thinr:ing. tsut r tìrinr: we must a.ìso bel abre Lo consur-t
:: Lher Departments concer"ned. Tliey a.r-e not I ir:ely to be en1,h'siastic
con b'i'butors, .but we mr,st at l e¿rs t try ou t c.¡ur icreas r-rn rhgn, ro
ccrrect avorcì'ahl e nr i:ì-balics arrcl prevent a.nlr ¡¿ccr,rsa.l,ion tha L r¡e l,a.ve
ci rcr-rÌated an irr portant DaDe r. v¡i.thout givin.q theln a chaitce to contrnen.t, .

r hloe we cal-ì achj.eve this, i- l y,,u aérree, lrv cont,ac biri.cq Del,r,,.i.trne'l.s at
;lf '.i-iriar (Pl'o) ltlvr:I, aittl t;r:1i irg 'l,hern ttlat ¿ìs par,t oi' tlirj f.oll,.,r,.r-1,o
t.'r llte ¡'enîrt by bhc Tre¡lsrrr'.i.-ch¡:Lired ¡¡¡un (in r.rlrich Llrc;, .ì,Íired), .jrclt
ìia've as''ed the cirlìs to procluor) ír J)¿iDer p.il¡ti-n,t up scirne;f the lonq:ternr
rptirns f rrr ma;i 'r s'b^rctr¡.r,aì. clilr..,¡es, as a -basis f.or ¡lre:ì i,ì-nar,y
l;iirris:terial discui:sir)tt ând decil'i¡.,ns r-)rì crlmmissionin¡r f.r-¡r thet l.,rcrrl:;

¡ì . r s;unp,::se o.lf i<;i¿Ll s iii s; ,rne ìlcnartme¡rts rna.y repr:,rt t¡ir; to ttre ir-
l'iinis bers, vrìt': rna.y tieecÌ sri)nì e asr:ju r-arrcc that they lvi-l Ì haúe ¿L fuÌÌ
'nrli'r'l't'tt-ti'ty t.- give 'bheir vier.¡¡. l-Ju L f nr.esunìe it lvill be p:rsuible to
l'eassltre them, if y-r:¡ å.,gre e t:; the procedure prr.¡Ìrosecl ir: Si.r Rilbt:r,t
i\r'nl:;tr'ong,s miptLte oí' 1,/ .ru 1e

COIII¡ll-rlrìN'l IAL

Dr'aft lt[inute from: I{r Sparrour

to: pri-me Minister

cc: Cirance l lor of the
Exchequer

Sir Robert Armstrong

a rrreetitrg arranged, frtr this purnose.
of L eai;s in sensitive ¿irea.s ( char,grrr¿¡

, r.ii'bh

'lhe r,e is al s¡ itievi ta.lr I y sornê r. Ll:1.:

i''rr' "ne.l f'¿Lre" ser:vices, Densi-cils; i.ndexa.t,i;n, cìeferrcc), ìrut i.n m.), viev¡12
'1-1 ts
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this risl: (r'rhich v¡e will. c',f ct>urse do out best to mj-nimise) carìnot
be allowed to stop any ex¡lJ-or¿¡.tion of ontio's for Ministers.

5. I ¿¡.m sending copies of this rni-nute to the chancell,or of the
Exchequer an,l" Sir Roì:ert Armstrong
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CONFÏ DENTIAL FROM:

Date:
J O KERR
28 June 1982

PS/Chief Secretany
Sir D t¡/ass
Sir K Couzens
14r B u nns
Sir l¡/ Ryrie
lYr Kemp
PlrRIGAlJenSIR A RAI^J ON

ït has been decided that the collective llinisterial discussion
of the Long-Term Public Expenditure issues will be at an extended
Cabinet meeting on g September.

2. Copy addressees may wish to know that the only other Cabinet
meeting currently planned for September will be on 30 September;
and that the next Cabinet thereafter is likeIy to be on I4 ûctober.
( The Party Conference fal1s in the week beginning 4 0ctober. )

,/=

.J KR^ffi^-

J O KERRlf
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F R BARTÅTT
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Si
Mr
rtr

STR ANTHONT RAWTD{SON

cc PS,/Chancellor
PS,/Chief. Seçretary

ey
e

IONG TER},i PUBTIC EXPN\IDIII]R3

In the course of a telephone convetsation about todayrs Times story,
Mr Scholar and I exchanged. thoughts oa how the Cabinet mighi best
be informed of the intention to discuss the report by officials at
aD. erbended Cabinet on 9 September, v¡ith the help of a paper from
the CPRS.

2. \,Je agreed that the best way of doing this would be, in a week
or sors tine, after the dust of todayrs Times story had settled,
for the Chancellor to minute the Prige l{inister enclosing a copy of
the report and making the proposals first, that it should be discussed
at a special meeting of the Cabinetr ând second., that the CPRS should
produce a paper for the occasion. ID. effect the rainute would be a
shortened version of the Chancellorts minute to the P¡irne äinister
of 1, June. The F¡ine Minister would irnrnediately reply agreeing with
what the Chancellor proposed. Copies would go to the Cabinet.

t. I shall accordingfy subnit a draft minute for the Chancellor
to send early nert week.

r Douglas
i^Jild

eld 
-

4.,Cç

^"r/'r/q
CONFIÐBTTTAL
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CONFTDNiTIAL l\/rl"¿vl\ %*
FROH:
DATE:

F R BARRAIT
B JuIy 19AZ

field -

(,*

CHÄNCTf,,IOR OF THE EXCHEQIIER

cc Chief Secretary
tr'inancial Secretarîf
Economic Secrebary
Minister of State (C
l{inister of State (n
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Anühony Rawlinson
Sir Kenneth Couzeas
Sir ltillian Ryrie
Mr Burns
Mr
r{I
Mr
Mr

hril
Bya

ey
s

PUBLIC EXPH.{DITITRE TN THE IJONGER TERI'I

lhe position now is that

(a) the Prine Minister has agreed. that this
subject should be discussed at an erbended
meeting of the Cabinet;

(b) this neeting has been fixed. for 9 Septenber;

(c) the CPRS are to write a paper for the meeti-ng.
They are alread.y in close touch with [reasury
divisions about it.

2. But the rest of the Cabinet does not yet know about these
arrangements. Other Ministers must now be inforroed. This will cLear
the way for the CPRS to talk to Departments about their pap,er. They
need to start this as soon as possible if they are to d-o nn effective
j ob.

t. r have agreeci with Mr scholar at No 10 that the best way of
i-nforning the rest of the Cabinet of what is to happen woul¿ be for
you to minute the Prirae Hinister afresh, enclosing a copy of the
report and proposing that it should be discussed. at a special ri,eeting

1
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of the cabinet, for which the CPRS would produce a paper. The
P:eime Minister would imrnediately reply agreeing with what you had
proposed. Copies of both minutes would go to the rest of the Cabinet.

4. B¡r agree¡aent with l{r Scholar, I have held. up action on this for
a few days in case there were any u:ctoward repercussions from 1ast
weekrs unfortunate story in the Tines about the long term exercise;
But happily tb.e Tirnes story aroused very little press or public interest,
and the dust seems now to have settled on it.

,. f accordingly now attach the draft of a minute for you to send.
to the Prime liinister. ft is, as you will see, a shortened. versj-on
of the ininute you sent her on 1! Jrrne. Tn particular, f have onitted
most of the exposition you gâve the Prine t{inister of what you hoped.
to achieve at the meeting on long term public expend,iture.

6. It woul-d be as well if , before your minute goes off, Mr Kery were
to chesk with l{r Scholar that the arrângements are in place for the
Priroe Minister to send a quick reply agreeing with yol.Lr proposals.

F R BARIATT

,..t
(_

ftrcs:
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DRÀET' MD{UTE TO THE PRTME MN'TISTM

Copies to members of the Cabinet
Sir Robert Arnstrong
l{r Sparrow

ICING TMM TRruDS IN PUBLIC ÐCPMIDITURE

In my minute of I Harch, f suggested that officials should
undertake an examination of the likely pattern of public
expenditure over the nert decade.

2. This study has noú been completed and f attach a copy of
a report by a group of officials on which the main spending
Departnents, and the CPRS, were represeu.ted. [he report
considers whatr oD the basis of certain h¡qpotheses about
developments in the economy on the one hand and e>çenditure
progranmes on the other, public eleend.iture night amount to
by 1 99O.

V. As expected, the picture is bad. OnIy on h¡4>otheses that
are rather favourable as regards the econonyr ând relatively
modest as regards e:çenditu-re programmes, does public e>çenditure
as a percentage of GDP co¡ne out lower in1990-91 than it was

in 1979-BO. In cost terms the prospect on any of the hy¡rotheses
is for big increases over this period.

+. the report shows clearly how the balance of our public
expenditure programmes has changed and willr oD present
policies, continue to do so. ft also shows the extent to
which the four largest programmes social security, health,
education and defence dominate public expenditure. In
1979-BO tlne four programmes between thern a-mounted to about
60 per cent of the total. By 1990-91 r oD these projections,
they would amorrnt to about 67* per centr even in the "best case".
Within that, defence would take a higher proportion and

education a smaLler proportion of the total.

1
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,. fhe officiaLsr report looks forward, and shows a
generally rising trend of future expenditìtre. Forecasting
in an uncertain world is d.ifficult. Br¡t if we look backwards
over the last twenby years (taUte A annexed) a consistent
upward pattern emerges, broken only by the two external crises
of 1967 and 1976. Even then, the upward t:send was soou. resumed.

6. This pattern we need to break, decisively.

7. For this purpose, radical changes affecting rnost, if not
all, of the najor programmes will be required. They will need

to be reinforced by action on the smaller progremmes. Btlt
that in itself will not be sufficient. Unless we tackle
major prograrnnes in a .fundamental waXr f see no prospect of
achieving our taxation objectives even in the next Parliament.

B. f accordingly propose that the next step should. be for the
Cabinet to engager oD the basis of the officials| report, in
a verîr broal-ranging discussion about the Governmentrs long
term objectives for public erçenditure and the size and shape

of the public sector. hle should not be inhibited at this stage
by such considerations as ühe need for legislation, the
existence of past comm'i tments or the alleged political inpossib-
ility of change. A discussion of this kind would pave the'way
for some najor strategic decisions affecting oux program;nes as

a Govern-ment for the nerb Parliament.

9. lle are due_to start ou-r consi-deration of this yearts
Surwevpublic expenditure/ih Cabinet on 1J JuIy. Obviously there

is some connection between decisions on the Surwey, ât any rate
as regards the last year 198r-86, and the longer term. lTever-
theless f believe that it will be more conducive to the kind
of broad. exchanges that I have in mind. if our d-iscl.l""ioo of the
longer tern is distanced somewhat from our preoccupations with
the Survey.

10. ft seems to me that it would be difficult to conduct an

adequate discussion about the longer term within the frarnework of
2
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our regular Cabinet meetings, and that some special arrangements

for this discussion will be needed - perhaps a specially
convened rneeting of the Cabinet. If such a meeting took place

in September, it could. also form part of the preparation for
this yearrs Party Conference, at which we shall no doubt be

under pressure about various aspects of public expenditure.

11. I should of course circulate a paper of ny own for discussion
with the officialst report. I hope too that we night look to
the CPRS for support in the forn of a paper pointing up some of
the longer term options open to us, especially as regard.s the
possibilities for major structural chznges affecting the largest
expenditure Programrnes.

12. f am sending copies of this minute and the officialsl
report to members of the Cabinet, Sir Robert Armstrong and

i'ir Sparroï¡.

CONFIÐENTIAI,





TABLE A

RATIO OF PUBLIC EXPNDITIIRE TO GDP
(1)

B¡.

1961-6t+

1964-6'
196r-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972_77
1977-7+
1974-7'
197r-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978_79
1979-8o
1980-81
1gB1-82

NOTES

(2)

4iÇ .2

46.2
44.5
tñ.7
+1.2
41.O
41.6
44. I

74.,
,+.1
1r.7
,6.6
tÐ.2

78.,
17.8
v7 .9
t7 .8
78.7
40.4
4r.t
+r.7
41.,
79.7
40.9
41.2
41.8
44.6

)
)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

not
available

(1)
The two coluruls correspond to üwo definitions of

oublic expend.itllre. Colunn A is total public expenditure
ãs ¿ef ineã. io tfre report on Iong Term Public Erçenditure.
I'igures on this ¿efinition ca¡not be taken back beyond
4gi+-Zr, since figures for nationalised industries'
nárket- ánd. overseãs borrowing are not available for the
earlier years. The series in Colunn B excludes
nationalised. ind.ustries t market and overseas borrowing
throughout.

(2)
Estinated outturn, subject to revision.
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FRO M:

DATE:

MTSS J },I SVJTFT

9 July 1982

,¡t.

Ntf,n
PRINCIPAL PRTVATE SECREIARY cc Financial Secretary

Economic Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (R)
Sír Douglas l,rlass
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Sir Kenneth Couzens
Sir l^lilliam Ryrie
Mr Burns
Mr V'Iilding
Mr Byatt
Mr Barr

Mr
f iel-d
v
S

1e
ri

PUBLTC EXPENDÏTURE TN THE LONGER TERM

/
the Chief SecreLary has seen Mr Barrattts minute of g "T,lV to the
Chancellor.

2. The Chief Secretary is quite content with what.is proposed.
He notes that it was agreed at the Chancellorts meeting of
Ministers and Advisers this morning that the minute to the Prime
Minister should not go around before next Thursday.

MISS J M SWTFT

CONFIDENTTAL
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FROM: M A HAI_,I

9 Juty 19Bz

cc

l{r Burns
Mr 1^/i1
Mr

,4gK^1,vr
l/

Chief Secretary
Financial Secrótary
Econonic Secretarv
Minister of StateiC)
Minister of State(R)Sir Douglas WassSir Anthony Rawlinsonßir Kenneth Couzens
Sir Willian R¡¡rie

n

CHANCEITOR

tfield
idle;r

Harris
Mr Barratt

PUBI,TC EXPENDTTURN TN THE LONGER TERM

Please refer to Hr Barrattrs ¡ninute of B July.

2- r am now convinced that David, Blake has got a copy of the
docunent, and he is certainry thinking of reverting to this
subject, looking at particular progranmes (no coubt in his new
capacity as Hone Editor). I say this only to dispel the viewthat the dust seems to have settr_ed.. r doubt whether pressinterest in an¡r way inval_id.ates the exercise.

M A HAIL
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FROM: J. O. KERR
12 July 1982

/ Chie Seeretary
ny Rawlinson
field

?+

PS
b1
Mr

ho
ou nt

r

f,l.¡fu
u*! ,

PIR. BARRATT

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE IN THE LONGER TERIVI

The Chaneellor last week sabr your submission of I July, with
the draft of his minute to the Prime lvlinister and Cabinet
colleagues.

2, 0n timing, he u/as inclined -to think, and his llinisterial
coJ-leagues agreed - see l'liss Swif t's minute of I July - that
it would be best to circulate his minute just after this week's
Cabinet.

J 0n the draft, he made minor changes only to paragraphs 6 to
I attach his revised rr"rsiãn.8.

4. Unless you see objection, this revised version will be

circulated on 16 JuIy.

4fr

J .0. KERR





CONF I DENT ÏAL

Treasury Chambers, Parliament Street. S!ØlP 3AG
01-233 3000

PRITVIE TTTNISTER

LONG TERIT TRENDS IN PUBLIC EXPENDTTURE

In my minute of I Harch, I suggested that officials should
an examination of the Iikely pattern of public expenditure
next decade.

undertake
over the

2. This study has nor/,/ been completed and I attach a copy of a

report by a group of officials on which the main spending Departments,

and the DPRS, were represented. The report considers what, orl the
basis of certain hypotheses about developments in the economy on the
one hand and expenditure programmes ên the other, public expenditure
might amount to by 1990.

3. As expected, the pieture is bad. 0nly on hypotheses that are

rather favourable as regards the economy, and relatively modest as

regards expenditure programmes, does public expenditure as a

percentage of GDP come out Lower in 1990-91 than it \^/as in 1979-80.

In cost terms the prospect on any of the hypotheses is for big
increases over this period.

4. The report shows clearly how the balance of our public 
.

expenditure programmes has changed and will, oñ present policies,
continue to do so, It also shows the extent to which the four
largest programmes - soeial security, health, education and defence -
dominate public expenditure. In 1979-80 the four programmes between

them amounted to about 60 pen cent of the tota1. By 1990-91, on

these projectíons, they would amount to about 63å per cent, even in
the "best case". I^Jithin that, def ence would take a higher proportion
and education a smaller proportion of the total.

CONF IDENTTAL
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5. The officials' report looks forward, and shows

rising trend of future expenditure. Forecasting in
world is difficult. But if h/e look backwards over
years (Table A annexedJ a consistent upward pattern
only by the two external crises of 1967 and 1976.
upward trend was soon resumed.

a generally
an uncertain
the last twenty
emerges, broken
Even then, the

6. Clearly \^/e cannot go on like thìs. If u,e ane to break the
pattern decisively - as we must - then b/e shall need to consider
radical changes affecting most, if not aI1, areas of policy. Unless
we are willing to tackle some pretty basic questions ín a fundamental
way, then, so far from being able to offer the chance of some easement
of the tax burden (clearly desirable for industrial recovery) we

:should face instead the prospect of endlessly recurring "public
expenditure crises".

7. It would, I am sure, be helpful if.Cabinet was now able to
engage, oFr the basis of the officialsJ neport, in a very broad-
ranging díscussion about the Government's long-term objectives for
the size and shape of the public sector. l,Je should not be inhibited
at this stage by such considerations as the need for legislation,
the existence of past commitments or the alleged political
impossibility of change. A discussion of thís kind would pave the
way for some major strategic deeisions affecting our programmes as

a Government for the next Parliament.

8. 0bviously there is some connection between decisions on this
year's public expenditure Survey, at any rate as regards the. Iast
year 1985-86, and the longer term. Nevertheless I believe that it
will be more conducive to the kind of broad exchanges that I have

in mind if our discussion of the longer term is distanced somewhat

from our preoccupations with the Survey.

9. It seems to
discussion about

me that it
the longen

would be difficult to conduct an adequate
term within the framewonk of our regul-an
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Cabinet meetings, and that some special arnangements for this
discussion will be needed - perhaps a specially convened meeting of
the Cabinet. If such a meeting took place in September, it could
also form part of the preparation for this year's Party Conferenee,
at which we shall no doubt be under pressure about various aspects
of public expenditure.

10. I should of course circulate a paper of my ou/n for discussion
wíth the officials'report. I hope too that we might look to the
CPRS for support in the form. of a paper pointing up some of the
longer term options open to us, especially as regards the
possibilities for major structural changes affecting the largest
expenditure programmes.

11, I am sending
to members of the

copies of this minute and the
Cabinet, Sir Robert Armstrong

officials' report
and Mr. Sparrow.

G

Ju ly
H.

1982
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]]ATE:
I,' R BARR:i
1i July 1

)

'lutt çW*

},1R KERR

PSlChief
Sir An ny
Mr tfiek

PUBLIC E)IPn{DITURE IN TITE IONGER TERM

Thank you f or you-r minute of 12 ¡.rrú. r an werr content wit
revised draft minute to the Prirne l{inister. Before you d.esp
it on 16 July, r think it wourd. be d-esirabre for you to chec_
with the chancellor and the Chief Secretary that nothing was
at cabinet on 1l July that would carl for any further revisi
the minute to the Prime Mi_nister.

2. r take it that before the minute goes off, you will be
with M¡ scholar about the handling of it, along the Lines of
paragraph 6 of ray minute of B July.

F R BARFATT
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FROM: J CI KERR
21 JuIy 1942

PS/CST
Sir A
Mr lY n tf

linson
ield

t'

PUBLI C EXPENDÏTURE TN THE LONGER TERIVI

I fear that the cincul-ation of the Ihance].1or's minute, and

the report of your inter-departmental group, has been

further delayed.

2. You will recall that the Chancellor thought it right
not to cinculate it before Cabinet on 15 JuIy. I u/as in
touch with Mr Scholar after Cabinet on 15 July, but his
feeling was that the Prime fvlinistên would not wish the -report
circulated before the announcement (20 July) of the
latest unemployment figures. I therefore approaehed him

again last night, and he spoke to the Prime Minister this
morning: it lûnspires that she does not wish it to be ci"rculated
before next weekL debate on the economy/unemployment. l,ie

shall therefore now aim for circulation on 29 July.

J O KERR

\l'l¡r ., trrcA ,ùrlf_

>nc {q^i ü\¡¡.r ut{¡'t.
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L Cot-w u pL spk
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FROIT: J U KERR
21 july 1982

r'lR Þ¿'RfÁTT CC l-5,/ LÞ I

Sir A Rawlinson
lYr lvlountfield

PUBLI C EXPEND]TURE IN THE LONGER TERIY

r fear that the circulation of the chancellor's minute, and
the report of your inter-departmenta I group, has been
f urther delayed.

2. You will recarl that the chancerlor thought it night
not to circulate it before Cabinet on 15 JuIy. I was in
touch with Mr Scholar after Cabinet on 15 July, but his
feeling was that the Prime llin*ster would not wish the report
circulated before the announcement (20 July) of the
Iatest unemployment figures. r therefore approached him
again last night, and he spoke to the Prime ilinisten :his
ronning r it ñnspires that she does nor wish it t¡ De circulate:
¡efore next weekä debate on the economy/unemployment,. '"nJe

snaIl therefore now aim for circulation on Zg JuIy.

J O KERR
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Treasury Chambers, P¿rliament Street, SW1P 3,{G
01-233 3000

Sir
Sir
Sir
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
iIr

D i,^Jass
A Rawiinson
K Couzens

Bu rns
Barrati
Wilding
Bya
t"l nif

t'1 dley
lvlr Harris

undertake
over the

iolã

PRIÍVIE fTINISTER

LONG TERM TRENDS

In my minute of
an examination
next decade.

o

of

IN PUBLIC EXPENDTTURE

March, I suggested that officials should
the likely pattern of public expenditure

2. This study has now been compl.eted and I attach a copy of a

report by a group of officials on which the main spending Departments,

and the CPRS, biere represented. The report considers what, oî the
basis of eertain hypotheseå about developments in the economy on the
one hand and expenditure programmes on the other, public expenditure
might amount to by 1990.

3. As expected, the picture is bad. 0nly on hypotheses that are

rather favourable as regards the economy, and relatively modest as

regards expenditure programmes, does public expenditure as a

pstrcentage of GDP come out Iower in 1gg0-gl than it was in l97g-8Û.
In cost terms the prospecL on any of the hypotheses is for big
increases over this period.

4. The report shows clearly how the balance of our public'
expenditure programmes has changed and wi11, on present policies,
continue to do so. It also shows the extent to which the four
largest programmes - social security, health, education and defence
dominate public expenditure. In 1979-80 the four programmas between

them amounted to about 60 per cent of the total. By lg90-9I, on

these pnojections, they would amount to about 63* per.:ent, even in
the "'oest case". t¡Jithin that, def ence would take a nigher proportion
and education a smaller proportion of the tota1.
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Cabinet meetings, and that some special arrangements for this
discussion will be needed - perhaps a specially convened meeting of
the Cabinet. If such a meeting took place in September, it could
aLso form part of the preparation for this year's Party Conference,
at which we shall no doubt be under pressure about various aspects
of public expenditune.

10. I should of course circulate a paper of my own for discussion
with the officiaLs'report. I hope too that we might look to the
CPRS for support in the form of Ê paper pointing up some of the
longer term options open to us, especially as regards the
possibilities for major structural changes affecting the largest
expenditure programmes.

tt. I am sending
to members of the

copies of thÍs minute and the
Cabinet, Sir Robert Arrnstrong

officials' report
and Mr. Sparcow.

r-

?8 July
H.
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Long Term Trends in Public Expendit

aneellor minuted the Prime Minister
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ns open

The Prime l,iinister agrees that: it would be helpful
for Cabinet to have a broad ranging discussion, based on
the report b¡r officials attached to the Chancellor's minute,
about the Government's long term objectives on the size and
shape of the publie sector. The Prine Minister hopes tha-t
this can take place at the meeting of Cabinet arranged
for 9 September; I understand that 'time has been earmarked
in Ministers¡ diaries for an extended discussion
day. the Prime l{inister agrees, too, that it wou
.useful for the I September diseussj-on, if there w
a CPRS paper pointing up some of the long term op

on
1d
ere
tio

to the Government, especially as regards the possibilities
for major structural changes affectì-ng the larger expenditure
programmes.

I am sending copies of this letter to the Private
Secretaries to the other members of the Cabinet, to David Wright
and to Gerry Spenee.

'l*v1 lt'*ør+\ ,

yl,:cf*u/ I ol"¿la+,

John Kerr, Esq
H.M. Treasury
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&FROM:
DAIE:

F R BARRATT
6 August 19eZ

CHANCELIOR OF Tm ÐICHEQUER

cc

IONG [ER.}'i TRn{DS IN PUBLIC EXPENDITI]RX

As a result of the exchanges at the end of last month between yourself
and No 10, we are now on course for a Cabinet discussion of this
subject on 9 September. The CPRS are in process of working up their
paper for this occasion, in consultation with us and with the main
spending Departments. You will also wa¡rt to circulate a paper of
yOl1r O1¡|II.

2. We shal1 aim to have a draft of your paper ready for you to see
on you-r return about 24 -A.ugust. It will reflect your objectives for
the ! Septenber Cabinet. As we see it, these are:

(i) to underline the r:nacceptability of the long-term
erpenditure prospecùs described in the officialst :report;

to get agreement on a series of studies, drawing on
the suggestions of the CPRS, of radical structural-
changes in a nr:mber of major areas of public e>qpend.itlrre,
the outcome to be reported to Cabinet early next year;

Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economi c Secretary
Itinister of State (C)
l{inister of State (R)
Sir Dougl-as llass
Sir Änthony Rawlinson (or)
Sir Kenneth Couzens
Mr Burns
t{r hrilding
l{r Byatt
i'tr Middleton
Mr Kenp
iTr Moore
Iuir Ïiountfield
Mr G P Snith
Iir Hart (o::)
Mr Ra¡mer
Mr Ridley

1

#r/rb.!

(ii)
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( r-r-r- ) in the meantine, to obtain some sort of self-
denying ordinpnce from colleagues about significant
new e>qpenditure semmif,nents. This wilL be especially
inportant in the run-up to the Party Conference.

(iv) if possì-ble, to influence the tone of this autumn's
discussions on the cunent Survey, especially as
regards 198r/86.

1. As part of (i) - the unacceptability of the long-tern pubric
e>çenditure prospects - you will want to say something to your
colleagues about the tax aspects. Some work on the tax implicatj-ons
of the prospects discussed in the officials t paper on elq)end,iture has
been going on r::rd.er the d.irection of t{r B¡ratt.

4. f now attach a note on these implications by Mr G P Smith.
I'le envisage that you shoul-d nake this availabl-e to your colleagues.
Our proposal is that this note should be attached as an Annex, r:ad.er
the heading 'rNote by the Treasury", to your paper f or the ! September
Cabinet. Tour paper would, includ-e a coupte of pithy paragraphs high-
iig-hting the main points of the analysis in the Annex.

i. f should be glad to lcrow whether you are content with this way
or proceeding.

t-'?, t

F R BARRATT

B:c:

CONFIDU{TI.A,L
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PUBLIC EXPENDITURE IN THE LONGER TERM:
FISCAL IMPLICATTONS

The longer-term public expenditure exercise has projected expenditure
to bhe end of the decade on two illustrative macro-economic scenarios,
the main features of which are shown at Annex A. This note describes
a sinilar projection of tax revenue on each of the sane scenarios,
and goes on to look at the balance between revenue and expenditure
that is implied. Like the expenditure figures, these projections
are dependent on the scenarios assumed: they are not forecasts. The

margin of error j-s inevi-tabJ-y wide when looking so far ahead.

Assumptions

2. Like expenditure, taxes have been projected on the basis
of unchanged policy. This has been interpretéd to mean that j-ncome

tax threshol-ds and specific duties are raised in line with prices,
that tax rates are unchanged and that existing allowances-and reliefs
are continued. Local- authority rates and national insurance
contributi.ons aI-e calculated from the projections of 1ocal authority

and expenoliure
expenditure,frorn the national- insurance fund, respectively, on the'/
assumpti-on that an unchanged proportion of such expenditure is met

frorn general taxation. For North Sea taxes the real sterling oiÌ
price is assumeo to rise by about a third between 1980 and 1990.
Even though some new fields are assumed to come on stream, total
;,i:oduction is assumed to be a little below its peak level, which
is reached in mid-decade.

The proj ect j-ons

J. 0n scenario A tax receipts are projected to rise about 20%

in real- terms between l9B2-83 and l99O-91 but to fall from 391/" to
just over 17/' of GDP (see Tabl-e A). The main reason for this fal-l-
is that local authority rates and national insurance contributi-ons
grow a good deal- more slowly than GDP. As already explained,
these receipts are determined by 1oca1 authority expenditure

ì
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and payments of benefits from the National Insurance Fund assumed

in the Public Experditure projectior¡s - these grol^r a good deal more sl-owly than

GDP. Income tax and consumption taxes fall slightly in relation
to GDP, the former because the scenario assumes a falling vlage

share, the l-atter because the evidence is that a LO% rise in
income leads to less than a it)% rise in consumption of goods that
bear specific duties. The yield of capital taxes also declj-nes in
rel-ation to GDP, largely because of the indexation of CGT. Corpora-
tion tax and North Sea taxes, on the other hand, rise somevrhat as

a percentage of GDP.

4. On scenario B proj ected tax receipts rise by only 6/' in real-
terms - a good deal- fess than on scenario A. But GDP also rises more

sJ-owly and taxes remain roughly constant as a percentage of GDP at just
below UO% (see Table B). Local rates - derived from the Expenditure
projections - fall in relation to GDP as in scenario A, but NICrs

remain a roughly constant proportion of GDP because the l-imited
growth in benefit expenditure matches the limited growth in GDP.

Capital- taxes again falI in relation to GDP. Against this North
Sea taxes and income tax rise as a percentage of GDP. (Corporation
tax is about constant ). The reason why income tax rises in relation
to GDP on scenario B, unlike scenario A, is that vrages and sal-aries
ri-se as a share of GDP. BO -9O% of the yield of income tax comes

from!€.ges and salaries. Consumption taxes, however, fall âs a
percenlage of GDP because of the tendency for expenditure on goods

bearing specific duties to rise less fast than income.

Imp 1i cat ions

5. The gap between expenditure and revenue on scenario A repre-
sents about 2% of GDP - about the same percentage as the PSBR in
the last year of the MTFS. But it should be remembered that the
projections are based on existing tax rates and real values of
threshol-ds and do not a1low for any tax reductions beyond the effect
of decisions already taken (such as indexing CGT) and the fall- in
NIC rates (and l-ocal authority rates ) implied by the expenditure
projections. In particul-ar a borrowing requirement of 2% of GDP

2
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l-eaves no scope for reductions in income tax in order to give furlher
improvements in incentives and this must cast doubt on the
attainability of the growth assumed in scenario A.

6. If the economy develops as in scenario B the problem of
financing publi-c expenditure is Iikely to be a severe one. The

projections show expenditure - which is little l-ower than in
scenario A - exceeding revenue by 7f, of GDP. If this gap \¡rere

bridged by borrowing the implicati-on is a reversal of progress
so far made in reducing the PSBR and a return to the level-s of the
mid-7Ots. But if borrowing were to be restrained to 27, of GDP

without cuts in expenditure, taxes would have to be raised by some

Sl5bn at todayts prices. The tax burden would rise from 4O/" to
tlSn of GDP (having already risen from 35f" to )lo% since r97B-79).

7. Raising 9l-5bn through income tax would require raising the
yield by about hal-f . If it came from the consumption taxes (VAT

and specific duties ) ttieir combined yield would similarly have to
be i-ncreased by half . (Raising 5.15bn in VAT alone would require
the VAT yield to be doubled. ) How such increases in revenue mi-ght
actually be achb,¡ed is another matter. The response of taxpayers
to changes on thj-s scale cannot be predicted with any precision.
But in crude ttready reckonertt terms what is implied is, at the
Ieast:

or

or

r:aising the basic rate of income tax to about 45p

(more if tfie tax base were reduced through evasion
or disincentive effects ). Deductions of tax and
NïC together woul-d then be over 50 per cent on a

marginal S. of income for nearly a1l- taxpayers
abolishing all aLl-owances other than the single

a1l-owance (eg the married mants allowance, mortgage
tax relief, relief for pension contributions and
life assurance ) and raising the basic rate to
perhaps llp

raising VAT to 257" and doubling the real- level of
all specific duties

levying YAT at,25% on goods which now bear the
I5f" rate and those not¡I zero-rated (food, fueJ-,
etc )

or

1
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Conc ]us ions

B. The projections are, as stressed above, subject to a wide
margin of error. But they raise doubts about the feasibility of
financing the level-s of public expenditure implied by the
continuation of current poticies. If the economy grows very
s1ow1y, âs in scenario B, the consequences for taxation and/or
borrowing appear unacceptable. The economy woul-d need to grow

steadity and strongly, âs in scenario A, to permit the sort of
expenditure leveIs envisaged. It is questionable whether this
growth could arise without any further Government action to improve
work incentives or reduee burdens on businesses through tax cuts.
But if taxes were cut borrowing could not be res't,rained to 2% of
GDP and the infl-ation and interest rate assumptions would begin
t,o look implausible.

4
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TABLE A: Tax yields at constant (1980-1) prices ano as a percentage
of GDP on Scenario A.

SBN 19.80-1 prices

rg\2-3 1990-1 1982-3

Income Tax

NICf s

Gonsumption taxes (

VAT and specifics )

LA Rates

Corporation Tax,
North Sea taxes and NÏS

Capital taxes

TOTAL

Public Expenditure
(inctd debt interest)

11. I
1.8

16.0

92.r 109.9

101. o 116. O

Note: Columns do not add exactlY
to tobals because of rounding

inc 1

25.7
16.4

26 .6
10. 5

32.3
18. 6

32.

9

11. I
7.0

11. 4

4.ç

39 .4

44.0

% of GDP

19 90- l

10.9

6.3

11. l
3.2

37 .2

39 .3

7

3

1.1
5. lr

0.4
4.8
o.B





TABLE B: s at constant
Scenario B.

Tax yield
of GDP on

(1980-1) prices an'l aË a percentage

SBN 1980-1 prices

1gB2- 3 L99O-1

25.7
16. ll

to. o

10. 5

11. t-

1.8

29 .\
17 .5

11. 1

1.1

r9B2-3

11. t_

7.0

11. 4

11 .5

4.8

o. B

39.t+

44. o

% of GDP

1990-1

12.0
7.r

r1. I
3.7

5.3
0.4

46. B

Income Tax

NICf s

Qonsumption taxes
(incl VAT and specifics )

LA Rates
Corporation tax:
North Sea taxes and NIS

Capital taxes

27 .3
9.2

TOTAL 92 .r 97 . tt

101.0 115. O

39.7

Publi
( inc

ce
1d

xpenditure
ebt interest )
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trR,OM:
ÐÀTE:

F R BARRJ,TT
6 .A.ugust 198?

cHANCEtInR OF Îm Ð(CHæI]XR

IONG TMU TRn{DS IN PUBLIC ÐCPH{DTfl]R.E

As a result of the exchanges at the end of last month between yourself
and No'1O, we are now on coì.Lrse for a Cabinet discussion of this
subject on 9 September. The CPRS are in process of working up their
paper for this occasion, in consul-tation with us and with the main
spending Departraents. You will also want to circulate a paper of
your own.

2. We shall aim to have a draft of your paper ready for you to see
on your return about 24 August. It will refLect your objectives for
tne 9 Septenber Cabinet. As we see it, these are:

(i) to underline the i:nacceptabilit-y of the long-term
e>cpenditure prospects described in the officialst report;

Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economi-c Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (R)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Anthony Rawlinson (or)
Sir Kenneth Couzens
l{r Burns
t{r tdilding
t{r Byatt
Mr Middleton
Mr Kenp
IIr Hoore
11¡ Mountfield
Mr G P Snith
t{r Hart (o::)
Mr Rayner
l{r Ridley

(ii) to get agreement on a series of stud_ies, drawing on
the suggestions of the CPRS, of radical structural
chFnges in a number of najor areas of public erçenditrlre,
the outcome to be reported to Cabinet early next year;

1
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cc Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economi c Secretary
l{inister of State (C)
llinister of State (R)
Sir Douglas Wasb
Sir Anthony Rawlinson (or)
Sir Kenneth Couzens
Mr. Burns
Hr lJilding
t{r Byatt
Mr Yliddleton
MT
llr
t1r
Mr
Mr

Kemp
Moore

ield
Snith
(or)

Mr Ra¡rner
Hr Ridley

ICING TEEfl TRn{DS r}T PUBLTC EKPn{DITURE

As a result of the uxsþang€s at the end of last month between yourself
and No '1O r we are now on course f or a Cabinet discussion of this
subject on 9 September. The CPRS are in process of working up their
paper for this occasion, in consultation with us and with the nain
spending Departments. You will also want to circulate a paper of
your ow:n.

2. We sirall aim to have a draft of your paper ready for you to see

on you-r return about 24 August. ft will reflect your objectives for
the 9 Septenber Cabinet. As we see it, these are:

(i) to underline the unacceptability of the long-term
expenditure prospects described in the offi-cialsr report;

(ii) to get agreement on a series of studies, drawing on

the suggestions of the CPRS, of radical structural
changes in a number of najor areas of public erçenditure,
the outcome to be reported to Cabinet early next year;

1
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(iii) in the meantime, to obtain some sort of self-
denying ordinnnce from colleagues about significant
nevÍ expenditure commi tments. This witl be especially
inportant in the rwL-up to the Party Conference.

(iv) if possible, to influeD.ce the tone of thÍs autumnrs
discussions on the current Survey, especially as
regards 198r/86.

1. .A's part of (i) - the unacceptability of the long-terrn public
expenditure prospects - you will wa4t to say sonething to your
colleagues about the tax aspects. Some work on the tax irnplications
of the prospects d.iscussed in the officials' paper on e>qpend.i-ture has
been going on under the direction of Mr ffatt.

4. . I now attach a note on these implications by l{r G P Srnith.
l,Je envisage that you shoul-d ¡rake this available to your colleagues.
Our proposal is that this note shouLd be attached as an Annex, i::rd.er
the heading "Note by the Treasury", to your paper for the ! Septenber
Cabinet. Your paper would includ-e a couple of pithy paragraphs high-
lighting the main points of the analysis in the An¡ex.

,. f should be glad to imow whether you are content with this way
of proceeding.

-? .-

F R BARRATT

Doc:
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EXPENDITURE IN THE LONGER TERM
IMPLICATIONS

The longer-term public expenditure exerci-se has projected expenditure
to the end of the decade on two illustrative macro-eeonomic scenarios,
the main features of which are shown al Annex A. This note describes
a similar projection of tax revenue on each of the sa:ne scenarios,
and goes on to l-ook at the balance between revenue and expenditure
that is impl-ied. Like the expenditure figures, these projections
are dependent on the scenarios assumed: they are not forecasts. The
margin of error is inevitably wide when looking so far ahead.

Assumptions

2. Like expenditure, taxes have been projected on the basis
of unchanged policy. This has been interpreted to r¿ean that income
tax thresholds and specific duties are raised in l-ine with prices,
that tax rates are unchanged and that existing allowances-and rel-iefs
are continued. Local authority rates and national insurance
contributi.cns e!-e calcufated from the projections of local- authority

and expenditure
expenditure,írom the national insurance fund, respectively, cn the'/
assumption that an unchanged proportion of such expenditure is met

frorn general taxation. For North Sea taxes the real- sterling oil-
príce is assumed to rise by about a third between i9B0 and 1990.
Even though some new fields are assumed to come on stream, Lotal
production is assumed to be a little below its peak level, which
is reached in mid-decade.

The proj ections

3. On scenario A tax receipts are projected to rise about 20%

in real- terms between 1982-83 and 1990-91 but to faII from 391% to
just over 37/' of GDP (see Tabl-e A). The main reason for this fatl-
is that l-ocal authority rates and national- insurance contributions
grow a good deal- more slowJ-y than GDP. As already expJ-ained,
these receipts are detLrmined by l-ocal authority expend.iture

I
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and payments of benefits from the Nationa] Insurance Fund assurned

in the Publ-ic Expenditure projections - these grohr a good deal more sl-owly than

GDP. Income tax and consumption taxes fall, slightly in relation
to GDP, Lhe former because the scenario assumes a falling wage

share, the latter because the evidence is that a IO% rise in
income l-eads to less than a IO% rise in consumption of goods that
bear specif ic duties. The yield of capital taxes al-so decl-ines in
relation to GDP, largely because of the indexation of CGT. Corpora-
tion tax and North Sea taxes, oñ the other hand, rise somewhat as

a percentage of GDP.

4. 0n scenario B projected tax receipts rise by only 6/, in real
terms - a good deal less than on scenario A. But GDP also rises more

stowly and taxes remain roughly constant as a percentage of GDP at jus':
below UO% (see Tabl-e B). Loca1 rates - derived from the Expenditure
projections - fall in relation to GDP as in scenario A, but NICrs
remain a roughly constant proportion of GDP because the limited
growth in benefit expenditure matches the limited growth in GDP.

Capital taxes again fal1 in relation to GDP. Against this North
Sea taxes and income tax rise as a þercentage of GDP. (Corporation
tax is about constant). The reason why i-ncome tax rises in rel-ation
to GDP on scenario B, unlike scenario A, is that wages and salarj-es
rise as a share of GDP. 8Ð-9O% of the yield of income tax comes

fromï€ges and salaries. Consumption taxes, however, fall as a

percentage of GDP because of the tendency for expenditure on goods

bearing specific duties to rise l-ess fast than income.

Imp 1i cat ions

5. The gap between expenditure and revenue on scenario A repre-
sents about 27" of GDP about the same percentage as the PSBR in
the last year of the MTFS. But it should be remembered that the
projections are based on existing tax rates and real vaLues of
thresholds and do not allow for any tax reductions beyond the effect
of decisions already taken (such as indexing CGT) and the fall in
NIC rates (and Ìocal authority rates) implied by the expenditure
projections. In particul-ar a borrowing requirement of 27" of GDP

a
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leaves no scope for reductions j-n income tax in order to give further
i-mprovements in incentives and this must cast doubt on the
attainability of the growth assumed in scenario A.

6. If, the economy develops as in scenario B the probl-em of
financing public expenditure is likely to be a severe one. The

projections show expenditure - which is little l-ower than in
scenario A - exceeding revenue by T% of Clp. If this gap v,¡ere

bridged by borrowing the implication is a reversal of progress
so far made j-n reduci-ng the PSBR and a return to the levels of the
mid-70's. But if borrowing v{ere to be restrained to 2f' of GDP

without cuts in expenoiture, taxes would have to be raised by some

Sl5bn at, today's prì-ces. The tax burden would rise from 40% to
4¡/" of GDP (having already risen from 35% to \o% si-nce r97B-79).

7. Raising 915bn through income iax woul-d require raising the
yield by about half. If it came from the consumption taxes (VAT

and specific duties ) tfreir combined yield woul-d similarly have to
be increased by half. (Raising Sl5bn in VAT alone would require
the VAT yield to be doubled. ) How such increases in revenue might
actually be achÈ,¡ed is another matter. The response of taxpayers
to changes on this scale cannot be predicted with any precision.
But in crude 'tready reckonert' terms what j-s implied is, at the
ì ^^^+ .
-LC.aì) U .

or

or

raising the basic rate of income tax to about 45p

(more if the iax base were reduced through evasi-on
or di-sincenti-ve ef f ects ). Deductions of tax and

NIC together woul-d then be over 50 per cent on a

marginal S of income for nearly â11 taxpayers
abolishing all allowances other than the single

allowance (eg the married man's allowance, mortgáge
tax retief, relief for pension contributions and

life assurance ) and raising the basic rate to
perhaps J3p

raising VAT to 25% and doubling the real- level of
all specific duties

levying VAT at.25% on goods whlch now bear the
$/" rate and those now zero-rated (food, fuel,
etc )

or

1
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Conc lus ions

B. The projections are, as stressed above, subject to a wide
margin of error. But they raise doubts about the feasibility of
financing the l-evel-s of public expenditure implied by the
continuation of current policies. Tf the economy grows very
slowly, âs in scenario B, the consequences for taxation and/or
borrowing appear unacceptable. The economy would need to grow

steadiJ-y and strongl-y, âs in scenario A, to permit the sort of
expenditure levels envisaged. It is questionable whether this
growth could arise without any further Government action to improve
work incentives or reduce burdens on busi-nesses through tax cuts.
But if taxes were cut borroi^ring could not be restrained to 2f' of
GDP and the inflation and interest rate assumptions would begin
to l-ook irnplausible.
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I ru,trx A

ECONOilIC SCENANTOS - },,IAIN ASSIN{IIIIONS

GDP (Bverage annual growth rate
f¡om 19BO-81)

P¡oductivitY in the marketed
sector (average annual
growth rate from 1980-81)

{J¡-rnll o¡ment (narrov¡ definition,'-ã".,i 
"¿ing scbool leavers)

-rnflation (Cuf deflator)

Reai interest rate

Feal- trade-weighted-- 
ã*".rr"trge --ate-( 1980-81 = 1oO)

Reei -l:l:-l,ed sector wages
(average xDTlüaI increase
ft, .... ,'-)ll0-8'1 )

Rei, ,olic service waBes
( -v":'a ge ennual increa se
fron 1980-81)

SCENAAIO B

?9t to 1985-86
then 1% to '1990-91

1+%

1 rnillion in 199C-9",

1Ú/o Per
nid and

7/o ía 1990-91

81 in 1990-91

1+%

c
year in
late 19

+%

SCENARIO A

2 nillion in
1990-91

5% per year
in nid and
late 198Os

7Á iø 199c-91

8] in 1990-91

1+%

2+%
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TABLE A: Tax i¡ j.elds at ci: nstant ( l-9 30- 1) pr:-ces; and as a percentage
of GDP on Scetrai:'ic A.

SBN 19BO-1 prices

r9B2-3 1990-1 19B2-1

Income Tax

NICr s

Consumption taxes (

VAT and specifics )

LA Rates

Corporation Tax,
North Sea taxes and NÏS

Capital taxes

TOTAL

Publie Expenditure
(inc1d debt interest )

9

11. I
1.8

16.0

92.r 109.9

101.0 r16. o

Note: Columns do not add exacbly
to total-s because of rounding

inc l-

25.7
16. 4

26 .6
10. 5

32.3
18. 6

11. l
7.0

11. 4

tt.ç

39 .4

44.0

/' of GDP

lg g0- 1

10. g

6.3

11. 1

3.2

t7 .2

39 .3

32. 7

3

tr,r

0.4
4.8
o.Bf1





TABLE B: Tax yields at constant (1980-1) pr:.cer; an(l as a percentage
of GDP on Scenario B.

SBN 1980-1 prices

1982-3 rggo-1 19B2-

ïncome Tax

NICf s

Çonsumption taxes
(incl VAT and specifics)

LA Rates
Corporation tax,
North Sea taxes and NÏS

Capital taxes

Public expenditure
(incl debt interest)

TorAL 92.r 97 .It

101. o 115. O

25.7
16. ¿1

26 .6
10. 5

11. I
1.8

29 .tl
L7 .5

T3.L

1.1

27 .3
9.2

11.1
7.0

11. 4

4.¡

4.8

o.B

39 .t4

4lr.o

/, of GDP

1990-1

12 .0
7.r

11. I
3.7

5.3
o. ¿t

39.7

46. B
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ÏHE PUBLIC EXPENDTTURE DEBATE

The Chancellor received the attacheci joint minute by
Fercinand Mount and Alan l,Jalters from the latter. He feels
it is on the whoie rather useful. rndeed some of the sinple,
formidable urgency of the note must be neflected in the cpRS

paper - to turn ii into something more than a shopping list
of super-cuts . =
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THX PUBLIC E)PENDITURE DEBATE

At the Cabinet discussion on Pub1ic Expend.iture on Lb JuLy, there
will clearly be anxieties expressed, about the modest rate ar which
output is recovering and the obstinately high levet of unemploymenr

It may also be argued that yet another'rround of cuts,'rvill d.o

litt1e to assist hope of economic revival.

It 1s tempting to defer a substantive d.iscussion of these polnts, in
view of the unhappy experlence of the similar exercise last slut¡'er.
Now that the Public Expenditure White Paper is published. not in
December but at the time of the Budget, there is certainly a- .case
for aot going i.nto the reeess on an acrimonious note. rf the
Treasury has no operational objeetions, it would. be possibl-e to
start the whole exercise in September and still cover the ground
thoroughly in good time. Postponement does, however, carry several
risks:

(a) îhe press would get wind of the fact that the ca.biner had
postponed meaningfur discussion of the central issue.
rndeed, the absence of any sparks flying would. alert rhe
newspapers to the postponement. This might be taken as
meaning that the Treasury had d.ucked out of meeting the issue
and that the Government was weakening in its commitment to
the control of pub11c expend.irure.

(b) The same interpretation might also spread to the markets.
confidence is arways hard to maintain over the financial
I'silly season". llithout the cabinet having left behind
a clea-r indication of its unwavering determinatÍon, the sulnmer
holi-da.ys might well be an increasingly uncomfortabre time.
No doubt the position could be recouped somewhat in
September, but vital ground might have been losr.

rn bilater'ar discussions wlth other dpgartmenrs, the chief
secretary would be et a disadvantage, Iacking any overarl
expenditure Limit to baek up the argumenrs for retrenchment.
Experj.ence may suggest that this overalr limit is not finar;
even Bo, 1t 1s surely a usefur reinforcement for the chief
Se cre t ary

(c)





(d) There is litt1e reason to assune that the discusslon would
be any easier in the autu¡un. Indeed, the reverse, since
soF,e departments miþht have taken the delay as a. si-gna1 to
uudge their bids upward.

If weIl-defined publlc expendi.ture targets are to be established
before tbe recess, it is essentiaL to put the argument in a

positive and political context. This public expenditure review
is a central element in our plans to arrive where we want ro be j.n
May-Juue 1984 or October 1983

Therefore, we should first remind colleagues of the important
benefits to be ga.i-ned by furtber restraint.

1. We all agree that falling interest rates are the best stimulant
for recovery. Iuterest rates have now been falling steadily for
more than 6 uronths. As inflation fall-s, w€ must retain this
mæentum, showing that British interest rates are and ought to be

primarily determined by domestic monetary conditions and not by

US rates a¡d the defence of a particular exchange rate. Even the
Daily Telegraph is now urging us to I'decoupler'. But we can

translate this attractive notion into actlon only if we are seen

to stick rigidly to our targets for the PSBR.

¿ Our aims for the 1983 Budget have to be kept firmly in mind ar. the
start, and not left as a residual. lïe must index tax allolances
fulIy. If possible, w€ would llke to reduce taxes on low incomes

to increase the incentive to work and to retain the loyalty of
lower-j-ncome taxpayers who have done relatively poorly out of this
Government. Beyond that, wê wish also to have a modest anounr in
reserve to help speciflc industrial and other good eauses. All
this \yill require stringent control of public expenditure now if
the books are to be seên to balance well enough to allow further
falis in interest rates.

We are already commltted to a huge expenditure on make-work

employment subsidies and other methods of reduci,ng the numbers on

the employment register. Further such schernes a,re now in the
planning sta.ge. These schemes are of the highest political
importance, and room has to be found for them in the Budget.

J
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There is also a strong case for further he1p, apart from the
reduction in lnterest rates, for the construction industry which
has borne the þrunt of the recession and has contributed so

Ií largely to the unemployment totals.
Tbere is an increasing public dissatisf action wi.th, the shabbiness
of Britain. We expect our streets to be cleaner and our roads to
be better maintained than in other countries. More and more people

returning from boliday on the Continent make unfavourable comparisons.
Potholed roads and collapsing sewers are a demoralising sight which
roay well exerelse a subtle a.nti-Government influence. Such public
works fall into a different category from many of, the giant publie
investment schemes of which we are rightly so seeptieal, such as

rail electrification. First, tbey are essential works, whether
fina^nced by Government or, preferably, by private sources. Second,
tbey eost more the longer the delay before tackling them. Third,
tbey employ à great deal of unskilled labour which otherwise fj-nds
work hard to eome by. Fourth, they can be eontracted out io the
private sector. A modest programme of rebullding and. cleaning up

would have benefits out of proportion to tbe expendlture j-nvolved.

5 Above all, it is politieally vital that we should keep in flation
on a falling eurve. Failing that, all the sacriJices wi]I seem to
have been wasted.

6. All these plus factors can be sj-multaneously aehieved only by the
most strenuous and unremitting control of public expendlture in all
other flelds. And this means, above all, maintaining the most

stringent control of current expendíture, and in particular of
, publie sector pay. It may help to remind, colleagues that every

"/ !7o of f ithe public servi-ce pay bill saves about 9350m.

Each field bristles wi-th difficulties. The Chief Secretary has

already had. to ask th€i nationalised. industries to reduce their
lnvestment dema.nds by 9500m.

In social security, w€ have had the greatest difficulty in rolling
back, even fractionally, the adva.nce of indexation.

Defenc.e - even regardless of the Falklands respoDsibilities--
1s now "super-indexed" because of the NATO 3% pledge.

i{e must not allow ourse}ves }et alone the outside wor}d - to
imaglne that our series of public expenditure exercises, painful
though tbey were, have succeeded in building in any permanent

rcsfr^ainfc rrrt fho crr.mlfh nf nrrlr'ìin ôvñânÄìfrr-o





We bave had to back-pedal desperately and even so we harve not
'- managed to stay in the sa.me prace, and it is of the highest

j-mportaoå" that everyone should understand this. Any s¡ggestion
that publie expendlture is now a matter of secondary iroportance,
which can be "put off until the autumn", would. be highly damaging.

7, If we fail, the shape of the future is horrifyingly clear 1n the
Treasury's study of Pub1ic Expenditure in the longer-term. The

CbanceLlor estimates that, otr a lowugrowth scenario, public
expenditure might rise to no less than 46.87o of GDP by 1990/9f
a higher proportion than at any time since the disbandi-ng of the War

economy. Even on a somewhat optlmistic assumption of ZLTI growth
per year, public expenditure would still be taking neanly 1O7o of
GDP þy 1990. And this omits the "creep" factor. Judgnng by arr
previous experience, the planning total tends to be ad-ded to as the
year progresses. Cumulatively, outturn expenditure drifts upward.s,
setting bigher base years for succeeding forecasts. The outturn
for 1990 .thus mlght be anywbere between 5-La7o higher than the
forecast. If we continue to finance thls level of expenditure
honestly by taxlng a¡d not by borrowing, the implications for tax
rates are extremely grim. If nothing else, is changed and the
money is to be raised out of direct taxa.tion, a standa.:rd rate of 35p

in tbe pound is a modest a.ssrr:nption. To avoid that inirolerable
prospect, we shaIl need to devise drastically new approaches to
publlc spendlng.

But the long terrn starts now. And unless we continue tro maintain
and intensify our efforts to control publj-e expenditurre, rhere
is every chance that we may be entering one of those periods, sueh
a*s the early 1960s and early 1970s, when public expend.iture simpl5,
gallops out of control.

8
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LONG TERM TRENDS ]N PUBL]C EXPENDITURE

The Chancellor was grateful for your minute of 6 August

to which was attached a note by Mr Smith on the fiscal
impli.cations of the longer term public expenditure projection.
0n this he had a number of detailed commented which ane set
o ut b el-ow.

2. ûn the general objectives in the papen, Lhe Chancellon
agrees with those set out in panagraph 2 of your minute.
He has commented in relation to obj ective ii (agreement on

a series of studies of radical structural changes in.a number

of major areas of public expenditure) that it is important
that those changes should, so far as possible, be seen as

having some possibly linked driving political principle
to make them more acceptable to colleagues and more feasible
than mere super cuts. He has discussed this thought with

11
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Mr Ridley, who would be able to explain furLher as necessary.

3. The Chancellon's detailed comment on

fiscal implications are as follows:-
the paper on

Para gra ph 2. Should not the assumption about the rise in
oil be qualifiedthe real sterling oi1 price of North Sea

to make it less "optimistic"?

Paragraph 3. The first sentence might be redrafted to read
"orì scenario A tax receipts ane projected to rise about 2O9"

in real terms between 1982-83 and 1990-91. But if the
scenario is fulfilled, GDP gnows rather faster, so that as

a percentage of GDP they fa11 from 39åe" to just over 372
(see table A)". In the U**h sentence of paragraph 3, it is
stated that local authority expenditure and payments of
benefits fnom the NIF grow a good deal more s1owly than GDP.

This seems contrary both to our present experience, âñd to
the main case we wish to make here - but presumably it
applies to the scenanio A case only (in which case we should
say so).

Panagraph 5. This is not nea11y explained cleanly enough.
It surely needs to say something like: "even on this assumption
there is no room for higher tax threslholds let alone for any
more fundamental attack on the poverty trap. Incentives
remain no better than they are today. And a "balance¡lBudget"
with the assurance of lower interest nates is as faraway as
gver t' .

Paragraph 6. The first sentence is a hostage to fortune,
because it may be taken to imply that financing public
expenditune would be easy on scenario A. This is no so if
we are going to make any majon structural changes in the
tax system. ln the third sentence can we say what we mean by

CONFÏDENT]AL
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"a return to the levels of the mid-7Os" (and is
awkwardness about talking in the next sentenee
1 5 bi llion at todays prices ". )

The terms
it is

"lr*-,

^not 
a.n

of ttsome

Paragraph 7. The fourth sentenee will not really do as

draft ed .

tr/ould not
very much

used ("bhey raised doubts about appear unacceptable
questionable") are far too understated.

two or three gnaphs help to make the pnesentation
e learer?

f11
P S JENKINS
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LONG TERM TRENDS TN PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

The Chief Secretary has seen Mr Barratlts minute to the Chancellor

of 6 August. He agrees with the approach recommended.there.

JOHN GIEVE
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LOìre.TERU PT]BLIC HPEIIDIN]RE OPTIOIiUS

Paper by the Central PolÍcy Review Staff

1. The report by officials on longer-term trends in publie e>çenditure
(LTPE) sets out the prospects to 1990-91 on present policies. The

Chancellorts paper ( ) gives reasons why these prospects are unacceptable.

2. Spending plans which out-strip the resourees likely to be available can

only result in higher taxes or gleater borrowings, or a combination of these.

It is an integral part of the Governmentrs overall strategy to reduce both

taxation and borrowings, and it is therefore essential to find ways of
reducing the prospective expenditure.

3. There is a tendency, when faeed with the prospect of e>çenditure beyond

the capacity of the available resourees, to look for cuts across the board -
what we call in Annex L tequality of misery'. Whilst tlús approach has some

advantages in making clear the need for economies and to some extent making

it easier to achieve them, it also has severe disadvantages (discussed fi:rther
in Annex L). It leads to an undue emphasis on the options which are least

difficult in the short term rather than on those which make most sense in the

longer term. Two well-known examples are the tendeney to cut capital

spending rather tt¡an current spending, and the tendency to cut services

rather than provide them more efficiently. Moreover, experience suggests

that without major policy changes, it is very hard to ensure tllat the planned

crrts are delivered when the time comes.

4. It is therefore necessary to look for radical options. Tfiere is and luiil

remain an overâìl and continuing need for good housekeeping, but over and

above that there is a need to examine every activity currently financed by the

taxpayer, and to ask -
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a. whether it is necessary at all, or to such a great extent;

b. if it is neeessary, whether it needs to be carried out by the public

sector;

c. if it has to remain in the public sector, whether it could be done

more efficiently and more cheaply.

5. Departmental l\finisters have been testing activities within their

programmes against these criteria. Such questions are examined collectively

in each annual review of public expenditure. But the LTPE exercise provides

an opportunity for Ministers to stand baek from the detail and consider more

fundamental changes.

6. The CPR.S was'therefore asked to point some of the lo erm ns

open to Ministers for policy changes which wor.rld make a significant reduction

in e:pendittne. In particular we were asked to consider the scope for major

structural
education,

ehanges in the for:r major proglamme areas (defence, health,

social securit - Reductions are of eourse possible in other

programmes, too; we list some of the possitrilities below, including cuts in
public service manpoÌve-t: Ttre intention is to invite Ministers to consider

whether there shor¡ld be strategic re\¡iews of ng

papers for Ministerial consideration no later lhan 4-g$-5pring.

7. The LTPE report shows progtamme totats f"L2-L3 t Un higher in 1990-91

than this year (1980-81 cost terms). In seleeting options we have had two

broad criteria in mÍnd -

â. there strould be a specific policy change (not just a sqLreeze on

resources) which could usefully be the subject of a fi¡ll review as a basis

for Ministerial decision;

b. if Ministers so decided, the change worfd achieve a significant

reduction in totat public spending, (at least of the order of f,l bn a

year), by 1990-91.

CONFIDENTIAL
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8. On these criteria, we put forward the following main options (witn order-of-

magnitude annual savings in brackets); each is discussed in more detail in the

attaehed annexes -

Partial charging:
A Charge for higher education (say flL bn)

B Increase and extend health charges (say fll bn)

Compretrensive charging:

C Charge for schooling (say f,3-4 bn)

D Private health insurance (say fl4 bn)

iü. De-indexing:

E Break link between social security benefits and prices (say f,3 bn)

iv. Less resourees:

F Cut education spending (say f,l bn)

G Stop growth of defence spending after 1985-86 (say Ê1* bn)

9. We have considered a number of other possible candidates, without finding

any options which in our judgement met the two criteria in paragraph ?; some

possibilities are diseussed briefly in Annex H. The only area where we

consider a positive Ministerial decision might lead to significant saving

(though not fll bn a year) is public service manpower - discussed fi:rther in
Annex J.

10. Apart from the major options mentioned above, a fa1l in public

expenditure would occur if the relative costs (including wage costs) of public

e4enditr:re could be held down below the rest of the economy. But the LTPE

projeetions already as$rme public service wages falling relative to 'rmarket

seetorfr wages, by 10 per cent or more in the decade to 1990, and it seems

unrealistic to suppose that a large further permanent shift could be achieved.

In any case this tr,¡rns on futr¡re wage negotiations, and lve see no distinct
t'policy optionrt which cor¡ld usefully be re\riewed in advance.

CONFIDENTIAL
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11. In considering the options, we think l'{inisters will wish to relate them to

several main objectives, which are met by some of the options bt¡t not others -

i. to improve incentives by reducing the burden of taxation;

ü. to increase freedom of choice;

üi. to require people to pay the costs of the services they demand;

iv. (as a minimum) to reduce the nominal total of public openditure,

even without any of these consequences.

L2. There is an important distinction between those options which necessarily

involve a reduction in inputs of real resourees including labour and the rest.

Charges for education or health might have the effect of increasing resource

inputs, if people chose to pay Íror€. So long as the ser¡rices are provided

within the pubtic sector, we think Ministers wilt wish to see their claim on

resources reduced. But overall the most important test is whether there is a

gain in efficiency - the output delivered by a given level of inputs.

13. If Ministers decide that any of the options shor¡ld be fully reviewed, we

zuggest that part of the purpose of the review should be to examine how they

measure up to these broad objectives. TtÌe main points are briefly mentioned

in each of the âDnêxês.

14. The ctrarging options, in partieular, raise difficult questions about

incentives. If even the poorest had to pay full charges, this would exacerbate

poverty to a level which we assume Ministers would jr¡dge unacceptable. But if
eharges are to be rebated or reimbursed to those below some income

threshold, with some form of graduation above that level, this must weaken the

incentive to take jobs or earn more. Hence the gain to incentives, if the

saving went to reduce the burden of direct taxatÍon, lvot-tld be offset. There

would also be massive redistributive effects, in general away from families to

people without children. To the extent thåt it was desired to adjust for these

effects, changes would be needed in the tax system, and to adjust fully would
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probably require a fully intregated system for combúned tax and benefits.

Even then there might be little or no gain in incentives, though the effect

could be distributed more smootÌùy up the income scale. [f minimum charges

fn- .nhn^lin? or health insunaDee were to be compulsôrv thcr¡ wnrrlrì ¡rnl'

reduce the aggregate burden of taxation in a nominal sense; but 'they could

allow more people to make their own decisions at the margin (analogous to a

shift from direct to indirect taxation).

15. Some of the options would make some people worse off. Without arguing

the individual merits of specific proposals, it is worth pointing out at the

outset that it is either very difficult or else impossible to make worthwhile

spending cuts without making some people worse off. It is therefore

necessary to aceept that possibility in itself, whilst always recognising that it
is the proper function and duty of Government to ensure that no one is made

so much worse off that he or she is necessarily subjected to undue hardship.

If poverty is thought of as a relative condition, adverse redistributive effects

beeome hard to accept. If, however, it is recognised that there is such a

thing as an absolute condition of poverty from which people shot¡ld be

protected and that poor people should share in the increasing wealth of the

country, hrt perhaps not in fult proportion, then some redistribr¡tive effects

can be accepted - as they must be if the amount of wealth available for

distribution is to increase.

16. We think it likely that Ministers wilt not be interested in moves which

would merely reduce the nominal total of public expenditure, by accounting

ctranges which would not affect the tax burden or the size of the public

sector. But two possible changes are discussed in Annex K. We have also

not examined changes in fttax e4>enditr¡res'r (eg mortgage tax relief). We see

these as outside the present remit because they would not change the nominal

total of public e4renditr:re. But reductions in these specific benefits could

make room to reduce tax rates generally- ,
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Conch¡sion

17. Ministers are invited to decide -

i. wtrether they wish to commission full strategic reviews on any of the

options A-G listed in paragraph 8;

ü. wtrether they want to inchde additionally any of the possibilities

listed in Annexes H, J (manpower), K (accounting changes), or L (across-

the-board).
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ANNÐ( A

CHARGIIffi FOR HI@ER EDUCATION

Proposal

1. A significant saving could be achieved by charging degree students at
universities etc for their degree courses. The size of this saving would

depend on the amount of State assistance it was decided to make available to
higher education students; h¡t fl1 bn a year could be saved by charging the
firll cost of degree courses, while still providing assistance in the form of
seholarships and/or State-guaranteed loans to, say, 300,000 students (the

exact number of strdents who could be assisted for the same cost would

depend on the way this assistance was distriluted as between scholarships and

loans).

Bac

2. On present projections, there will be about 450,000 students in higher
education in 1985-86 of whom 35,000 will be from overseas. Ttre cost of
providing courses to these str:dents varies considerably as between the arts
and sciences br¡t the average cost (at 1980-81 prices) of a university course
is about fl4,000 per year and that of a polyteehnic is fl3,000. At present, all
State-assisted institutions of higher education eharge ail United Kingdom

resident strdents the same fees, (f,480); these are met by a grant of f,480

from the local authority. The rest of the cost is met by central government

grants to universities (fl1,263 million in 1982-83) and to other advanced

fi.¡rther education institutions (f,538 m); although some of this expenditure is
for research.

3. Under this proposal, universities and other higher education institutions
would receive no funds direct from government (except for research) but
would be funded entirely through student fees, plus any outside endowment

funds they could raise"
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4. This proposal is distinct from the scheme for replacing present

maintenance grants, for str¡dentst living elq)enses, with State guaranteed

loans, which would only save some f,200 m a year. But the two schemes cor:ld

be eombined, by offering loans to cover both tuition costs and maintenance.

Arzuments in Favour

5.

i. Charging full cost fees would increase the pressure on institutions of
higher education to reeruit students and add the dimension of ttvalue for
moneytr to decisions about higher education. Ttris would make them more

responsive to the demands of potential consumers, as weil as more

conscious of the need to control costs and to improve the quality of their

"productst' (eg it might encourage the development of two-year courses).

ü. More competition between students, for smaller amount of
Government aid, shor¡ld lead them to appreciate the firll value of thier
courses and to take them more seriously, It would encourage str¡dents to
seek financial support from non-governmental sources (eg industry) or to
find walË of supporting themselves eg by working part-time, during
vacations, before going to university, during years-off between academic

years etc.

üi. It would encourage closer links between institutions of higher

education and industry and commerce. Ttte universities would have to
make greater efforts to seek financial zupport from industry lvhile firms
wottld want to safeguard their share of the suppiy of trained manpower.

They eould do this by providing scholarships to able students who would be

required to work for their frsupporting" firms for a limited period after
having received their degrees.

iv. To the extent that universities etc did not meet demands and raise
finance for themselves, they would need to cut back on teaching
resources, and student numbers would fall.
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Problems

i. This proposal would attract fierce opposition from the academic

community, as grving rise to fl.uctuating demands and making ptanning
impossible.

ü. If the effect of this proposal were to be a significant reduction in
total student numbers, this cor¡ld mean a less qualified work force. But

charging for degree courses could lead to more str¡dents choosing
rrindustrially-relevantft courses or more mid-career study and this should

have beneficial effects on economic performance.

üi. Those who 'did not qualify for any form of State assistance and did

not manage to secure support from industry or other private sources

could face a hill of at least f,12,000 (or more if maintenance costs were
included) for a 3-year degree course. Ttre br¡rden of servicing and
paying off a loan of this scale would be a considerable disincentive to
higher education.

iv. Because higher education is effectiveiy a life-long investment, those
who borrow to finance it would wish to be able to repay their loan over
long periods. There could be difficulty in developing a private sector
market for such long-term student loans.

v. This proposal mþht encourage many students to seek higher
education in those ffiC countries in which fees are zubsidised, with some

resulting permanent loss of highly skilled manpower.

vi. As science and technology courses are likely to be very much more

expensive than arts ones (unless the universities decide to subsidise the
former from fees earned from the latter), students might eonsider the
arts courses better ttvalue for moneyrt in terms of potential career
advancement, and it might be difficr¡It to attract enough students to the
most ex¡rensive courses zuch as medicine.
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II€REAfED CHANGË| FOR EEALTII SEBVICES

Proposal

1. The National Health Service (NHS) would remain broadly as now but a
higher proportion of costs would be met from charges to patients. Existing

charges for drugs, dental treatment and spectacles wor¡ld be raised, and

extended to cover everyone (including children and old people), except those

close to supplementary benefit level. A modest ctr,arge would be introduced

for consulting the general practitioner, and for hospital outpatient visits.
Hospital inpatients wottld also pay a modest drarge (say f,5 a day). Total
savings would savings would depend on the scheme of charges adopted, but

would be unlikely to exceed f,l bn a year, even with a drastic reduction in
exemptions.

Background

2. Þçenditwe on the family practitioner services this year is eryected to
be f,2.4 bn, one-eighth of which ([300 m) will be recovered in charges. There

are no charges for NHS hospital treatment, which will cost f,8.8 bn this year.

Demand for all sen¡ices is expeeted to increase steadily, partly because the

number of the very elderly will increase up to 1990; and the cost of the NHS

rises in real terms because it is labor¡r intensive and because scientific
advance leads to better h¡t usually more erçensive forms of treatment. The

number of people covered by private insurance is growing h¡t still represents

less than 10 per cent of the poprlation.

3. lncreasing the proportion of costs reeovered through NHS charges cleariy
lessens the distinction between NHS and private treatment; and the logicai

crcnclusion of the process would be the abolition of NHS entitlement for
certain g"oups of patient. Under a variant of the proposal above, therefore,

drugs, spectacles and dental treatment would no longer be provided under the

NHS except to limited exempt gloups. The rest of the population wor:ld have to

make private arrangements with the pharmacist, optician or dentist.
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Arzuments in favor¡r

4.

t. The proposal Ieaves the basic structtre of the NHS intact.

ü. Patients and others would be more aware of the high costs of medical

treatment; unnecessary use of the senrice would be discouraged; and

public opinion might act more powerfi:lly to hold down NHS costs (including

wage rates).

üi. Heavier NHS charges would, at least modestly, stimr¡late the growth of
private medical insurance and thus relie'r¡e pressure on the NHS. Hence it
could be seen as a preparatory move before fi:ll privatisation (Option D).

Problems

i. To save substantial Sums involves raising existing charges and

breaking unpoprlar ground in three areas - imposing charges (eg for
drugs) on patients who are now exempt (eg children); charging for seeing

the general practitioner; and for hospital treatment.

ü. ft would cost money and staff to collect new categories of charges,

and to cany out means tests (a taper wor¡ld be necessary above

supplementary benefit level). Some of the staff involved (eg general

practitioners) worfd object strongly.

üi. People who genuinely needed treatment might be discouraged from

seeking it.

iv. As long as the poorest are exempted from eharges, increasing the

charges wot¡Id automatically increase the poverty trap - ie makes it less

attractive for people to increase their earnings at the margin.
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CIIARGII.G rcR SCmf,IìG
Proposal

1. Parents able to afford it would be required to pay the cost of their
childrenrs education, whether in the State system (where schools wor:ld be

reqtrired to charge fees which covered their costs) or in competing private
schools. It would still be compulsory to have childrén educated, normally at a

school which met statutory minimum educational standards. Those with
incomes too low to afford to pay would either have fees rebated or
(preferably) would be subsidised via some form of income zupport.

Background

2. Schools eryenditr:re this year is fl7.4 bn, or 6+ per cent of totat pubtic

expenditure. NearLy all of this is spent by local authorities at their own

discretion, and it is about a third of their total current spending. The

average cost per puptf is about f,950 a year. lùrmbers of pupils will decline to
1990, and henee spending is projected to faU ftut less than proportionately).
Education in maintained schools wilt remain one of the largest social senrices,
with private-sector education for comp:lsory school-age pr¡pils (at present 5

per eent of all such pupils) remaining small.

3. A scheme for issuing vouchers to parents is sometimes suggested, as a

Iess radical alternative to chargrng. It could help to promote wider ehoice,

and wot¡ld make it cheaper to send children to private schools if vouchers had

a reimbr¡rsable t'face valuer'. But it world do nothing to reduce pubiic

e:cpenditure, unless as an adjunct to charging with vouchers covering less
than the fi:II costs. Indeed there wor¡ld be increased expenditure to meet any
reimtursement for private education. Hence it is not put forward as an

option here.

Arzuments in Favor¡r

i. The saving coukj be as large as f,3-4 bn, depending on the scale or
rebating and whether it counted as public expenditure.
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ü. Parents who wanted to secure a higher-quatity education for their
children, and were prepared to spend morc. could do so by shopping
around within the State sector or by going to private schools (and they
would no longer be contributing to the cost of State schooling via central
and local taxation). As real incomes rise, it is right to ¡ì166r more

resowces to go into education to the extent thåt parents wish to
purchase more and better schooling for their children.

'iii. State schools would need to become more competitive and cost-
conscious, and to pay more attention to parentsr concerns (examination

results, vocationally relwant courses, etc).

5.

Froblems

i' Ttrere would be formidable political and administrative problems.

Some mechanism worrld be needed for compelling local education
authorities to charge ttadequatet' fees, which wor¡ld eniail new powers of
central control and if necessary take-over.

ü. Cost differences do not only reflect differences in quality, and in
particular schools in inner city areas tend to have higher costs. Some

form of central government equalisation grant would probably stitl be

needed to offset this.

iii. Str¡dents taking A-level courses in fi:rther education colleges would

also be required to pay fees (to match the treatment of sixth-formers in
schools). This wor.rld increase the discrimination between those in further
education colleges undergoing training (on training allowances) and those
on ftschool equivatent'f courses (paying fees).

iv. There would be a wholesale redistrj.bution of disposable ineome from
paylng parents to tax-paying non-parents. One way to offset this would

be to raise child benefit to eover (standard) schooi fees, but this wor¡ld
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defeat the main object of reducing public expenditure and taxation. An
alternative would be to re-introduce child tax allowance, but this would be

sharply regressrve, helping only parents with taxable ineomes.

v. Given that fees would need to be rebated for parents with low family
incomes, this would inevitably mean high marginal rrtaxrr rates at the
bottom of the scale, with bad effects on poverty trap and in-lvork/out-of-
work incentives. Hence a form of graduated income sup¡rort, on
rfnegative income taxrt lines, would be preferable - but previous tax eredit
schemes have been extremely costl¡ and the basic disincentive effect
would remain, however distributed up the income seale.

vi. Since children cor¡ld not be refused schooling, the business of
collecting fees wor¡ld be difficutt and administratively expensive.
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PRTVAIE HEALTE IIWT]RAI{CE

Proposal

1. The working poprlation would be obliged by law to obtain insurance to
eover the costs of health care for themselves and their dependants.

Premiums wor¡ld relate to the famills risks, not their means, and so the poor

would need help with meeting the costs. Either initially or later the scheme

could be extended to cover the non-working population, who would obviously

need much more subsidy.

Background

2. Þçenditure on the NHS this year is some Ê11.? bn. The main components

are some f,2.1 bn (net of ctrarges) for the family practitioner senrices (the

services provided by family doctors, dentists, opticians and chemists); and

f,8.9 bn for hospital and community heatth ser¡rices. Demand for all serrrices

is e>çected to increase steadily, partly because the number of the very
elderly is incresing; and the cost of the NHS rises in real terms because it is
labour intensive and because scientific advance leads to better hrt usually
more expensive forms of treatment,

3. It wot¡ld be prohibitively e:ipensive to insure against the costs of long-
term medical care and so, as in all countries, the state would have to
eontinue to provide for certain types of patient (eg the mentally handi-

capped). Even so, it is estimated that the cost of basic medicaL cover for an

average family of four would be about fl600 a year. Those below average

earnings (and possibly others) would need help with these costs and to the

extent that this had to be channelled through payments rather than tax reliefs
(since the poorest do not pay income tax), the public expenditure savings

would be lessened. It is difficult to envisage a scheme which would reduce

Erbtic expenditure on the NHS by more than say a third (f,4 bn).
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4. Within an insurance-based system, providers of health care (eg doctors)

could be encouraged to set r¡p companies to offer health care to clients in
return for an annual subscriptÍon. Limited American experienee. with such

Health Maintenance Organisations suggests that they may help to restrain
costs.

A¡guments in favour

i. Tttis proposal offers the prospect of a very large cut in the costs of
health care to the taxpayer.

ü. The pubtic wor¡ld have its horizon of choice and of responsibility
greatly widened.

üi. Patients could (ruithin the limits imposed by their insurers) shop

around for health care, so that doctors and hospitals would have to be

more responsive to patientst wishes if they wished to stay in business.

iv. Although initielly at least NHS hospitals couid remain in state
ownership, trading like nationalised industries, they could be progres-

sively privatised. Ttlis wor¡ld give much more scope for e:çeriment and

for variety in such matters as rates of pay reflecting local market

conditions.

Prohlems

i. Even though a free state service would be retained for the uninsured
and possibly for the non-working population, for the majority the change

would represent the abolition of the NHS. This would be immensely

controversial.

ü. There wor¡ld be transitional problems in persuading insu¡ance
companies to take on the risks before cash reserves had been buitt up to
meet them
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iü. While this proposal would reduce the amount of public money spent on
health, it wor¡Id not reduce the communityts spending on health cqpe: c)n

the contrary it wor¡ld probably increase sharply. Some of this would be

consumersr preference for higher quality, shorter delays etc. But judging

by overseas e4rerience, the providers of health care would also take
advantage of the ever buo¡rant demand and of the inability of patients or
of insurance companies to eontrol costs, or in most eases to make

informal judgments about the medical treatments on offer. Competition
between doctors and hospitals wor¡ld be on quafity more than price.

iv. Providing help for those unable to afford the insurance premiums

would raise vast difficulties. All claimants (pert¡aps over half the adult
poprlation) wor-rld have to be means-tested and 

. 
even if the help were

graduated, on negative income tax lines, there wor¡td be a sharp
disincentive effect; increasing onets earnings, or moving into work from
unemployment, would become less attractive.

v. Patients wor-rld face extra complications (form-filling etc). Patients
or their insurers wor¡ld need to be invoiced for treatment, and subsidies
of some kind wor¡ld need to be provided to a large part of the population.
It worfd also be necessary to police the comprfsory insurance system.
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CIITTNG lgE REAL VALT,E OF ÐCIAL SECI'RITT BENEFTff'

Proposal

1. The present laws which require most benefits to be increased annually by
at least as much as prices would be repealed. New legislation wor¡ld bring
these benefits into line with the present aruangements for child benefit:
upratings worfd become a matter of discretion for the Secretary of State who

would attempt to preserve their real purchasing power brt only as far as

economic circumstances permit. If desired the Government cor¡ld take the

opportunity during the first year of operation of the new legislation to uprate
some or all benefits by amounts which would effect zubstantial, once-for-all
cuts in the real value of benefits, Ttre bolder these initial cuts were the less

need there wor:ld ¡e in futwe years to hotd down upratings below the level of
inflation.

Back$round

2. Social Security eryenditure in the cunent year is estimated at fl32 bn,

Q8 per cent of total expenditure). In the three years to 1981-82 social

security ependitrre rose by 74 per cent, whilst public eryenditure in total
rose by 6L per eent; but the dÍsproportionate increase was in large part due

to the rise in the number of unemployed receiving benefit. At present most

benefits must by law be increased annually at least in line with prices. Since

L972 the basic retirement pension has risen by 28 per cent in real terms

while real national disposable income has risen by some 10 per cent. (Nearly

all this very large improvement in the value of the pension oecurred before

1g79).

3. For the purpose of illustration, this option would yield some f,3 bn a year

by 1990-91 if a 10 per cent reduction in the LTPE projections is assumed.

Tt¡e eff ect on the real value of benefits depends on futr¡re economic

performance. On the poor performance case - rvhere the LTPE projections

assumed that benefits wor¡ld be maintained in real terms - benefits in 1990-91

wottld be 10 per cent below their current level in real terms. On the improved
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economic performance case - where the LTPE projections assumed a 1 per

cent per annum real improvement in social securitv expenditure ie increased
real value of benefits and coverage - benefits in 1990-91 wor:ld perhaps be

only a little below their existing real value.

Arguments in Favour

4.

i. The real increases i.n benefit rates during the 1970s have imposed a
very large extra burden on the tax payer and those in work. Imple
menting the proposal eould produee very large savings in public

expenditure and lighten the br¡rden on employers and the working
population. In relation to the 1982 uprating each 1 per cent point
reduction wor¡ld have saved about f,0.3 bn in public expenditure, a third of
this being refl.ected in a reduction in the emplo]ærrs contribution to the
National Inzurance F\¡nd.

ü. The reduction in the real value of benefits for those of working age

would increase incentives to work and increase the attraction of low-paid
jobs.

üi. Tttere wor¡ld be a eonsequential saving on pr.rblic service occupational
pensions (eg those for civil serants, local government employees, NHS

staff, the armed forces). Ttris is because increases in these occupationsl
pensions are statutorily linked to increases in the state retirement
pension. A 10 per cent reduction in the value of these public seetor
pensions wor:ld yield about f,300 m a year.

Problems

5.

i. Cutting the real value of benefits woutd be unpopular, partieular in
relation to the benefits for pensioners where the targest savings can be

made. Pensioners wor,rld receive a lower share of the nationts wealth than
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they do now , ât least until the benefits of the new pension scheme
become significant (after 1990); this would eontrast starkly with what
Labor.¡r once provided (upratings based on higher prices or earnings).

ä. There would be an increase in real poverty and current problems of
social deprivation wor¡ld be worsened (crime,' poor care of children,
illness from cold homes and poor nutrition etc).
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CT}TIIIiG EDT]CA:rION SPE¡{D IIG

Prooosal

1. Spending on compulsary education for 5-16 year olds would be cut by

about f,l bn a year while every effort would be made to maintain essential

standards.

Baci<ground

2. Economies should be possible across the range of school provision by

eoncentrating on the essentials and cutting out the peripheral. The process

woild need to start from an analysis of what schooling is intented to achieve

and how the important outputs cor¡ld be maintained at lower cost. Since 70

per cent of eryenditure represents teacherst salarjes G,4 bn a year at

current prices), it would be impossible to actrieve a f.l bn reduction without

reducing teacher numbers zubstantially. But the pupil/teacher ratio in both

primary and secondary schools has fallen dramatically since the end of Worid

War II, for example in England between 1950-81 when it fell from 31 to 23 in
the primary sector and from 22 to 17 in secondary schools. Although it is

often ctaimed that the pupit/teactrer ratio is a measure of the 'rqualitll' of

education, the relationship between this ratio and academic student

performance is far from straight-forward. At present the number of teachers

is around 520,000, and the LTPE projeetions imply a fall to around 440,000 by

the end of the decade, roughly in line with the fall in pupii numbers.

Arguments in Favour

i. It would provide an opportunity to weed out the lower qualified and

Iess satisfaetory teachers, and achieve a more efficient teaching force,

supported by modern information technology to supplement elass;room

teaching (eg eassette teaching, audio-vizual aids, modular eourses etc).

ü. The closure of wastefif poorly attended schools with small elasses

would be speeded up.
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iü. Schools would be reqtrired to concentrate, particularly at secondary

level, on a rrcoretr of aeedemie snrì 'r^nefjn¡¡¿l subiects. cuttins down

resources on other non-academic activities (unless on repayment).

Problems

i. Some mechanism wor¡ld be required for compelling local education
authorities to make the planned cuts, eg in teacher numbers. This wor:lcl

entail new porÀIers of central control, with a fall-back power to take over

the functions of LEAs.

ü. There would be other formidable problems in implementing this

proposal. In particular -

a. Unless the curriculum were severely pruned - see 3 üi above -
schools eould be left with a core of teachers each of whom would be

required to teach a wide range of srbjects.

There would be major resistance from the teaching profession.

There would be considerable redundancy costs.

üi. There might be a significant fall in the overall quality of education

provided by the State system, even if this faü were not immediately

reflected in public examination results.

iv. Pt-pils would have to work more on their own and this could have

deleterious effects on classroom discipline and on the morale and

achievement of the less able. On the other hand, it might help thosç who

go on to higher education.

v. This approach is distinct from, and probably not compatible with the

charging approach discussed in Annex C.
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DEFE}TCE

Proposq!

1. LTPE projections assumed that defence spending would increase-in volume
terms by 3 per cent a year from 1982-83 until 1988-89, with L per cent a year
thereafter. The United Kingdom commitment to the 3 per cent growth target
currently runs only to 1985-86. The proposal is to maintain the 1985-86 level
in real terms, which wor¡Id save about f,1å bn a year by 1990-9L as against
LTPE. Internal forward planning in the Ministry of Defence curuently
assumes no growth in the defence budget after 1985-86. Hence this option
could be achieved either by providing for no additions to spending at present
planned, or by reductions to make room for some inescapable additions, eg by
cancelling Trident. But the present planning assumption is deliberately
cautious, to allow for some flexibilit¡ so it does not follow that the option
could be achisr¡ed without affeeting mititary capabilities.

2. The political and diplomatic difficulties of this option would be reduced if
NATO could be persuaded to reduce the 3 per cent target to a lwel which ail
or most member countries eould realistically be expected to achieve.

Bacþround
3. The present defence base-line is uncertain, in relation both to the level
of spending in 1982-83 and to any re\risions of plans in the immediate
aftermath of the Fall<land conflict. But defence spending cannot be ignored
in this exercise. It now accounts for about LZ per cent of total public
e:çenditwe programmes, and on the basis of the LTPE aszumptions (including

the assumption that defence prices rise 2 per cent faster than prices
generally) it will aceount for 15 per cent in 1990-91. On these projeetions,
defence is responsible for more than a third of the total e:rpenditure increase
(in cc¡st terms) from 1982-83 to 1990-91 - a much larger share than any gther
programme - though a different base year, or a different assumption about
relative prices, would give different results.
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Argrrments in Favour

i. If defence spending is not slowed down, it wiU continue to rise in
relation to GDP, to around 6 per cent on the.projection we have taken.

Sooner or ,later, depending on the performance of the economy, this rise
is very lÍkely to be for¡nd unsustainable, so that drastic cuts will have to

be made. It would be more sensible to plan from the outset for a

sr¡stainable rate of defence spending, âs in the proposal.

ü. In the past a number of other countries have failed to meet the NATO

target (even among those with GDP growth rates higher than the United

Kingdom), and after 1980 (the last year for which comparative figures are

available) their performance is lÍkely to continue to fall short.

üi. The lower erpenditure path would be feasible. It would be broadly in
line with the forward planning now being undertaken in the MOD (though

this delÍberately leaves room for flexibility - para 1). Spending with

British industry could still be higher than it is today (fl6-7 bn per annum).

iv. A lower rate of spend on defence R g D would free scarce resources
(high-quality scientists and engineers) for employment in civil R t O.

Problems

5.

i. There would be political problems, international and domestic, in
changing course after 1985-86. Last year the United Kingdom supported

the NATO Ministerial Guidance extending the eommitment to ¡.988.

Present political pressures are for more defence spending, not less.

ü. The absence of real growth in the defence budget, as against the

increase in complexity and cost of major equipment, would entail a

reduction in United Kingdom military capabilities.
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CITEER, PNOGRAMMË;

1. There is a number o! othel programlnes which have not be inch.rded in the
list of major options - either because there is no policy issue worth a full-
seale review, or because the programme is too sm¡il to offer cuts approaching
the il bn a year threshold, or both.

2. These programmes could nevertheless offer scope for very significant
reductions in public expenditure, either by a generalised sgLreeze or b:¡
identifying policy changes. Following is a list of smaller possible areas where
there may be scope for review, with figures for present annual spending (in
1980-81 cost tenms, from the ËÎPE report) -

i. Þçort crêdits - the LTPE figure of fl0.3 bn does not reflect the full
extent of commitments, and there may be scope for review.

ü. Employment - f.2.2 bn - much of this reflects policy reactions to the
state of the labor¡r market and witl continue to do so; but there might be

some scope *t--î"îouth 
rraining scheme might take the place of the

rast vear * ""1Ïî"1,:"i""i;:iJ"ï:: i':::î:ï",i *aining tax on
employers would reduce public expenditure;

on emplo¡rment services, privatisation of job centres
might be examined.

üi. Regional - counting together expenditr:re by the Departments of
Industry and Environment, this is of the order of f,1 bn a year, and is
already being reviewed.
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iv. Housing - f,2.9 bn - has been falling, but the future trend depends

-^:-r-, ^- 4r-- ---t r^rr¡l -4 -^-+^ /-^ -...,t ' 6 '^ J.:- --r¡¡4¡¡^J ¡vb ¡9vç¡ rJI l.g¡^Lu \es rr-- " -.. /q^\¡¡¡¡É

and improvements); a review of rent policy, and of relating Subsidy to
current rather th,an historic values, might be worthwhile (though most of
the savings would not count as public expenditure).

3. Some other significant areas are -

i. Payments to E\rropean Communities - fl1.8 bn - depends on future
negotiations (in which it ma$ce necessary to bring in the possibility of
alternative defence savings, eg in BAOR).

ü. Other local authority serr¡ices - fl10 bn - there may be more scope

for incréased contracting out and/or charging, analogous to charging for
education (Annex C).

üi. Nationalised industries - fl2.3 bn: - privatisation will generate once-

for-all g;ains, tn¡t where industries sold are self-financing will have a nil
or negative effect on total EFLs thereafter; - continuing deficits might be

removed or reduced in the longer term, but this is bound to be a difficult
and piecemeal process.

iv. Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland - fl10 bn - extra spending in
Scotland in relation to needs has been investigated in the past, and is
probably not worth a fi,rrther full-scale review.
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ANNEX J

PI]BLIC SEB\rICE MANFOWER

Proposal

l. Ministers would decide on a target for fi:rther reduction of civil service
manpower, by say 10 per cent during the next Parliament. This would entail
gving a high priority to -

- reducing functions, contracting out etc;
- simplifying policies and procedures (tax, social security etc);
- legislation where necessary to achieve these changes;

- e:rpenditure on information technology.

The overall reduction would be allocated among departments and services
aceording to the scope for zuch changes.

2. Similar targets would also be set for reductions in NHS and local authority
manpower. Tttese cotfd be linked with increasing contracting out and
privatisation of services.

Background

3. The pay bill for the civil service (industrial and non-industrial) is about
f,5 bn this year. ñ¡mbers will already have been reduced by about 14 per cent
since L979, so that the scope for fi¡rther rerluction merely by a eontinuing
squeeze on numbers is likely to be small. Hence the need for more radical
changes in functions and policies.

4. In principle there should be room for at least eqr:al savings in other
public services. Ttre NHs employs approximately 1 million people, and
numbers increased by 5 per cent between L9?9 and 1981. The Government
has set targets for reductions in management costs as a proportion of NHS

resources over the next three years (in England, a cut of 10 per cent). Locat
authorities employ about 2 million people, and have reduced numbers by about
3 per cent since March 1979 - mostly in the education service, which empioys
nearly haif the total (hence there is an overlap with Annex F).
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Annex J (cont 1)

Arzuments in Favour

i. Over the rest of this decade, information technolory lviJl yield further:'economles in data processrng, storage etc. It is already being applied to
Government administrative operations, but the pace could be accelerated.

ü. To achieve anything tike a fi.rrther 10 per cent reduction in civil
service numbers would mean a radieal rerriew of present functions to
achieve contracting out or privatisation of those services where economic
costs might be charged (eg psA, ADAS). Ttris would be in line with
Ministerst objective of ttrolling back the frontiers of the public sectorff .

üi. Very worthwhile savings might be achieved by subjecting NHS and local
authority manpower to the sort of squeeze which has proved successful in
the civil service. Pressure on numbers should lead to the eontracting out
of funetions to the private sector, with gains in effÍciency.

Problems

6.

i- A good deal of effort has already gone into the reduction in Civil
Serr¡'ice numbers to 630,000 by April 1984. Further substantial cuts will
be hard to acNeve unless Ministers are prepared to give up significant
aspects of their present functions.

ü. A separate manpower target can lead to inefficiencies, where it might
be more cost-effective to employ staff (eg on social security fraud
eases); and if the reduction of unemployment remains a prime objective,
any zuch inefficiencies eonflict with that objection.

iii. In the NHS, given the decentralised system of control and the.high
proportion of staff closely involved in patient eare, it wiU be alleged that
any sizeable cut will mean a reduction in the quality of service.

iv. In the local authorities, if the target is to go beyond extrortation
some mechanism wiil be needed for enforcement, with famÍliar difficulties
(cf Annex F).
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ACCOI t{'TItG CSAìGES

ANNÐ( K

å. Iocal Authoritv Þrpenditure. Local authorities at present have a
large degtee of autonomy, including the right to spend more than the
Governmentfs current spending target if they raise the money locally (by

rates) to pay for it. Ministers have been considering this is MISC ?9. If
they decide not to impose direct central control over current spending,
there is a case for counting as [ptrblic e:rpendihrretr only that part of
local authoritiesr spending which is not financed from local revenues - as

for nationalised industries and water authorities now, and local
authorities in meny other countries. Ttris would be easier to justify if
there were a limit on Þ<chequer glant, and nondomestic rates, so that
e:penditure beyond those limits was entirely a tchargert on local
ratepayers/electors for extra services provided; both these changes are
under consideration in MISC 79.

b. National Insurance F\¡nd. More than haü (fl19 bn) of social security
payments are met from contributions to the F\-rnd. This will increase witÏr
the new State pension scheme, where E-rblic expenditure will vary accordig
to the number rrcontracted outfr. In other countries contributory benefits
are often treated ttoff-budgetn rather than as part of public expenditure.
The case for such a change would be stronger to the extent that
contrÍbutions are regarrled as different from ordinary direct taxation,
and as b¡ying an trentitlementtt to benefits.
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Proposal

1. Ministers would reach a view on projections for pub[c e:rpenditure
prþgr¿rmmes reflecting existing policies and priorities, over say the tifetime of
the next Parliament, on the lines of the LTPB projections. They would then
agree what shcttld be the target share of total public expenditure in GDP at
the end of that period. If on a cautious view of GDP growth (on the lines of
Scenario B) this target required some redr¡ction in programme projections,
then some proportionate reduction would be applied to all programmes, and
spending Ministers wor¡ld be required to make proposals for the necessary
policy changes to achieve this reduction. If it later became clear that GDP

growth was exceeding the cautious projection, programmes could be scaled up
at that stage if Ministers so desired.

Backgr.ound

2. Options A-G inclusive, if they were all found praticable, might together
save some i14 bn a year, which would be zufficient to bring public expenditure
un cost terms in 1990-91 down to the gurrent (1982-83) level. To achieve the
same orrler of reduction across-the-board would entail a reduction of LL-L?
per cent in the planned 1990-91 total for each programme.

Arzuments in Favour

3.

i. If Ministers are prepared to set a target in this form, balancing
spending pressures against the need to tighten the burden of taxation,
then programme planners would have a clear directive, and enough time to
carry it out in the most cost-effeetive way.

ü. Relative priorities between prog"ammes would be presen'ed, or a

principle of rrequal misery" which it would be very important to maintain
by allowing no exceptions from the revised planning target (unfore-
seeable later developments could be taken care of, as usual, by a

contingency reserve, which might also provide room to some extent for
poiicy changes).
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I'ONG ÎERM TP.EùDS fN PUBLfC EP¡I{DITURE

f now attach, âs promised in ny ninute of 6 August, a draft of
your Cabinet paper for 9 Septenber. ft is based on discussions
with llr Byatt, Mr Ridley and others.

2. We shall be grateful to have any comnents on the draft as it
now stand.s r so that we can ref l-ect them in a f inal version. The

final version rnay also need so¡ìe revision to ta-l'le accor:¡t of whatever

ihe CPRS paper says. f had a word with I{r Sparro',v at iìre end- of
lasi week about the ]atter. He hopes to be able to oiscuss it l"'rtn
his peopì-e in the next day or ¡wo, and to let us see a revised
version fater this vreek. It nay very weII I i;hink loor si6nificantly
di-fíerent fron the version which I believe you sahl earlier.

t. The fiscal Ânnex attached. to the d-raft paDer takes account of

your points on the earlier draft as recorded in Mr Jenkinsr.'minute of

9 August except as regards the assumption about the rise in the
real sterling oil price. f do not think that those who made it would.

clairn any special valid.ity for the assumption that the world- sterling
oil price wil-1 rise by about one-third between 1980 and1990. The

1
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iifficulties of forecasting in this area are of course very Sr'ear.
One is concerned not only with the dollar price at which the oi1
is sold, but also with the sterJ-ing exchange rate. lhe assunption
reflects a conbination of a relatively snall rise in the real dol-lar
price and some decline in the sterli-ng exchange rate. ft is very
like1y, of course, to be wrong. But it is not obviously so. And

there are dangers, when presenting the case to your colleagrres, in
naking assumptions which can be criti-cised as overly pessirnistic.

+. Finally, I invite your attention to the title of your paper:
"The longer term". This reflects the feeling at your meeting with
the Prime Minister that the titl-e of the papers for 9 Septenber
shoul-d not include the expression "public erpenditure". I have
suggested to the Cabinet Office that they adopt similar language
for the agenda generally.

/)

F R BARRATT

hrcs:
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Draft Cabinet paper

THE LONGER TERM

Note by the Cha¡cellor of the Exchequer

The issues we are to discuss on 9 September ate among the most important we

shall consider at any time in this Parliament. The way we hand.le them will

crucially af fect the policies we put forwa¡d at the next election,and the

performance and shape of the economy for marry years to come.

The problem

Z. We came to power in 1979 with a firm commitment to reduce the share

which the State takes of the nationfs income. We argued in the manifesto that

when the State spends and borrows too much, ntaxes, interest rates, prices and

unemployment rise so that in the long run there is less wealth with which to

improve our standa¡d of living .....". Nothing has changed to invalidate that

judgement. The report by officials (C(82) ) shows, howeverrhow fa¡ we still aie

from fulfilling our manifesto commitment: indeed, if we maintain our present

policies, with the expend.iture to which they commit us, we could *eU moue in

the opposite direction.

3. Since 1979, prospects for the world economy have worsened substantially.

It is clear that no-one c¿ur now confidently predict more than a fairly modest





world growth during the rest of this decade. In addition, the UK economy has

faced the particular problems of the pay explosion of 1979-80 and the rise in the

exchange rate resulting from the petro-currency status of sterling. The

resulting loss of competitiveness will take some time to remedy.

4. It is against this difficult background that the official report describes two

"scenaniosn for the development of the economy to 1990. Neither is a forecast:

they simply illustrate what might happen if we maintain out preseDt expenditure

policies against two economic backgrounds, one rather more favou¡able than the

other. On the low-growth Scena¡io B, the report shows that public expenditure

might rise to nearly 47 per cent of GDP in 1990-91 - a higher proportion tha¡r at

any time since the dismantling of the wa¡ economy. This level wou-ld be nearly

6 percentage points above that of our first year of office and 3 points above

wbat we bave agreed for 1982-83. Such a major departure from one of ou¡

central aims for the economy would, surely, be altogetber unacceptable.

5. On the somewhat more optimistft assumptiot of. Zl per cent growth in

Scenario A, public expenditure would still be nearly 40 per cent of GDP by i990.

This is somewhat below the levei of 19?9-80 and about 4 points below that

planned for 1982-83. But we cannot be reassured by this. I:r real terms, pubiic

expenditure would stiil be higher in 1990-91 than in 19?9-80 or 198¿-83.

Moreoverr'some of the assumptions on which the projections are based are, if

anythingr over-optimistic. They make little allowance, for example, for tbe

increases in expenditr¡¡e which public opinion might erpect in a period of higher

growth. And they ignore ncreep" - the apparently inexorable tendency for the

planning total for any futu¡e year to be added to as it comes closer to the

present because new and. compelling policy commitments are entered. into, or for

other reasons.





6. Moreover, the projections in the officials' report, showing as they do

significant increases in the social security, health and defence programmest

imply a degree of restraint in the provision of other public services which may in

the event prove politically unacceptable. We need to give ourselves some room

for manoeuvre in public expenditure.

I I accordingly believe that:-

(a) We must find ways of permitting some of the demands to be met,

both by encouraging people to make extra provision for themselves,

at least at the margin, and by finding ways in which those extra

services demanded can be supplied without burdening the Exchequer.

(b) We must consider carefully the extent to which we are denying

ourselves room for manoeuvre by past pledges and commitments. We

must review these, questioning both the objectives and, in some

cases, the underlying assumptions. Where priorities have changedr we

must be prepared to drop commitments or modify them, perhaps

drastically. =

(c) We must look much more closeìy at the efficiency of our spending

programmes. This meâns in practice not only policy

reviewsrscrutinies and stringent control of manpower, but also

opening up more of the routine business of central government, local

government and the NHS to private sector competition, as is already

being undertaken with local authority direct labour organisations.

(d) Last but not least, it is essential that we get across to the country at

large the nature of the longer-run problems of public spending arrd

then seek its support a¡rd und.erstanding for sensible ways of solving

them.





Taxation :-urd growtb

8. I attach at Annex A a note by the Treasury which considers what the

expenditure projections in the officials'report (C(82)...) could rDean for taxation.

9. On the face of it the gap between revenue and expenditure in Scena¡io A in

(C(82).. does not look too bad. But the better growth of output and productivity

reflected in this Scenario is based on an expansion of the private sector

encouraged by reductions in interest rates and in taxes, especially taxes and

charges on business, such as Corporation Tax, NIS or other National Insurance

charges. It will also be important if we are to achieve this better growth

performance, to reduce personal taxation so as to improve incentives. We cannot

secure the lower interest rates that the private sector needs if we do not hold

the PSBR down firmiy. The way forward to better economic performance c¿ur

therefore only be through reducing expenditure.

10. The tax implication of the low growth Scena¡io B and the related

expenditure projections would in my view be wholly unacceptable.

Conch¡sion

11. The record of the past two decades has shown all too clearly the dangers of

planning public spending on the assumption of a continuing economic growth

which in the event has not been achieved. It has been a failure of successive

Governments that they have assumed growth in the economy without taking the

steps necess¿r.ly to make it possible. Successive expenditure reviews have thus

followed a dreary cycle of over-optimism followed, inevitably, by retrenchment.

lZ. As a Government we need a more robust strategy than this. We must not

make the mistake of assuming that faster growth will float us over the rocks.

We need to create the conditions for a freer a¡rd more prosperous society, in

which the public sector is smaller and taxation is lower. This calls in my view





fo¡ some thorough study and new insights, leading at a later stage to rad.ical

decisions affecting most if not all of the major prograrnmes. We cannot neglect

arry possible approach.

13. I am not now proposing some kind of long-term total for public expend.i-

ture, still less specific cuts or changes of d.irection in any pariicular -area of

expenditure. I do, however, invite my colleagues to agree that the prospects

suggested by the officials'reports are unacceptable, and that we need to take a

new and fundamental look at levels of public spending. More specifically, I seek

their agreement:-

(") that, as a first step, we should commission further studies of all the

options identified by the CPRS in their paper (C(82) ) (save where

work is alread.y in hand on tüem) to be completed and. reported back

to the Cabinet in the spring of 1983;

(b) that meanwhile, to allow ourselves freedom of manoeuvre, we should

agree to make no further public commitments which would add

significantly to expenditure b=eyond, 1985-8ó, and that we should. avoid.

repeating former pledges which would otherwise expire;

(c) that in considering this year's public expenditure Survey we should.

have particular regard to the longer term implications of ou¡ decisions,

especially, for the "newn year 1985-86; a¡d

(d) that we should consider further how these difficult issues might best

be presented to our supporters in Parliament and to the country at

large.
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IIIPLICATIONS

The l-onger tern public expendi-ture exercise has projected
expenditure to the end of the decade on two iÌlustrative macro-
economic scenarios, the main features of which are shov¡n at
Annex 1 of the Publíc E>:penditure Faper. This note descri-bes
a similar projection of tax revenue on each of the same

scenarios, and goes on to look at the balance between revenue
and expenditure that is implied. Like the e>lpenditure figures,
these projections are dependent on the scenarios assumed:
they are not forecasts. The margin of error is inevitably
wide r.;hen looking so far ahead.

Assumptions

2. Like expenditure, taxes have been projected on the basis
.,-f unchanged policy. This has been interpreted to mean that
.r-ncome tax thresholds and specific duties are raised in line
with prices, that tax rates are unchanged and that existing
all-owances and. reliefs are continued.local authority rates
and National Insurance Contribution=s are calculated from the
plojections of locaI authority expenditure and expenditure
j.r'ùûl the National Insurance Fund., respectiveJ-y, on the
assunption that an unchanged proportion oí such expenditure i-s

met from general taxation. For lïorth Sea taxes the real
sterling oi1 price is assumed to rise by about a third between
1930 and 199o.(firis re'flects boih a r:j-se in the Ø price and a

faIl in the exchange rate.) Even though sofiê Dev,'íields are
assumed to come on stream, total production is assumed to be
a little belov¡ its peak level, r.'hich is reached in mid-decade.

1
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The projections

3. If scenario A were to be fulfilled, the projections suggest
tbat tax receipts would rise by about 20 per cent in real teruas.
This is a ratber smaller increase than that assuned for GDP in
this scenario so that taxes as a percentage of GDP fa1l from
39* per cent to just over 3? per eent. (See table A). However-r,
this mainly reflects a fa1I in local autbority rates and

National Tnsurance Contributions as a perientage of GDP: this
would only occur if local authority spending and benefit payments

{ron the National Ínsurance Fund hrere in fact held to the levels
assumed in the Expenditure projections. Income tax and
consumption*^t_1:ræ llff slightly in relation to GDP, the former
because the scenaïo assumes.a falling wage share, the latter
because the evidence is that a 1ú/o ríse in income leads to Jess
than a 1A/o rrse in consrtmption of good.s that bear sp'cific d.uties.
The yield of capital taxes also decLines in relation to GDP,

largely because of the indexation of CGT. Corporation tax and
North Sea taxes, on the other hand, rise somewhat as a percentage
of GDP

4.' 0n scenario B projected tax recæipts rise.by only 6% ín
real terms a good deal less than on scenario A. But GDP al-so
rises more slowly and taxes remain roughly constant as a-

pcrcentage of GDP at just below 4ú/o (see table B). Loca] rates
derived from the Expenditure projections fall- in relation to GDP

as in scenario A, but NICs remain a roughly'coústant proportion
of GDP because the l"imited growth in benefit expenditure matches
the limited growth in GDP. Capital taxes again fa1I in relation
to GDP. Against this North Sea taxes and. income tax rise as a

percentage of GDP. (Corporation tax is about constant). The

reason why incone tax rises in relation to GDP on scenario.B,
unlike scenario A, is that wages and salaries rise as a share
of GDP. BO-9V/" of the yield of income tax comes fron v.¡ages and

salaries. Consumption taxes, however, faIl as a percentage of
GDP because of'the tendency for expenditure on goods bearing
spectfic duties to rise less fast than j-ncone.

2
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Implicat ions

,. On scenario A the projected gap betvreen expenditure and
revenue nârrok's to about 2 per cent of GDP by the end of the
decade - no smaller as a percentage of GDP than the target
fi-gure set for the PSBR in the last year of the MediurL Terra
Financial- Strategy. Moreover, the tax projections make no
provision for raising income tax thresholds j-n rear terms or
for cutting tax rates to herp personar incentives, or to ease
the disincentive effects of the poverty trap. Nor do they allov¡
for any reduction in the rate o f business taxation*. Corporation
tax payments are projected to rise âs a percentage of GDP.

Uithout tax reouctions to improve incentives and i-ncrease net
company profì-tability it is doubtful v¡hether the economic
growth postulated could be achieved.

6. If the economy develops less far¡ourably as in scenario B

the problem of financing public expenditure is likely to be
much more severe. The projections show expenditure - which is
lov¡er than in scenario A - exceeding re\¡enue by f/o of GDP. If
this gap vrere bridged by borrov;ing the implication is a reversaL
of progress so far made in reCucing-the PSBR. Indeed, as a

percentage of GDP, borrowing approaches the levels which precipitated
'r;i.le 1976 crisis. But i-f borror,.'ing \¡¡ere to be restrained to 7/,
of GDP r",'ithout cuts in experditure taxes would have to be raisec
by the equivalent of á,1! bn at today's prcies. The tax burden
v¡ou1d rise from 4A/o to +5% of GDp (having already risen from
35% to 4U/o since 1978-79. See Chart A).

7 . If the 9,1J bn came f rom income tax alone, the yield woul-d

have to be raised by about half. If it eane from the consunption
taxes (V.A,f ano specific duties) tUeir combi-ned yield would
similarly have to be

only would require
half. (naising fl15 bn in VAT

doubled). fþs response of
increased- þyvl_eI0the VA{ to be

* Though if the expenditure projections in this scenario are
fulfilled, the combined National Insurance Contribution rates
of employers and employees taken together coul-d falf by sonething
like'1$ per cent. (There could also be some fall in local
authority rate poundaþes).
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ta>:tayers tc changes on this
any Drecision. But in cruoe
implied is, at the least:

or

or

levying VAT at zri'"
rate and those nolrr

scale cannot be predict,ed ';.irh
" reaci¡I reckoner" terms v¡hat is

raising the basic rate of income ta>: to about ttrp
(more if the tax base were reduced through evasion
or disincentive effects). Deductions of tax anC

NIC together would then be o\¡er þO per cent on a
marginal fl of income for nearly all taxpayers.

abolishing all allowances other than the single
allowance (e.g. the married man's allowance,
mortgqge tax relief, relief for pension contributions
and life assurance) and raising the basic rate to
perhaps 33p.

raising VAT to 2r% and doubling the real le.¡eÌ of all
specific duties.

or

O onclusions

i-ì. The pro jections are, as stressed above, sub ject to a lvide
margin of error. But they oemonstrate the difficulty of
fi-nancing the Ievels of public expenoiture inplied by the

continuation of current policies. If the æonomy grov,rs very
slot+ì-yr âs in scenario B, tbe consequences for taxation anð./or
borrorrring are very serious. The economy would need to grow
steadiry and strongryr âs in scenario A, to permit the sort of
e>:pend.iture levels envisaged. ft is doubtful- whether thj_s
growth coul-d arise without any further Government action tb
improve t^¡ork incentives or to improve businessest profitability
through tax cuts. But if taxes were cut borrowing could not
be restrained to 7/o of GDP and the inflation and interest rate
assumptions would begin to Iook implausible.

on goods v¡hich nov.' bear
zero-rated (food, fuel,;

the 1>%

etc. ) .
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TABLE A: Tax yi
of GDP

elds at constant (1980-1.) prices and aB a percenta.ge
on ScenarÍo A.'

.f,BN 1980-1 prices

r992-t 1990-1 l-982-3

11..1

7,o

11. 4

it.5

39,\

44.0

% or GDP

19 90- 1

10. 9

6.3

11. 1

t,2

5.4
0.4

57 ,2

39,1

Income Tax

NICf s
Consumption taxes (

VAT and specifics )

LA Rates

Corporation Tax,
North Sea taxes and NIS

Capital taxes

TOTAL

Public Expenditure
(incld debt interest )

11.1
1.8

92,r
ll

109 .9

]0J.0 1]6. O

inc I

25 ,7
16. 4

26 .6
10. 5

32.1
18. 6

t2,7
9.t

16.0
1.1

I
B

¿t

0

I

Note: Col"umns do not add exactlY
to totals becaube of rounding





TABLE B: Tax yields
of GDP on

l{ t

at constant (1980-1) prí:t:s ¿rr,d as a percentage
Scenario B.

Í,BN 19 B0- 1 pri ces

t9B2-3 1990-1
ì

1982-t

11.
7

11. 4

4.5

4.8

0. B

39.u

4ll .o

% of GDP

1990-1

T2,
7

11. L

t.7

39.7

l{6, B

fncome Tax

NICts

Consumption taxes(incl VAT and specifics )

LA Rates
Corporation tax ¡
North Sea .taxes and NIS

Capital. .taxes

25.7
16. ¿l

26 .6
10. 5

11. 1

1.ö

TOTAL - 92,1

29.u
17 .5

11. 1

1.1
_TI-

97.t)

i

0

I
J"

0

27 ,3
9.2

3

q

5

0

Public expenditure
(inc1 debt interest ) 10J.0 115.0

\
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CONFII)ENTIAL

From:T A A Hart
Date: 27 August lgBZ

Cha¡¡cellqr of the Exchequer cc-

Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
Minister State (C)
Minister of State (R)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir A Rawlinson
Sir Kenneth Couzens
Mr Bu¡ns
Mr Barratt
Mr Byatt or
Mr Middleton
Mr Wilding
Mr Kemp or
Mr Mountfield or
Mr Bottrill
Mr G P Smith
Mr Rayners
Mr Ridley

LONG TERM TRENDS iN PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

I attach a further draft of your Cabinet paper for 9 September entitlednThe Longer Termn- It has been amended to reflect your earlier comments set out
in Mr Kerr's minute of zS August. (I am =grateful to Mr Bottrill for the new
paragraph on overseas experience.)

z' The cha¡t a¡rd tables have been revised. in a way which we bope makes them
clearer to follow'we shall also have, early next ,*,eek, a second cha¡t - rather like
the nporcupinen cha¡t - to illustrate the effects of ncreep" in public expend.iture in
recent years' This is now being prepared and I have incìuded a reference to it at
the end of paragraph 5 of the draft Cabi¡et paper.

3' The deadiine for circulation of these papers is next Thursday, z September
a¡d I u¡dersta¡rd that you may wish to send them to the prime Minister f.or this
weekend' I am attaching a d¡aft covering minute for this purpose.

TAAHa¡t
GEPI

Kr
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CONI-IDENTIAL

DRAFT MINUTE FOR THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER TO SEND TO:

The Prime Minister

THE LONGER TERM

I am enclosing a draft of the paper on the Longer Term which, with your

agreement, I should like to circulate for d.iscussion by the Cabinet on p September.

The CPRS a¡e in parallel producing, at your request, a paper setting out some of
the main policy options if we wish to secure - as I am srrre we must - a major
tu¡nround in public spending in the longer term.

Z. I am afraid it may not be an easy discussion. The papers cover a wide

range of subjects and the prospect they reveal is not at all encouraging. The

proposed remedy may be unwelcome to some of ou¡ colleague with spending

responsibilities. I am, therefore, very anxious to avoid giving the impression that
this is simply a¡other Treasury ncutsn exercise, but with bigger cuts than usual.

3. Io my paper, I have sought to distaice our discussion from this sort of
approach. I hope very much that we sbali be able to have a more fundamental and

broad-ralging discussion about our long-term poticy objectives a¡d the size a¡¡d

shape of the public sector. Inevitably, this mear¡s looking at the broader political
context a¡¡d the prospects for the economy both at home a¡rd wo¡ldwide. In the

course of this discussion I hope it will be possible to secure colleagues' general

acceptance of the main conclusion in my paper:that the prospects suggested by the

officials'reports are unacceptable, and that we need to get public expenditure onto

a better track.

â,
4. Havingral hope, agreed on seriousness of the overall problem and the need

for a fresh look at public expenditure, we could tben tu¡n to the policy options

which the CPRS have identified as worth fu¡ther study. Colleagues will no doubt

wa¡t to comment on these individualty and some will no doubt ask to be exempted

from the exercise. On the whole, I hope we c€Ln avoid this. At this stage we ale
proposing onìy that there should be fu¡ther studies, a¡¡d the exercise will be far
Inore acceptable if all the major departments' a¡e seen to be in it together.





5' In the light of this d.iscussion we could return to the particular
recommendations at the end of my paper, the first of which (for fu¡ther studies) is,
of course, the most vital. I do, however, attach importance to the 3 other
proposals, in particular the suggestion that, until the further work has been
completed a¡d reviewed, we should hold back from new commitments a¡d from
repeating pledges wbich would otherwise expire. I think this should apply equally
to new promises on the tax front.

6 I am sending copies of this minute only to Sir Robert Armstrong and Mr Spagow.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Draft Cabinet PaPer

THE LONGER TERM

Note by the Cha¡c ellor of the Exchequer

The issues we a-re to discuss on 9 September are among the most
importaat we sball consid.er at a¡y time in this parliament. The way we
handle them will crucially affect the policies we put forwa¡d. at the, next
election, a¡d the performarce and s-hape of the econo'y for ma'y years
to come.

The problem

Z. We came to power in l9?9 with a firm commitment to reduce the
sha¡e which the state takes of the_ nation's income. \{e argued in the
manifesto that when the State sp-eoas a¡d bor¡ows too much, ntaxes,

interest lates, prices and unemproyment rise so that in the long run there
is less wealth with which to improve our sta¡dard of livi:ag .....n. Ou¡
experience since L979, and all experience abroad., has demonstrated how
well-founded that judgement was. The report by officials (c(gz) ) shows,
however, how fa¡ we still a¡e from fulfilling ou¡ ma¡rifesto commitment:
indeed, if we maintain ou¡ present policies, with the expenditqre to which
they commit us, we courd well move in the opposite direction.

3' siuce 1979, prospects for the worrd. economy have worsened.
substaatially. It is clea¡ tbat no-oDe c¿Ln now confidently predict more
than a fairly modest world growth during the rest of this decade. In

addition, the UK economy has faced the particular problems of the pay explosion

of 19?9-80 and the rise in the exchange rate ¡esulting from the petro-crurency

status of steriing. The resulting loss of competitiveness will take some time to
remedy.





4' It is against this difficult background that the official report d.escribes two
nscena¡iosn for the development of the economy to 1990. Neither is a forecast:

they simply illustrate what might happen if we maintain our present expenditure

policies against two economic backgrounds, one rather more favou¡able than the

other' On the low-growth Scena¡io B, the report shows that public expend.itgre

might rise to nearly 47 per cent of GDp in 1990_91 _ a higher proportion tha¡ at

a¡ly time since the dismantling of the war economy. This level would. be nearly

6 percentage points above that of ou¡ first year of office a¡¡d 3 points above

what we have agreed for 1982-s3. such a major departure from one of our

central aims for the economy would, surely, be altogether *nacceptable.

5' On the somewhat more optimistic assumption of Z! per cent growth in
Scena¡io A, pubtic expenditure would still be nearly 40 per cent of GDp by 1990.

This is somewhat below the level of l9?9_g0 a¡d about 4 points below that

planned for 1982-83. But we cannot be reassu¡ed by tbis. In real terms, public

expenditure would still be higher i¡ 1990_91 tha¡ in 19?9_g0 or lggZ_g3.

Moreover, sorne of the assumptioDs on which the projections a¡e based are, if
anything, over-optimistic. They mäe littte allowance, for example, for the

i¡creases in expenditure which pubtic opinion might expect in a period of higher

growth' And they ignore 'creep" - the apparently inexorable tendency for the

planning total for a¡y future year to be added to as it comes closer to the

present because new and compelling policy commitments are entered. into, or for

other reasons.(The effect of this in recent years is cleariy illustrated by the

cha¡t at Annex A).

ó. Moreover, the projections in the officials' report, showing as they do

sigaificant increases in the social security, health a¡d defence prograrnmes,

imply a degree of restraint in the provision of other pubiic services which may in

the event prove potitically unacceptable. We need to give ourselves sorne room

for ma¡oeuvre in public expenditure.





7. I accordingly believe tbat:-

(a) we must find ways of permitting some of the d.ema¡¡d,s to be met,

both by encouraging people to make extra provision for themselves,

at least at the margin, and by finding ways in which those extra

services dema¡ded c¡'' be supplied without burdening the Exchequer.

(b) we must consid.er carefu[y the extent to which we a,re denying

o'rselves room for manoeuwe by past predges ¡''d. commitments. \ile

must review these, questioning both the objectives a¡d, in some

casesr the underlying assumptions. where priorities have changed., we

be prepared to drop commitments or modify them, perhaps

drastically.

(c) we must look much more closely at the efficiency of ou¡ spending

programmes. This means in practice not onry poricy reviews,

scrutinies a¡d. stringent control of manpower, but arso openirg ..p

more of the busi¡ess of 
=central 

goverument, local government a¡d

the NHS to private sector competition, as is already being u¡d.ertaken

witb local authority direct labou¡ organisations.

(d) Last but not_least, it is essential that we get across to the cogntry at

large the nature of the longer-run problems of pubric spending and

then seek its support a¡d r¡¡d.erstaading for sensible ways of soiving

them.





Taxation a¡¡d srowth

8. I attach at Annex B a note by the Treasury which considers what the

expenditure projections in the officials'report (C(82)...) could meân for taxation.

9. On the face of it the gap between revenue a¡d expenditure in Scena¡io A in

C(82)-. does not look too bad. But the better growth of output and productivity

¡eflected in this Scenario is based on a¡¡ expansion of the private sector

encouraged by reductions in interest rates and in taxes, especially taxes and.

charges on business, such as Corporation Tax, NIS or other National Insu¡ance

charges. It will also be importarat if we a¡e to achieve this better growth

performance, to reduce personal taxation so as to improve incentives. We cannot

secure the lower interest rates that the private sector need.s if we do not hold

the PSBR down firmly. The way forward. to better economic performance can

therefore only be through reducing expend.iture.

10. The rates of tax implied bg the low growth Scenario B and related

expenditure projections would in my view be wholty unacceptable.Tbey would be

seriously damaging to industry and crippting in their effect on personal

incentives. Moreover, the increases which would be needed. are if anything

trnderstated, partly because the expenditu¡e projections make no alìsq¡a¡ce for
ncreepn, but also because such high rates of tax would create major problems of

evasion a¡rd enforcement. They would atmost certainly run into diminishing

retu¡ns a¡d lead to a fu¡ther growth in the black economy.

Overseas experience

il' The UK is not alone in having to take ha¡d decision ôn public spending.

Other countriesrtoo, have had to rein back spending plals. They include both ¡ieh

and' poor. Among our major industrial partners, the US, Germaly and Japaa have





all sought spending economies. The French Government, too, is now seeking

stringent cuts in its previously ambitious plans. Even among the Sca¡dinavian

countries, with a long tradition of high public spending, economies a¡e being

made' In many cases, previously sancrosar¡ctprogrammes such as social security,

health a¡d education have had to sharain the reductions. In developing countries

in Africa, Asia a¡d Latin America, reductions in public spending plans form a

vital part of many of the adjustment programmes agreed with the IMF. Mexico is

the most recent to join the list.

Conclusion

1¡- The ¡ecord of the past two decades has shown all too clearly the dangers of

formulating or accePting policy commitments on the assumption of a continuing

economic growth which in the event has not been achieved. It has been a failure

of successive Governments that they have assumed. growth in the economy

without taking the steps necessaÌy to make it possible. Successive expend.iture

reviews have thus followed a dreary cycle of over-optimism followed, inevitably,

by retrenchment.

13. As a Government we need, a more robust strategy tha¡ this. We must not

make the mistake of assuming that faster growth will float us over the rocks.
'\4te need to create the conditions for a freer and more prosperous society, i¡1

which the public sector is smaller a¡¡d taxation is lower. This calls in my view

for some thorough study a¡rd. new insights, leading at a later stage to radical

decisions affecting most if not all of the major progranmes. We cannot neglect

any possible approach.

14' I am not Dow proposing some kind of long-term total for public expendi-

ture, still less specific cuts or changes of direction in any particula¡ area of

expenditure. I do, howeverr invite my colleagues to agree that the prospects

suggested by the officiaìs'reports are unacceptable, and that we need. to take a





new ¿md fundamenta-l look at levels of public spending. More specifically, I seek

their agreement:-

(a) that (except where work is already in hand) we should as a first step

commission further studies of all the options identified by

the GPRS in their paper (c(82) ) and possily some of those in Annex

H. These studies should be completed a¡¡d reported back to the

Cabinet in the spring of 1983;

(b) that meanwhile, to allow ourselves freedom of ma¡roeuvre, we should

agree to make no fu¡ther public commitments which would add

significaatly to expenditure beyond 1985-8ó, and that we should avoid

.. 
repeating former pledges which would otherwise expire;

(c) that in consid,ering this year's public expend.iture survey we should

have particular regard to the longer term implications of our

decisions, especialty, for the nnewn year 1985-86; a¡d

(d) that we should consider fu¡ther how these difficult issues might best

be presented to orrr supporters in Pa¡liament a¡d to the country at

large.





PUBLIC E):r--El;DI l,JrtE
FISC,qL TMPLTCAT]OA'S

lN Til_E LOlisI,R !'EFJ,i

The lorrger term pubric e>:penditur.e e):ercise has pr-ojected
e>:perrditure to the end of the d ecade oD trn,o i1Ìustrative racr-o-ecoror'ic sce:'rarics, the r',ain f eatur'es of v:hicb are shov.,r¡ at!-nrre>:1of +-ire Fublic. r>:pendjtur.e Faper.. This rro¿,€ oescr.ibesa -sirri lar F,l'o jeci.ion of ta>: ,-eïenue o,' each of t.l:e ser,e
scel.r¿ri os ' a:r{ì Eoes o! to Loo} at the bal ance beir,;een revelueani e>:pendi'uì-rl-Ê I,ytet is irnpìied- Ljke ihe e):pÊrroiiur.e figures,-ui:ese pr'ojections are deperrden-u on the *.cer:arios assumed:
they ar'e not for'ecasts. Tbe riel.gin of err.o, is ine'it,abry
v:ide ...,'hen I oo):irrg so f ar ahead.

Is*cumoti on s

2' Like e:.':¡enci+-ur-e, 'r-êxes bave be e¡¡ pr.ojec,r,ed or t:e basisof unchan-e: policy. Tbis has beerr ilieipr.et,ed tc úsen tharincone -r,â)r *uhre-sholds and specifi-c dut.ies ar.e r.eised in liner':itb prices, that iax ra'r,es are uncì:angec and thai e>:istingafloua¡ces and ;-er-ieis are conti¡ued.Locaf auihori_ty r.atesa¡d liatror:al rnsurance co¡triburions ere caf curated from thepr"ojections of locar. authorit;' e>:penditure and erpenoÍture
flor the lieti onal r¡surance Func, l'esDect:-velyr oD -i,he
assu:ptiol -ubat an u¡,chaiaei lr.opcrtion of sucn e>.¡erdi-r,,r.€ j_s
net from ge::erai ta>-arlo;:- Ior" J,cr-uh sea ta>:es ihe rear_
s-uer'ì-irrg orl p:-ice is assu¡ei 'Lc ¡ise b¡ abou-, e tniro betnee¡
aYZJ ano 'l!-?C -(tiris :.eflec-r,-. Ì-,o-,-h e :-ise in ,,,]re g tr,:-ice a:d aiall ln'ul:e e:':cÌ:a:Ee ;'ate.) Ii,e- -,hc;gh sore rrev,,iielôs al_e
:ssug:ed tuo cof,i ê or s¡i'caa, -r,c--aÌ proouciron is assumec to bea Ìittle t'eLor': its r)eak lever-, i,:Ìrich is reachec in nid-decade-

:-). B
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"'- Tbe TO ections

3' rf scenario A vrere to be furfir-red, tbg projections suggesttbat tax receipts r.¡ourd rise by about 20 per cent in real terms.Tbis is a ratber smaller i-ncrease tban that assumed for GDp intbis scenario so tbat taxes as a percentage of GDp falr- rromf9l per cent to just over 32 per cent- (see table A). ïrowev€r.r:this mainly reflects a farr in Jocal autbority rates and
National rnsurance contributions as a percentage of GDp: this
rn'oufd onì-y occur if loca1 authority spending and benefit payments
from tbe National- lnsurance Fund lrere in fact bel-d to tbe revels
assumed in the rìxpenditure projections. rncome tax and
consumption_taxes I..]r srigbtly in relation to GDp, tbe former
because the scena-'o assur'es a falling ,aBe share, the r_atter
because tbe evidence is that a 1u/o ríse in incone r.eads to r-ess
tban a lvt| ri-s9 in constlmption of goods that bear =o?iti" ¿uties-
Tbe vield of capital ta:res ar-so declines in relatioÍ-;;-;";:"^"-
Ìa'rgeÌy because of the indexation of cGT. corporation tax and)Ic:th sea taxes, on the other band, rise somewhat as a percentageof GDP.

4. On scenario B projected tax=receipts rise.by only 6% ínreal terms - a good d.eal less than on scenario A_ But GDp arsorises more s1owly and taxes remain roughly constant as a.
pei'centage of GDP at just belou 4ü/o (see table Bl. I,ocal- rates
derived lrom the Expenditure projections fall- in rel_ation to GDp
as in scenarío A, but Nrcs remain a roughì-y-constant proportion
of GDP because the Ìimited grouth in benerit expenditure matches
the 1j-rnited grov;th in GDp. capital taxes again falr, in relationto GliP- Against this North.sea taxes and'income tax rise as a
percentage ol GDp- (corporation tax is about constant). The
reason why income tax rises in rel-ation to GDp on scena.rio B,
unl-ike scenario A, is that Ì,¡ages and sar-aries rise as a share
of GDP- Bo-gv/" of the yiel-d of income tax comes from uages and
balaries- consumption taxes, ho--ever, farl as a percentage of
GDP because of'the tendency'for erpenditure on goods bearing
specific duties to rise less fast than income-

2
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Ïtplicatio NS

5' on scenario a the pnojected gap betr,.Ìee' e>:penditure andrevenue nalrows to about 2 per cent o1 GDp by the end of tt¡edecade - no smaller as a percentage of GDp than the tar.getfigure set for tbe psBR in the r-ast year of the lledium TermFinancial str'ategy- lioreover, the tax projections make noprovision for raising income tax threshor-ds in rear. terms orfor cutting tax rates to Ì:eì-p personar- incentives, or to easethe disincentive effects of the poverty trap- Nor do they ar-Iov:for any reduction in the rate o f business taxation- - corporationtax payments are projected to rise as a percentage of GDp.uithout tax reductions to improve incentives and increase netcotpany profitability it is doubtful- uhether the econonic
growth postulated coul_d be achieved.

6' rf the economy deveì-ops r.ess fa'ourabfy as in scenario Bthe problem of financing public expenditure is rikely to be
nuch more severe' The projections shov,, exoenditure - v¡hich is ritt]cv¡er than in scenario -å, exceeding re\¡enue by T/" of GDp. rfthis gap lJere bridged by borrowing the implication is a reversalof progress so far made in redueinB the psBR- rnoeed, as apercentage of GDP, borrowing aoproaches the l-evel-s r¡hich preci-pitathe 1976 crisis- But if borror,.,ing .biere to be restrained to ?tLof GDP v¡itbout cuts in e>lpenditure taxes wouÌd have to be raisedby the eouivar-ent of s15 bn at today,s prcies. The ta>r burdenr.'ould rise from a'to to 4r% of GDp (ha'ing already risen from
35% to 4V/o sínce lg7g-?9. See Chart J ).

7. If th e Ð15 bn came from r_ncome tax al-one, the yield would
have to be raised by about half . If it eane from the consumpti-on
taxes (VAT and specific duties) their combined yield v:'oufd
simiLarl-y have to be
only rn'oul-d require

l-ncreased- þy
Y1C Idthe ïA{ to be

half . (Raising å,15 bn in VAT
doubled). fþs response of

' Though if the expenditur.e projections rn this seenario arefulfilLed' the combined National rnsurance contribution ratesof employers and employees taken together could farl by somethinglike'1] per cent. (There coul-d also be some fa]L in local_authority rate poundaþes).

3





ta>lpayers to changes on this
any precision. But in crude
implied is, at the l_east:

scaLe cannot be predicted v:ith
"read¡r reckonert' terms v;hat is

or

or

or

raising the basic rate of income taz to about 45p
(more if the tav base Here reduced through evasion
or disincentive effects). Deductions of tax and
Nrc together v¡ould then be over !o per cent on a
marginal S of income for nearì-y alL taxpayers.

abolishing alr- alr-owances other than the singr.e
all-ouance (".g- the married man,s allowance,
mortgqge tax reli-ef, relief for pension contributions
and life assurance) and raising the basic rate to
perhaps 33p.

raising VAT to Z>%

specific duties.
and doubling the real }evel of all

levying VAT at Z>%

rate and those now

on goods which now bear
zero-rated (food, fueli

the 15%

etc. ) .

0oncl-usions

8- The projections are, as stressed abo'e, subject to a 'idemargin of error- But they demonstrate the difficur-ty offinancing the lever-s of pubì-ic e>:penditure inpì_ied by thecontinuation of current policies. rf the æ.onomy gror.rs veryslor*lyr âs in scenario B, the consequences for taxat1on and/orbc*owing are very serious. The ec.nomy wour_d need to grovrsteadily and stronglyr âs in scenario A, to permit the sort of
e>:penditure l-evel-s envisaged. rt is doubtfuÌ r¡hether .thisgrowth coul-d arise without any further Government action to
improve work incentives or to improve busines="=t p"ofitability
through tax cuts. But if taxes ì,rere cut borrowing courd not
be restrained to ?/" of GDp.and ti" i.rf lation and interest rate
assumptions would begin to l_ook implausible.

4
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Table A: Tax yields at constant (1980-1) priees and as a percentage of GDP

S.bn 19BO-1 prices.
r9B2-3 1990-1

Scenario

% of GDP

Income Tax

NfCrs
Consumption taxes
(inc1 VAT and specifics)
LA Rates
Corporation Tax, North
Sea taxes and NIS

Capital Taxes

TOTAL

Public Expenditure
(incl debt interest)

92 "r 109.9 97 .u

10J.0 116. o LL5. o

Note: Columns do no
botals becaus

25,7
16.4

26 "6
10.5

11.1
1"8

A

32.
18.

32.
9

16. O

1.1

B

29 ,4
17 ,5

27 ,J
9.2

1l .1
.1.1

11,l
3.2

11.1
3,7

3

6

7

3

19B2-3

1l_.1

7,Q

11. 4

u,5

J9.\

llq"0

1990-1
Scenario
AB

10.9 12.0
6,i 7 ,r

4.8
o.B

tr

0.

37 .2 39,7

39.3 46.8
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3

4

5

0
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CONFIDENTIAL

Tieasury Chambers. Parliamerrt Street, SW'IP 3AG
C1-233 3000

PRIME MÏNISTER

THE LONGER TERM

!{e had a word yesterday, and are to talk again on 31 August'
about the handling of Cabinet on 9 September. I have talked
to John Sparrow today about the paper which the CPRS are
producíng on the main policy'options. You might like to see

the attached draft of the paper which I propose to circulate.

Z. I am very anxious to avoid giving the impression that this
is simply another Treasury "cuts" exercise, but with bigger cuts

than usual. In my paPer r I have therefore sought to dist¿ace
our discussion from this sort of approach. I hope very much

that we shall be able to have a more fundamental and' broad-

ranging discussion about our long-term policy objectives and the

size and shape of the public sector. Inevitablyr this means

Iooking at the broader political context and the prospects for
the economy both at home and worldwide. In the course of this
d.iscussion I hope it wÍIl be possible to secure colleaguesr
general acceptance of the main conclusion i-n my PaPer: that the

prospects suggested by the officialsr reports are unacceptable,

and that we need to get public expenditure onto a better track.

3. Havingr ês I hope, agreed on the seriousness of the overall
problem and the need for a fresh look at public expenditurer \dê

cou1d, then turn to the policy options identified by the CPRS as

worth further study. Colleagues wiII no doubt want to comment

on these indÍvidually and some will no doubt ask to be exempted'

from the exercise. On the wholê, I hope we can avoid this'
At this stage we are proposing only that there should' be further

CONFTDENTIAL
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stud.Íes, and the exercise will be much more acceptable if all
the major departments are seen to be in it together.

4. In the llght of thÍs discussion we could return to the
particular reco¡nmendations at the end of my PaPer, the first
of which (for further studies) is, of courser the most vital.
I do, however, attach irnportance to the three other proposalst
in particular the suggestj.on that, until the further \fork has

been completed and reviewed,, we should hold back from new

commitments and from repeating pledges which wouLd otherwise
expire. I think this should aPPly equally to new promlses on

the tax front.

5. These suggestions on handling are of course very much

subject, to your views and our d.iscussion on Tuesday.

6. I am sending copies of this minute only to Sir Robert

Armstrong and Mr. SParrow. =

G.H.
'2'7 Auqust 'l-'9r82
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Draft Cabinet paper

THE LONGER TERM

Note bv the Chancellor of the Exchequer

The issues we are to discuss on 9 September ate among the most

importaat we shall consider at any time in this Parliament. The way we

handle them will crucially affect the policies we put forward at the next

election, a¡rd the performance and sh3.pe of tbe economy for many years

to come.

The problem

Z. We came to power in 1979 with a firm commitment to reduce the

sha¡e which the State takes of the nationrs income. We argued ia the

manifesto that when the State spends and borrows too much, ntaxes,

interest rates, prices and unemployment rise so that in the long n¡n there

is less wealth with which to improve our standa¡d of living .....". Our

experience since L979t and all experience abroad, has demonstrated how

well-founded that judgement was. The report by officials (C(82) ) shows,

however, how far we still are from fulfilling our manifesto commitment:

indeed, if we maintain our present policies, with the expenditure to which

they commit us, we could well move in the opposite direction.

3. Since 1979, prospects for the world economy have worsened

substantially. It is clear that no-one can now confidently predict more

than a fairly modest world growth during the rest of this decade. In

addition, the UK economy has faced the particular problems of the pay explosion

of 1979-80 and the rise in the exchange rate resulting from the petro-cr¡rrency

status of sterling. The resulting loss of co.mpetitiveness wili take some time to

remedy.





4. It is against this difficult backgror:nd that the official report describes two

"scenaniosn for the development of the economy to 1990. Neither is a forecast:

they simply illustrate what might happln if we maintain our present expenditure

policies against two economic backgrounds, one rather more favourable than the

other. On the low-growth Scenario B, tbe report shows that public expenditure

might rise to nearly 47 pet cent of GDP in 1990-91 - a higher proportion than at

any time since the dismantling of the war economy, This level would be nearly

ó percentage points above that of our first year of office and 3 points above

what we have agreed for 1982-83. Such a major departure from one of our

central aims for the economy would, surely, be altogether unacceptable.

5. On the somewhat more optimistic assumption of 2å per cent growth in

Scenario A, public expenditure worrld still be nearly 40 per cent of GDP by 1990.

This is somewhat below the ievel of 1979-80 and about 4 points below that

planned for 1982-83. But we cannot be reassured by this. In real terms, public

expenditure would still be higher in 1990-91 than in 1979-80 or 1982-83.

Moreover, some of the assumptions on which the projections are based are, if

anything, over-optimistic. They makã tittle allowance, for example, for the

increases in expenditure which public opinion might expect in a period of higher

growth. And they ignore ncreep" - the apparently inexorable tendency for the

planning total for any future year to be added to as it comes closer to the

present because new and compelling policy commitments are entered into, or for

other reasons.(The effect of this in recent years is clearly illustrated by the

cha¡t at An¡ex A).

ó. Moreover, the projections in the officials' report, showing ås tfrey ao

significant increases in the social security, health and. d.efence programnres,

ioply a degree of restraint in the provision of other public services which may in

the event prove politically unacceptable. Vy'e need to give ourselves sorne roorD

for ma¡roeuvre in public expenditure.





7. I accordingly believe that:-

(a) We must find. new vays of pernitting somq of tþe dema¡d-e to be net t

both by encouraging people to make extra provision- for themselves,

at least at the margin, and by finding ways in which those extra

services demanded can be supplied without burdening the Exchequer.

(b) We must consider carefully the extent to which we are denying

ourselves toom for mamoeuwe by past pledges and commitments. We

must review these, questioning both the objectives a:rd, in some

cases, the r¡nderlying assumptions. lVhere priorities have cha¡rgedr we

must be prepared to drop commitments or modify themr perhaps

drastically.

(c) We must look much more closely at the efficiency of our spending

programnes. This me¿rns in practice not only policy reviewst

scrutinies and stringent control of manPowerr but also opening up

more of the business of central government, local government a¡rd

the NHS to private sector competition, as is already being undertaken

with local authority direct labou¡ organisations.

(d) Last but not 
-Ieast, 

it is essential that we get across to the country at

large the nature of the longer-run problems of public spending and

then seek its support and understanding for sensible ways of solving

them.





Taxation and srowth

B. I attach at Annex B a note by ihe Treasury which considers what the

expenditure projections in the officials'report (C(82)...) could me¿rn for taxation.

9. On the face of it the gap between revenue and erpenditure in Scenario A in

C(BZ).. d.oes not look too bad. But the better growth of output and productivity

reflected in this Scenario is based on €uil expansion of the private sector

encouraged, by reductions in interest rates and in taxes, especially taxes amd

charges on business, such as Corporation Tax, NIS or other National Insu¡a¡rce

charges. It will also be , important if we are to achieve this better growth

performance, to reduce personal taxation so as to improve incentives. \{e ca¡¡not

secure the lower interest rates that the private sector needs if we do not hold

the PSBR down firmly. The way forwa¡d to better economic performance can

therefore only be through reducing expenditure.

10. The rates of tax implied by:the low growth Scenario B and related

expend.iture projectioné vould. plainly be quite macceptable. They would. be

seriously d.amaging to industry a¡rd crippling in their effect on personal

incentives. Moreover, the increases which would be needed are if anything

und.erstated, partly because the expenditure projections make no allowance for

ncreepn, but also because such high rates of tax would create major problems of

evasion and enforcement. Tbey would almost certainly run into diminishing

returns and lead to a fu¡ther growth in the black economy.

Overseas experience

11. The UK is not alone in having to take hard decisions onpublic spending.

Other countriesrtoo, have had to rein back spending pians. They include both rielt

and poor. Among our major industrial partners, the US, Germany and Japan have





\ all sought spending economies. The French Government, too, is now seeking

stringent cuts in its previously ambitious plans. Even among the Sca¡rdinavian

countries, with a long tradition of high public spending, economies a¡e being

made. In many cases, previously sancrosanctprogrammes such as social securityt

health a¡rd education have had to sh"'ein the reductions. In developing countries

in Africa, Asia and Latin America, reductions in public spending plans form a

vital part of many of the adjustment programm.es agreed with the IMF. Mexico is

the most recent to join the list.

Conclusion

1.L The record of the past two decades has shown all too clearly the dangers of

formulating or accepting policy commitments on the assumption of a continuing

economic growth which in the event has not been achieved. It has been a failure

of successive Governments that they have assumed growth in the econorny

without taking the steps necess:rry to make it possible. Successive expenditure

reviews have thus followed a dreary cycle of over-optimism followed, inevitablyt

by retrenchment. =

13. As a Government we need a more robust strategy than this. We must not

make the mistake of assumiag that faster growth will float us over the rocks.

We need to create the conditions for a freer and more prosperous societyr in

which the public sector is smaller and taxation is lower. This calls in my view

for some thorough study a.r¡d. new insights, leading at a later stage to radical

decisions affecting most if not all of the major programmes. Vy'e cannot neglect

any possible approach.

L4. I am not now proposing some kind of long-term total for public expendi-

ture, still less specific cuts or changes of direction in any particular area of

expenditure. I do, however, invite my colleagues to agree that the prospects

suggested by the officials'reports are unacceptable, and that we need to take a





new and. fundamental look at levels of public spending. More specificallyr I seek

tbeir agreement:-

(a) that (except where work is already in hand) we should as a first step

comission further stud.ies of all the nain options identified. by

the CPRS in their paper (C(82) ) a¡rdpossidysoecf those in Annex

H. These studies should be completed and reported back to the

Cabinet in tbe sPring of 1983;

(b) tbat mea¡rwbile, to allow ourselves freedom of manoeuvrer we should

agree to make no fu¡ther public commitments which would add

significantly to expenditure beyond 1985-86r and that we should avoid

repeating former pledges which would otherwise expire;

(c) that in considering this y""t'" public expenditure Survey we should

have particular regard to the longer term implications of oul

decisions, especially, for the nnewn year 1985-86; and

(d) that we should. consider fu¡ther how these difficult issues might best

be presented to out supPorters in Parliament and to the country at

large.





PUBLlC EXPENDITURE PLANNlNG TOTALS

f billion cash

f billion cash

130

March 19E
Budget

120

March 1981 Budget 1

110

CMND 7841
March 1980 White Paper 2

100

90

80

70
1 979-80 1 980-81 1 981-82 1 982-83 1 983-84 1 984-85

Notes lConverted into cash from the plans in 1980 Survey Prices.
2Converted into cash using the same inflation assumptions as

used for converting the MARCH 1981 BUDGET plans.
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?he ìorrger term public ei:penditur.e e):ercise has pr-ojected
e>:pelroi-tur'e to'rhe end of the iecade oD two illustratit,e r,acro-
ecoronic sceÌrarics, i,he nain f eatur.es of v:hich are- shcr,¡r¡ at
i.rrrre):1of t.i,€ Fublic Ii.penôitui.e Faper. Th:s roi.e iesc¡.ibes
a simj Lar nroject',ion of t a>'. j'eïerjue o:l each of ti:e ser,e
sce:.:arios, alo goes o¡ to Loo); e'u tÌ:e balance bei;r.:een reve:ue
ani e>:pendi'uül-'€ that is inpìiei. Lj);e ihe Ê):Þ€i¡ci¡u¡.e figu:-es,
-ui:ese pr'ojeci;ions ere cep,errden-. on the sc.enarios assurei:
they ei'e not fcrecast,s. The nar.gin oí err.or is inevitabry
v¡ide r..,'ben l-ookirrg so far ahead.

Assumot i cn s

?. Like e;.:¡e:citur.e, taxes bave beer: pr.o jec.-_ecì o: ihe basis
of unchariei poiicy. T¡is has beerr rlt,eipr.e-ued tc ,¿een '.her
inco¡re -v-a-)r t,hreshclds ar¡d specific duties ar.e i.aised in line
r"iih pi'ices, that iax ra-tes e:'e uncnangec and tha-., e>;isting
alf oua¡ces and :-elieis are continuei.f,ocaL auihority r.ates
a:d ìiati-onal, r::su:'a:ice contri-buÈions are cal-culated irom tbe
pro j ect j-ons of Ì ocal auiÌ:orii;' e>:pendi iure anc erpenoi-ui.lre
f:or tne ]iatic¡aL rrs;r'a:rce !unc, i-esDectivelyr oD the
assu:pt-ic= -ubai an r.tr:charjgec p:-.o:cr-.tion of sucn e>:ce::diiur.e is
net Í¡'or ge:.:etai tai.ation - f o¡. ilc:--uh Sea ta^>:es -r,te real
si.er')-ir.rg oil p:-i.ce is essuiei'uc rise b5 e'Dou-. e t::iro beiv¡een
',iZC eno '19?C.(this :.eileci-. bo-"h e ¡ise j_n ..be g p:-ice a:ô e

i¡ll in '.he e::ci-a::e .are. ) J'ie- -,lci;gh scüe rre'vr iielôs are
:ls-:!'ied -uc cote o: s::.ea!Lr'r,c--aÌ proouciion is assu¡ed to be
a l-iiile l-'efor.: its î¡e?k Lelel-, v;hi-ch is reacheô in r¡id-decade-
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3- rf scenario A \.rere to be fulfiì-red, tbg projections suggest
that tax receipts v¡ould rise by abo'ut 2o per cent in real- terms.
Tbis is a rather smaller increase tban that assumed for GDp in
tbis scenario so that taxes as a percentage of GDp fall_ from
39* per cent to just over 3? per cent- (See tabl-e ¡-). Ilowevêr.r:
this mainÌy reflects a falr in local- authority rates and
National rnsurance contributions as a p.ercentage of GDp: this
}rould only occur if loca1 autbority spending and benefit payments
froro the National lnsurance Fund lrere in fact held to tbe fevels
assumed in the Expenditure projections. rncome tax and
consumption_-tarcæ. Irlr srightly in reLation to GDp, tbe former
because the scenaïo assumes a falling ;-age sbare", the latter
because the evidence is that a 1ú/o r:se in income leads to less
than a lut| t:,se in constlnption of goods that bear =p?iri" duties.
The yield of capital taxes aÌso decl-ines in relatio} ,o GDp,-largeì-y because of the ind.exation of CGT. Corporation tax and
)Tc:th Sea taxesr oD the other hand., rise somewhat as a percentage
oí GDP

4. on scenario B projected tax receipts rise_by on]ry 6% in
real terms a good deal less than on scenario.ê.. But GDp arso
rises more slowl-y and taxes remain roughly constant as a
percentage of GDP at just below 4Oe/o (see table A l. LocaL rates
derived from tbe Expenditure projections fa11 in relation to GDp
as in scenario A, but Nrcs remain a roughly constant proportion
of GDP because the limited gror+th in benefj-t erpenditure matches
the Limited grov:th j-n GDP. Capital taxes again fall in relation
to Gll'P. Against this North sea taxes and inclme tax rise as a
percentage of GDP. (corporation tax is about constant). The
reason why income tax rises in relation to GDp on scenario B,
unìike scenario A, is that Hages and saLaries rise as a share
of GDP. BO-9VIL of the yield of income tax comes from uages and
salaries. consumption taxes, however,, fa]1 es a percentage of
GDP because of'the tendency for expenditure on goods bearing
specific duties to rise less fast than income.
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Icn lications

revenue Dârrorr,s to about 2 per cent of GDp by the end of the
decade no smaÌ1er as a percentage of GDp than the target
figure set for the psBR in the last year of ilre rTedium Term
Financial str'ategy. lroreover, the Lax projections make no
provisi-on for raising income tax threshol-ds in reaL terms or
for cutting tax rates to herþ personal- incentives, or to ease
the disincentive effects of tbe poverty trap. Nor do they allov:
Íor any reduction in the rate o f business ta>:ation.. Corporation
tax payments are projected to rise as a percentage of GDp.
liithout tax reductions to improve incentj-ves and increase net
company profitability it is doubtful v¡hether the economic
grovrth postuJ-ated coul-d be achieved.

6- rf the economy de'erops Less fa'ourably as in scenario B
the problem of financing public expenditure is likely to be
;i:ch more severe. The projections shov,, expenditure - v:hi-ch is l-itt-
Lov¡er tban in scenario -â. - exceeding revenue by T/" of GDp. rf
this gap l'rere bridged by borrowing the impl-ication is a reversal.
of progress so far made in reduclng the psBR. rnoeed., âs a
percentage of GDPr borrowing aoproaches the 1evels which precipita-
the 1976 crisis. But if borror,ring viere to be restrainei. to ?tb
of GDP uithout cuts in e>lpenditure taxes i,,ouLd have to be rai_seo
by the eouival-ent of s15 bn at today's prcies. The ta>: burd.en
vroul-d rise from 4UtL to a5% of GDp (haying aì_ready ri-sen from
35% to 4ú/o since 19?8-?9. See Chart J ).

7- rf the 915 bn came from income tax al-one, the yierc v¡ould
have to be raised by about hal-f. If it eacle fron the consumption
taxes (vAT and specific duti-es) tbeir combined yield v;oul-d
sÍmilarly have to be
only woul-d require

increased- þyvl- e Idthe VA{ io be

half . (naising S,15 bn in VAT

doubled). The response of
' Though if the expenoiture projections in this scenario are
fulf iÌ]ed, the combined l{ational- Insurance Contribution rates
of euployers and empLoyees taken togêther coul-d falL by something
]j-ke 1+ per cent. (There coul-d also be some farL in l_ocaL
authority rate poundaþes).

t





1.a>:payers to charrges on this
any precision. But j-n crude
implied is, at the Least:

scale cannot be pleoi cteo t.:it.h
"Iead¡r reckoner" te¡ms r,:hat is

OT

or

or

raising the basic rate of income tay. to about 45p
(more if the ta:¿ base were reduced through evasion
or disincentive effects). Deductions of tax and
Nrc together vrould then be over !o per cent on a
marginal Ð of income for nearÌy alL taxpayers.

abol-ishing a1l" al-l-owances other than tbe single
allowance (e.g- the married Ban's allowance,
mortgqge tax rerief, relief for pension contributions
and life assurance) and raising the basic rate to
perhaps 33p.

raising VAT to 25% anA doubling the real 1evel of all
specific duties.

levying VAT at 2r%
rate and those Dow

on goods urhich now bear
zero-rated (food, fueli

the 1r%

etc. ).

Conclusions

8. The projections are, as stressed above, subject to a r.;ide
margin of error. But they demonstrate the difficul_ty of
financi-ng the l-evel-s of public expendi_ture impì-ied by the

continuation of curuent policies. rf the æ,onomy gror,,,s very
slov:l-yr âs in scenario B, the consequences for taxation and./or
bcmowing are very serious. The economy woul_d need to grolr
steadily and strongly, as in scenario A, to permit the sort of
expenditure level-s envisaged. It is doubtful r,r,hether this
growth could arise without any further Government actián to
improve work incentives or to improve busines="=t p"ofitability
through tax cuts. But if taxes uere cut borrowing could not
be restrained to 7/o of GDP and the inflation and interest rate
assumptions woul-d begi_n to look implausible.
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Table A: Tax yiel.ds at constant (l9BO-1) prices and as a percentage of GDP
'j

9bn 19BO-1 prices.
r9B2-3 1990-1

Scenario
AB

25 .7 32.3 29.4

16.4 18.6 17 .5
Income Tax

NICrs
Consumption taxes
(inc1 VAT and specifics)
LA Rates
Corporation Tax, North
Sea taxes and NTS

Capital Taxes

TOTAL

/, of GDP

7

1

27 "3
9"2

t9B2-3

11. 1

7.0

11.4
\"5

4.8
o.B

39 "u

4ll .o

19 90- I
Scenario
A

f 0.9
6.3

11.1
3.2

B

12.0
7.r

11" l_

1.7
26.6
10.5

92 "r

11.1
1"8

32.
9

16. O

1.1
13 .T

1.1
lr109.9 97.4

5.1
o.l{

5

0

q

4

Public Expenditure
(incI debt interest)

37 .2 19.7

19"1 lr6.B101. o 116 .0 115 " 0

Note: Columns do no
totals becaus

dd exactly to
f rounding

ta
eo
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